
Recorded Statement: Tavaris Kincade
Offense: Attempted L't Degree Murder
Event #: 2011-24393

Event Location: 2200 Crystal Grove
Interview Conducted bv: Det. Russell Hurley

DET. GRICE: Th"y still got them on ya?

DET. HURLEY: I thought they took'em off

DET. GRICE: I ain't got my key with me, you got one?

DET. HURLEY: Yeah I got one.

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-mumbli.g).

DET. GRICE:

th"y were still on you.
Sorry about that man, I didn't know

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-mumbli.g).

DET. HURLEY: I'm gonna move your jacket over here, if
that's all right with ya, okay?

(inaudible-movement). . .

DET. HURLEY: I don't want you to be looking through
your jacket when I'm talking to you, okay?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Well nary it's just my phone, that's the
only thing..

DET. HURLEY: Well... well... you got a phone in there?
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TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

(inaudible-movement). . .

DET. HURLEY: Okay. All right. Tavaris Kincade, is that
right?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. HURLEY: How do you spell your first name?

TAVARIS KINCADE: T-A-V-A-R-I-S.

DET. HURLEY: V.A-R?

TAVARIS KINCADE: I-S.

DET. HURLEY: I-S. And vour last name is K-I-N-C-A-D-
E?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response).

DET. HURLEY: And whafs your date of birth, Tavaris?

TAVARIS KINCADE: 1211,4193.

DET. HURLEY: And where do you live at?

TAVARIS KINCADE: I don't know the current address, but
where my mom stay on 98 North. Thafs the address I gave them
when we was out there...

DET. HURLEY: \rVhaf d you. .. what's that address?
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TAVARIS KINCADE: 98 North, and all I know is the
apartment call Madison.

DET. HURLEY: Okav. Uh...

TAVARIS KINCADE: Apartment2l6.

DET. HURLEY: I know it. It's 5233 North Road 98. And
which apartment?

TAVARIS KINCADE: 216.

DET. HURLEY: 2'1.6? So that's gonna be that first
building on the right when you come in, right?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Um-hum.

DET. HURLEY: What's your mom's name, if you don't
mind me asking?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Stephanie Pinkett.

DET. HURLEY: Stephanie Pinkett. Um... I'm just
wondering if I just talked to her out there. Think it was 218, actually
that I went to, though, not 21,6. And her name wasn't Stephanie
Pinkett, but I think Stephanie might've been one of the witnesses
when the officer got in that shooting up there, awhile back.

TAVARIS KINCADE: I know her bovfriend sav he... he seen

it. He probably was talking..

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, well we talked to a bunch of
people up there. Anywa/, what's your cell number?

lol
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TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:
me, okay? You have the
that?

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

Still didn't finish it though... yes sir.

Okay, good. Kay, you read along with
right to remain silent. Do you understand

Yes sir.

Anything you say can and will be used

Yes sir.

If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer one

against you in the court of law, do you understand that?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yes sir.

DET. HURLEY: You have a right to talk to a lawyer and
have the lawyer present with you while you're being questioned, do
you understand that?

TAVARIS KTNCADE:

DET. HURLEY:
will be appointed to you to represent you before any questioning if
you wish. Do you understand that?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yes sir.

DET. HURLEY: You can... you can decide to exercise
these rights and not answer any questions or make any statements.
Do you understand that?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible)

DET. HURLEY: If you would, initial one through five
saying I read those to ya. Okay, could you read this to me, please?
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TAVARIS KINCADE: YCS.

DET. HURLEY: Yes, out loud.

TAVARIS KINCADE: "Do you understand these rights I have
explained to you?" Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: Do you understand 'em? Then could
you circle yes for me, please?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. HURLEY: And therg "l understand my rights,"
and sign right there, please.

(long pause)...

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-mumbli.g).

(inaudible-multiple speakers)

TAVARIS KINCADE: T-A-V-A-R-I-S.

DET. HURLEY: V-A-R...

TAVARIS KINCADE: I-S.

DET. HURLEY: All right. I'm glad you corrected me on
that.

(inaudible-movement). . .

DET. GRICE: Is it K-I-N-C-A-I-D or D-E?
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TAVARIS KINCADE: D-E. It's... well it's spelled two different
ways...

DET. GRICE: Okay, I seen that you had it both ways. I
was just seeing which one's right.

TAVARIS KINCADE: But I think the gov... the govemment
one is C-A-D-E.

DET. GRICE:

DET. HURLEY:
rights?

Okay.

Do you have any questions about your

TAVARIS KINCADE: No sir.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. I understand you were in the
park tonight when somebod/, that was in your group, not necessarily
with you, did something he wasn't supposed to do.

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yes sir.

DET. HURLEY: Can you tell us about that? First, let's
start off. I understand you were with your partner there?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yes sir. Um-hum.

DET. HURLEY: At... at your house there? And then
some bud...some guys picked you up?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yes sir.

DET. HURLEY: So let's start... you were hanging out
with him and what happened?
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TAVARIS KINCADE: Hanging out with them. And all I know
we road off. We dropped two people off. Just Mario and Quez. So,

now it's like other people in the car saying, "WeIl what we fittin' to
do now? \A/hat we fittin' to do now?"

them off, we left. And then they was sayirtg, "Well let's go to Crystal
Grove." You know, it's Christmas break everybody just trying to
have fun. So, the boy who y'aIl stressin' who shot the policeman. I
don't even know him like that. All I know is he go by the name of
Kyle, cause I kept hearin''em sayin',KyLe this, Kyle that.

DET. GRICE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. GRICE:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:
car?

TAVARIS KINCADE:

Mario and who?

Quez.

Quez.

Quez, okay.

So right when... right when we dropped

So you...

But I don't even know him.

So you just met him today?

I just met him today.

Okay, how'bout the other people in the

The other people...
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DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:
them once. I seen him
time before...

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

Who was driver the car?

The other people I know... I heard of
once before I even uh... I seen him only one

Okay, what... whaf s his name?

Domino.

Okay, so Domino was driving the car?

Um-hum.

And what kind of car was it?

It was a Impal+ and it was like a dark

LIh... start off with Mario, Quez, you...

It was f, Lf U uh... me/

color. I don't know if it was black or if it was blue. It was a dark color.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. And

TAVARIS KINCADE: At that... at the time when we got
dropped off (inaudible-interrupted). . .

Mario, Quez, the boy 

-was 

driving. Vontay...n
tlh... the one boy who is... what his name, Ytlim. And... who
else was in there... George.Boy namel}|!-

DET. HURLEY: George.
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TAVARIS KINCADE: And... I know thev call him Doobie.

DET. BO\AtrDEN: Doobie. And... is that it?

TAVARIS KINCADE: That's it.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. And... and where'd you guy
drop Quez and Mario off at?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Think it was Bonnie Apartments.

DET. HURLEY: Lake Bonnie Apartments?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Mmm-hmm.

DET. HURLEY: Was it Lake Bonnie or was it... was it
the apartments across from Domino... I mean uh...

TAVARIS KINCADE: Think it's Dunkin'Donut.

DET. HURLEY: The apartments... so Windover
Apartments? Well, there's two sets of apartments back there.

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah, it's two sets.

DET. HURLEY: And, so you drop them off at the those
apartments; drop'em off at the entrance there?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. So let's say Windover, 'cause that
first apartments is a set of Windover. So you drop them off at
Windover Apartments?
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what I was telling you we was talking about seeing where we was

going, 'cause Christmas break is going on...

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:
park?

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:
this policeman ride around.

Yeah.

And then what happened?

We turn around and left out. Remember

Um-hum.

...but I didn't have nothin' to do. So, we

And Vontay?

Yes, and Vontay.

Okay. Was there anybody else out at the

was like, "Well, let's go to Crystal Grove," 'carJse we know people
out there. Well, I know people out there. And uh... and I was like,
"Well, let's go out there," then they went out there. So we got out...
the driver stayed in the car. He left us.

DET.HURLEY: Okay, so he dropped off um... you,
Kyt", George, and Doobie?

TAVARIS KINCADE: And Vontay.

There was nobody else.

Okay.

And we was there, so

Okay? So, this how it
we already see

went down. He
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went to saying, "Oh, fuck that. Police out here. We might as well
leave now." Well, that's when we was talking about we might as well
leave out the park, 'cause we know he gonna come. So, we were still
standing out there. So, (inaudible-interrupted). . .

DET. GRICE: \Mhat... what are you close to when
you're out in the park? \tVhat...

DET. HURLEY: Yeah what...

DET. GRICE: ...what area?

TAVARIS KINCADE: \Alhat... what we was close?

DET. GRICE: Yeah, what's... what's there?

TAVARIS KINCADE: We was by... like, the park, the actual
park.

DET. GRICE: Uh-huh.

TAVARIS KINCADE: Like the slide and all that. (inaudible-
interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: Okay, where you s... you can climb up
to the slide and all that stuff ...

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah, (inaudible).

DET. GRICE: ...so you're right there?

TAVARIS KINCADE: The actual park.

DET. GRICE: And everybody's together?
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TAVARIS KINCADE: Actual park, so...

DET. GRICE: Kuy.

TAVARIS KINCADE: ...everybody together, so... all I know is
the police riding around circling the neighborhood, so I'm saying, "It
must've been a lot of uh... robberies going on around here, for the
police to be riding around like that." So, they were saying, "Well,
naw Crystal Grove mild this and that, Crystal Grove mild." That's
what everybody was saying. So, next thing you know, I guess, he

wanted to see what we was doing. He... he stopped the car like
halfway. And then he got out and he walked ,tp to the open gate, to
the entrance.

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible). So he ask us, he was like...
he was like, "What y'all doing out here?" No, he was like, "Have y'all
seen any funny stuff going on'round here?" So, we was like, "Na'w."
He was like, "Y'all seen anybody 'round here doing $azy stuff and
$azy things?" or somethin' like that, and we was like, "Na'w," once

again. Then he was like, "Well may I ask y'all, do y'all have anything
on y'all?" He asked us... each just one by one. And everybody said,
"No." Which, I didn't know the boy Kyle or whatever had a little gun
on him. I ain't know the whole time. So, all I know he asked
everybody, I said, "No." Everybody else said, "No." He was like,
"WeIl, is it safe for me to search y'aII?" He searched me first. Then I
moved to the side, he told me to step to the side. He searched... he

searched uh... who did he search second?

DET. GRICE: And when he searching is he just like
patting your pockets or is he going in your pockets or...?
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TAVARIS KINCADE: He wasn't going in our pockets, he just
went like that...

DET. GRICE: Touching?

TAVARISKINCADE: Hetouching (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: Feeling'em?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Feeling. And then he shook... he shook
my pants. I don't know about everybody else, he shook my pants he

reached down check my jacket... I know I ain't got nothin' so I didn't
really even care.

DET. GRICE: Right.

TAVARIS KINCADE: I just let him search... search me. Told
me to step to side, I step to side.

(telephone ringing)...

TAVARIS KINCADE: He searched George second. He
searched George. George moved to the side. Then, he searched uh...
Doobie. And by the time he was searching Doobie, all I seen was the
boy Kyle come up, he shot... he shot him and I couldn't do nothin'
but just run, 'cause I mean... he got a gun.

DET. HURLEY: Where'd he shoot him at?

TAVARIS KINCADE: He shot him in the head.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. Do you know whereat in the
head?
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TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-interrupted) ... far as... far as

I know that's all I seen was the gun go off and all I knew was to run. I
ain't even see that'til I heard the gun 9o... make the noise, I
already... I was already running.

DET. HURLEY: Is that the first time you saw the gun
was when... there or did he pull it out...

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY: ...in the car previously?

TAVARIS KINCADE: First time was out there... first... when I
seen it, he was already coming up. I ain't seen him getting it out or
nothin', 'cause I know the police supposed to seen it. I don't know
how he just... he just all (inaudible) by the time I looked the gun was
coming up and he shot (inaudible).

DET. HURLEY: Okay, so you actually saw him...

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-interrupted).. .

DET. HURLEY: ...pull the trigger?'

TAVARIS KINCADE: I seen him.

DET. HURLEY: Did you see the flash and all?

TAVARIS KINCADE: I ain't see no flash. I told you 'bout the
time I seen him go like this I... I went to running. Then I heard the
sound and I just knew what he did so I just kept running.
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DET. HURLEY:
is you saw him bringing the gun up towards the officer's head and
then you took off?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. HURLEY: Did the officer ask for you guys any
identification or anything?

TAVARIS KINCADE: He asked us for ID, I said, "I don't have
any." Well everybody didn't... ain't nobody have ID.

DET. HURLEY: Did you guys tell him, or did he write
y'alls name down in a pad or anythi.g?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Not that I know of.

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

No?

(no audible response)

Um...

TAVARIS KINCADE: He ain't even get to finish checking us,

that's the whole point. He only checked three of ... three of us out of
all people.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. IAtrhen you rary which way did
you run from the park?

TAVARISKINCADE: Turned... tumed this way. Ran... I hit
the fence. That's why my hand like this. I hit the tall... tall fence. It
was like two separate gates, but I jumped up, hit the other gate.

Heard people behind me running, so I was like, "They must be
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running with me." Well, I'm making the sure the person had did it,
'cause I knew... I knew... I... now that I know who the person is, and
I seen that he did it, I'm trying to keep him away from me/ so I like...
'cause I was like I don't know what he would do. I just seen him
shoot the police, he'Il shoot me down. Yeah, I know I'll shoot the
police.

DET. HURLEY: Which way did everybody run? Which
way did... did uh... did Vontay run?

I don't know, I wouldn't
know... I heard one person behind me, I fum around,
and we ran together.

TAVARIS KINCADE:
interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:
George run?

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:
was all like together. We was all...

Vontay, he ran with me. , (inaudible-

The same way?

Yeah, the same way.

What about George... which way did

turn around. I
it was Vontay,

Okay, was there any...

(inaudible-interrupted). . .

...where... which way did Doobie run?

Doobie, he

DET. HURLEY: Running the same way?
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TAVARIS KINCADE:
know... I turned off to
shooter.

We was all together at first, but all I
get away from the one dude I know be the

DET. HURLEY: Okay. (sighs)

and... I mean, you guys went to where...
you left the park?

How did you... and...
where'd you run to when

TAVARIS KINCADE:
Doobie's people house where he had iust took us before all this
happened. We was already tryin' to get some water, or whatever.
\tVhile we was out there. And he had already took us to this person
house.

DET. HURLEY:
anybody get water?

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

Did anybody have any water; did

No.

No? Um...

We ain't get water at that first time, at

Who was in there with you?,

It was Doobie, that had came... Doobie

that first point. Buf when we came back for the second time after all
that happened, people answered the door. And we was tellin' 'em
like what... what all had went down. But the dude, Kyle he wasn't in
there with us. He was somewhere else (inaudible-interrupted)...
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DET. HURLEY: So you... you... you, George, Vontay,
and Doobie went to Carlous' house?

TAVARIS KINCADE: YCS.

DET. HURLEY: Which is Doobie's cousin or uncle or
somethin'?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: And you guys told Carlous what had
happened?

TAVARIS KINCADE: We tellin' him what happened, and he

was like stay here, he was like, "Y'all just stay here." And then that's
when I went to calling Emma. And I was like, "Man, just come get
me, 'cause we ain't got nothin' to do with this," then that's when she

was like... she seen all of y'all out there. She can't get through, so

thafs when me and Davontay went to coming out. Tryi.g to go meet
her. And then thafs when they laid us down,(inaudible).

DET. HURLEY: Okay. Um... how well do you know
George and Doobie and Kyle?

TAVARIS KINCADE: George and Doobie, those two I h*g
around like every duy.

DET. HURLEY: Do you know their real names?

TAVARIS KINCADE: George... George name is George
Tucker. That's his real name.
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TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: And how old is George?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Think he uh... sixteen now.

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum. And what's Doobie...
Doobie's real name?

TAVARIS KINCADE: I don't know, I don't know Doobie real
name and all that. I just started hanging 'round him every day just
'cause (inaudible-interrupted). . .

DET. GRICE: Who's that right there?

TAVARIS KINCADE: That's Doobie.

DET. GRICE: Kuy. fust for the record he has uh...
looked at a picture. Identify him as Doobie. And his real name, the
spelling is uh... A-N-F-E-R-N-E-E. Last name Bruce. Now does he
live out there, in Crystal Grove?

TAVARIS KINCADE: His cousin. His cousin (inaudible-
interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: Which is Carlous?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE:

DET. HURLEY:

Okay. (inaudible-interrupted)...

How old is Carlous?
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(inaudible-multiple speakers). . .

TAVARIS KINCADE: ...I don't even know the dude, Carlous.
He just was saying that's his cousin (inaudible).

DET. GRICE: Kuy. Then of course George Tucker.
Um... yeah he's sixteen years old. So we... I can show you a picture
of him in a little bit.

DET. HURLEY: Okay, and do you...

DET. GRICE: Tell me uh... do you mind?

DET. HURLEY: No, Bo ahead.

DET. GRICE: I wanna show you another picture, see if
you i... can identify that person.

TAVARIS KINCADE: I'm sure that that's Kyle. (inaudible-
interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: This is Kvle?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Think thafs him.

DET. GRICE: You think?

TAVARIS KINCADE: That is.

DET. GRICE: That is him, right?

lll

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)
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DET. GRICE: This is the person that killed that police
officer?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. GRICE: Right?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yes sir.

DET. GRICE: This is the person you saw pull the gun
and shoot that police officer in the park?

TAVARIS KINCADE: I didn't see... I ain't see him shoot, but
all I seen was the gun draw up.

DET. GRICE: How...

TAVARIS KINCADE: Then I told y'all I started runnin'.

DET. GRICE: How far away was he from that officer
when he pulled the gun up?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Mean, he was like... from when I seen,

he was searching...he was still tryin'to search and do...

DET. GRICE: So, he's right on top of him?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: Pretty much.

TAVARIS KINCADE: basicallv...

DET. GRICE: So they're standing together?
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TAVARIS KINCADE: Basically, I guess he felt like when his
chance was fittin' to come to get searched he felt like...

DET. GRICE: So he was standi.g next to Doobie?

TAVARIS KINCADE: He was standing (inaudible-
interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: And Doobie's being s...

TAVARIS KINCADE: ...like this. Like the whole park
constructiory all that stuff made right here. It just sit here. Kyle like
up under the little thing, like... it was like a little slide going down
this way.

DET. GRICE: Right.

TAVARIS KINCADE: And he was like up under the thing.

DET. GRICE: Right.

TAVARIS KINCADE: And he got Doobie right here gettin'
searched... by the police officer.

DET. GRICE: Okay.

TAVARIS KINCADE: Kyle. .. by the time I seen and looked at
him he raised the gun...

DET. GRICE: From up undemeath the thing... he...
he was up under...

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

l1(
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DET. GRICE: ...the cover?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Like up under the (inaudible).

DET. GRICE: Yeah, where...

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: ...you go up to the slide and all that
stuff?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

TAVARIS KINCADE: All I know I seen him raise up and
(inaudibte).

DET. GRICE: But he's... is he from me to you?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Is he what?

DET. GRICE: From me to you, from that officer?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah... I mean, by the time I see... yeah.

DET. GRICE: Yeah. So about the time he raises his
hand...

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: ...he's reaching out, he could touch
him?
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TAVARISKINCADE: Yeah, he was up... he wasn't up, up
close, but he was close.

DET. CRICE: Okay. And we're just sitting across the
table from each other, so. And just for the record the person you're
identifying as Kyle, this is the first time you had ever seen him?

TAVARIS KINCADE: My first time. I don't even...

DET. GRICE: Okay, and it's Kyle Williams.

TAVARIS KINCADE: I don't even know him, I don't know
him.

DET. GRICE: Okav.

TAVARIS KINCADE: I just heard them saying his name
tonight. You know how you be 'round people keep saying his name?
(inaudible-interrupted) . . .

DET. HURLEY: You know... do vou know Domino's
name?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Supposed to be like Dominic.
(inaudible)...

DET. HURLEY: Dominic?

TAVARIS KINCADE: ...his real name.

DET. GRICE: Now this guy here, I showed you
earlier. Was he with v'all at all?
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TAVARIS KINCADE: Um... I don't.. naw.

DET. GRICE: You don't think so?

TAVARIS KINCADE: He wasn't.

DET. GRICE: I'm showi.g ya...huh?

TAVARIS KINCADE: He wasn't.

DET. GRICE: Okay. I'm showing you a picture of
Dino Crawford. So you don't... you don't recall him being in the
bunch?

TAVARIS KINCADE: NO.

DET. GRICE:

DET. HURLEY:

Okay. Do you recall... I'm sorry, Russ.

It's okay.

TAVARIS KINCADE: I'm just trying to think about... I know
that he's checking and stuff like that. You know, an officer usually
has a little notebook with him. Did you... did he pull that out and
write anything down while he was out there?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible)... I don't think the man even
had a chance...

DET. GRICE: Okay. You don't recall him writing any
names down?

TAVARIS KINCADE: No I.. I don't... remember...
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DET. GRTCE: You remember him calling on the radio,
any names in or anything to run, see if there's any warrants?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-interrupted)... I
remember him saying that.

don't

DET. GRICE:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. GRICE:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. GRICE:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. GRICE:
phone anything like that?

TAVARIS KINCADE:
didn't...

DET. GRTCE:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:
Kyle; a phone number?

TAVARIS KINCADE:

(no audible response)

ffi#

frE:

Right. But he didn't reach out on the

Didn't reach out on my phone, he

Does he have your phone?

No. My phone right there.

Do you... do you have a number for

No.
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DET. HURLEY: No? Did he have a phone?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Not that I know of.

DET. HURLEY: Oh.

DET. GRICE: Who knows him the best?

TAVARIS KINCADE: I meary maybe uh... Domino.

DET. GRICE: Domino?

DET. HURLEY: You...

TAVARIS KINCADE: I mean he was in the front seat.

DET. HURLEY: Do vou where Domino lives at?

TAVARIS KINCADE: No. I don't know him like that. O^ly
two main people... well only three people I know in that car real
close is... no, the only two (inaudible) like this is George and
Davontay. Those the only two people I know real close like far as

where they stay, th"y age, all that. The other people, I don't even
know about.

DET. GRICE: Do we know Mario and Quez?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah, Mario... Mario and Queztoo.

DET. GRICE: Do we know them?

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, you have a picture of Mario on
(inaudible-interrupted) . . .
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DET. GRICE: Is this the same Mario that we're talking
about?

(inaudible-movement)

DET. GRICE: Is he real young?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Um-hum.

(long pause)...

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible)

DET. GRICE: Is that him?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. GRICE: So he... he's the one that got dropped
off earlier?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. GRTCE: Okay. So... this...

DET. HURLEY: And I don't...

DET. GRICE:

DET. HURLEY:

DET. GRICE:

That's Mario...

...(inaudible). . .

...Garrett.
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DET. GRICE: Kav.

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible) he sixteen...

DET. GRICE: G-A-R-R-E-T-T, sixteen years old. All
right. Quez.

DET. HURLEY: There's a lot of Quez's out there, so I'm
not sure which one this is. You know... what his real name is?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Marquez Green.

DET. HURLEY: Marquez Green?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

(long pause)...

DET. HURLEY: How old he... is he?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Think he... think he's like seventeen.

DET. HURLEY: Okuy.

DET. GRICE: Seventeen. We'll get pictures, just so we
can confirm it. Let me run and do that real quick.

DET. HURLEY: Okay.

DET. GRTCE: You can keep on talking if you want.

DET. HURLEY: All right.

DET. GRICE: I'll put these up.
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DET. HURLEY: Did you see which way Kyle ran?

TAVARIS KINCADE: I told vou once I ran...

(inaudible-movement). . .

TAVARIS KINCADE: ...I ain't never look back. I looked down
only one time and the person that was behind me was Davontay.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. Okay.

TAVARIS KINCADE: And I turned off to make sure he didn't
follow me.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, so I was just wondering if you
seen which way he went.

TAVARIS KINCADE: 'Cause I know... 'cause I know
(inaudible-stutteri.g)... I know what stuff... I know what kind of
stuff happen after you do somethin' like that, iust know, I watch too
much TV. Watch too much TV. Anybody could've got shot out there.

fust for him doing that. Already know. That why I was just so scared,
just... anybody. Then I felt like at one point when he was following
all us, when we ran. I'm still thinkin' like he could shoot anyone of
us, 'cause he already might feel like we might tell or somethin'.

DET. HURLEY: On your phone did he... did anybody
text you about this or anything?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Nobody.
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DET. HURLEY: Did you get separated from 'em and get
any calls from people to find out where you... everybody was going
and all that?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Naw. I got... only got a call from
Davontay, when... he was like... runnin' around still.

DET. HURLEY: So he was trying to find out where you
guys were at?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. Um... whose phone did he call
from?

TAVARIS KINCADE: He called from Doobie's phone.

DET. HURLEY: From Doobie's phone. Do you know
Doobie's number?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: \Atrhat is it?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Mean, I don't know it by heart. It's in
my phone.

DET. HURLEY: All right, could you get that for me?

Would you mind?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-movement)... It's shut off,
(inaudible) come on.
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(vibrating)...

TAVARIS KINCADE: this phone gonna go dead, it's a lot of
texts coming in. Uh... he called my phone at L0:20.

DET. HURLEY: '1.0:20?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. HURLEY: Would you mind if I hold that phone
and give it back to ya tomorrow and so I can pull those texts out of
there?

TAVARIS KINCADE: I mean I wouldn't care, but I need my
phone.

DET. HURLEY: I'll get it to you as soon as I can. I'll have
the guy get on it first thing this morning, 'cause you'll probably be

sleeping, right? You're gonna sleep after this, right?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Um-hum.

DET. HURLEY: So, would you mind?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-mumblirg). I mean y'all can.
Mean...

DET. HURLEY: Here...

TAVARIS KINCADE: ...it's not nothing really in here
(inaudible-interrupted) . . .
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DET. HURLEY: Well, I... I would like to do that. If you'll
let me, I'd appreciate it. And like I said I'll get it back to you as soon

as I can. I'll try to get it back to you before the end of the duy. If that's
okay?

TAVARIS KINCADE: All right.

DET. HURLEY: All right?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. HURLEY: I appreciate it, man. You wanna tum it
off, so it doesn't lose power? And I'll get them right on it this
moming, if you... and when we leave here I'll give you my number,
so you can call me when you get up. And then I'll get it to you, okay?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. HURLEY: Um... (inaudible)... so, who... who
all... did justyou and Vontay get picked rp by the... the apartments
out there? Were the other guys already in the car?

TAVARISKINCADE: (inaudible-interrupted)... thepolice?

DET. HURLEY: No, like... when earlier, b... before you
went over there?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Oh, yeah, the rest of 'em was already in
the car.

DET. HURLEY: Thev were all in the car.

TAVARIS KINCADE: And me and Davontay got picked up
from Lincoln... Lincoln Court.
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DET. HURLEY: Lincoln Court. Okav.

TAVARIS KINCADE: \ /hich I should've staved. Somethin'
was telling me to.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah. Yeah, you... uh... that's what
happensr 1lou gotta... you gotta watch who you hang out with, man.
Some of these guys are foolish, just like this, you know?

TAVARIS KINCADE: It's another thing. Like, if it... if it's
like... 'cause you know me, we wasn't going to do a crime.

DET. HURLEY: Right.

TAVARIS KINCADE: He came up to check on us.

DET. HURLEY: Right.

TAVARIS KINCADE: And see what we was doing, so we can't
be charged with accessory to a crime, 'cause...

DET. HURLEY: You doing the right thing, right now.
Now, if you would've lied to us and...

TAVARIS KINCADE: NAw.

DET. HURLEY: ...and all that, then you'd be in just as

much trouble as he was. But since you're being honest with us and
you're telling us what happened you're good.

TAVARIS KINCADE: So I ain't.. can't go down for what
nobody else did.
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DET. HURLEY:

TAVARIS KINCADE:

DET. HURLEY:

And that's smart.

I always... and I always tell myself that.

That's smart, because you know these...
these guys wanna act all foolish and...you know, and unfortunately
some people get their self wrapped up in it, 'cause they wanna lie,
you know? And I mean, lying in a homicide investigation is fifteen
years in prison, just for lying. So...

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: ...so I mean you did the right thirg.

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-mumbling) Had to, we was
even sittin' there talking about it after we ran and got away from
him, we was like, "This man stupid. This man... who even told him
to do it." Everybody stressin'. . . we ain't want him to do it. I was like,
"I know y'all didn't want this man to do it " he talk about, "Naw.
Mary this man crazy." And then the boy Doobie he was saying he
came from Kathleen High School and came to Lakeland. And he was
like that's how they met. Doobie and... Doobie and George don't
even know him like that. He... they was like that's how they met.
And they just thought he was cool. He didn't seem like the type of
person that'll do somethin' like that.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

TAVARISKINCADE: But I don't know him at all. I'm like...
all I heard was them saying, "Kyle this, and Kyle that " all night.
That's how I know his name. I don't even know that guy,

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.
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TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-mumbti.g).

(long pause)...

DET. HURLEY: IA/here'd you guys drop off Mario and

Quez?

TAVARIS KINCADE: To uh... Lake Bonnie Apartment where
he stay (inaudible-interrupted). . .

DET. HURLEY: Oh, yeah that's right you already told
me that, didn't ya? Yeah at the entrance to Lake... at the Windover,
right?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. HURLEY: Um... your cousin lives back in there?

TAVARIS KINCADE: \rVhat cousin?

DET. HURLEY: You had a cousin or somethin' that lives
in back in there in Grove?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Oh. Naw, I... I had people that used to.

DET. HURLEY: Tysehia or something like that?

TAVARIS KINCADE: YealU Tysehia, they used to.

DET. HURLEY: She don't live back there no more?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Naw, they stay on Skyview. (inaudible-
interrupted)...
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DET. HURLEY: That's not too far from there.

TAVARISKINCADE: ...uh... my auntie work... well, they
momma work with uh... used to work with uh... we call it the J.A.C.
Center. Mearu not the l.A.C. Center...

DET. HURLEY: j.A.C. Center.

TAVARIS KINCADE: ...but the detention center.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, I.A.C. Center. fuvenile
Assessment Center.

TAVARIS KINCADE: But they don't have... th"y don't have it
anymore though.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, they shut it down.

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah, she used to work there, her name
was uh... uh... I think her name again, my... my... that's not my
auntie. My uncle used to go with her.

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

TAVARIS KINCADE: My uncle used to go with thuy momma.
Her name was Eisha. Eisha um... think Eisha... Eisha somethin'.

DET. GRICE: Okay. We still ain't got Domino, right?

DET. HURLEY: No.

DET. GRICE: Okay. Who is this right here?

TAVARIS KINCADE: I don't know.
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DET. GRICE: You don't know?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. GRICE: Do you know Carlous?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Naw.. I do not.

DET. GRICE: Did you talk to him today?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Naw. IA/hen they... when I came in they
was talking to him. AII I knew is the lights was all shut off.

DET. GRICE: Okay.

TAVARIS KINCADE: So I can't really see anything.

DET. GRICE: Okav.

TAVARIS KINCADE: I know he had dreads though.

DET. GRICE: Okay. Well, this is a Carlous fackson
that I'm showing you. And he actually lives out there. So, more than
likely ifs the right one. How'bout this guy?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah, thafs Quez.

DET. GRICE: That's Quez. That's Marquez Green.
And how'bout that guy right there?

TAVARIS KINCADE: George.
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DET. GRICE: George Tucker. Kay, so he's identified...
all of them. Kay. So all we need is Domino identified. Who would be

the best person to reach out to, to figure out who Domino is?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Maybe George, heard they was cousins.

DET. GRICE: George Tucker?

TAVARISKINCADE: 'Cause they say they... they say they
cousins, I don't (inaudible). . .

DET. GRICE: Okay, so he probably will know. Okay.
Is there anything else we need to cover right now?

DET. HURLEY: Nothing, no. We were just shooting it a

little bit.

DET. GRICE: Okay.

DET. HURLEY: He's gonna let us take his phone to...

DET. GRICE:

DET. HURLEY:

Okay. Um...

...get it and... um....

DET. GRICE: Do you mind hanging out until uh... we
kinda get some of this stuff sorted, 'cause we might get Domino's
picfure, so I can show you again?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (inaudible-mumbli.g).

DET. GRICE: You okay?

TAVARIS KINCADE: I am trying to go home though.
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DET. GRICE: I understand. Well... you know I can't
keep you here. I... I'm just asking ya. This is very, very important.
You know?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Man, y'all got my phone, y'all
(inaudible).

DET. GRICE: Well, we might be able to get John to
come do that. FIe's supposedly out.

DET. HURLEY: Is he?

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: Well, then we'll call him. Let me call
him real quick.

DET. GRICE: Yeah. We can get ]ohn to come in, he

can do it and give it back to ya, if it... works easy. Okay?

TAVARIS KINCADE: (no audible response)

DET. GRICE: Do you need to go the restroom or...?

TAVARIS KINCADE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: Kay. Come on right here.

TAVARIS KINCADE: I'11 leave mv stuff in here?

DET. GRICE: Yeah. We're... you're just going right
here.
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(end of recording)

lsf
Typing time 7 hours

(Edited by Det. Russell Hurley)
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Recorded Statement: Anfernee Bruce
Offense: Attempted L't Degree Murder
Event #: 2011-24393

Event Location: 2200 Crystal Grove
Interview Conducted by: Det. Russell Hurley

DET. GRICE: That why you go by Doobie? Cause

nobody can uh pronounce it?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Like... like the females thev call me bv
my first name.

DET. GRICE: Okay. Hey listen.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: What's up?

DET. GRICE: This is Russ Hurley. I'm Brad Grice.

We're detectives here at the police department. Okay? I wanna give
you a straight up thing. We know the gig. We know what happened.
We know who's out there, okay?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: Including yourself, okay? And what...
what all transpired, so don't lie or you'll get in a lot of trouble. Okay?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (no audible response)

DET. GRICE: We know why your phone's out there.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Whv..

DET. GRICE: At the park. Huh?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: At... it's at the park?

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: My phone's at the park?

DET. GRICE: Don't... yeah, don't... don't play around
now. 'Cause your homeboy's already told the whole story. Okay?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: What homebov?

DET. GRICE: Huh?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: You can give me a name of my
homeboy?

DET. GRICE: Sure.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: that told the story?

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: \'Vho?

DET. GRICE: There's two of 'em. Kincade and uh...
what's the other one's last name?

DET. HURLEY: Um...

DET, GRICE: Ahh...
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, I know who you're talking about.

DET. GRICE: Okay. So we ain't playing around, we
got pictures of everybody, okay?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: A11 right.

DET. GRICE: Including you. We were fixing to come

get you, again. You know? So what I'm telling you is, you know what
happened out there. A police officer's dead. All right? Very serious.

You lie in an investigation, you gonna go to prison. Kay? So don't lie.

fust be straight up. You know, your two buddies they told the story.
You know? So just be honest, okay? We're gonna give you one

chance at this and one chance only to tell the truth. Okay?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: All right. I like...

DET. GRICE:

about now?

DET. GRICE:
you.

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY:

Wilcox. You know who I'm talking

Hold on. He's gotta go over this with

'Cause you're at the police station and

(no audible response)

Yes?

this is a criminal investigation, we gotta read your rights. Okay?

(inaudible-movement). . .

DET. HURLEY: All right. You have the right to remain
silent. You understand that?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yes sir.

DET. HURLEY: Anything you say can and will be used

against you in the court of law. You understand that?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible)

DET. HURLEY: Yes?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Um-hum.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. You have the right to talk to a

lawyer or have that lawyer present with you while you're being
questioned. Do you understand that?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Um-hum.

DET. HURLEY: Okuy. If you cannot afford to hire a

lawyer one will be appointed to represent you before any questioning
if you wish. You understand that?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Um-hum.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. You can at... decide to exercise

these rights and not answer any questions or make any statements.
You understand that?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Um-hum.

DET. HURLEY: If you would, initial one through five
indicating that we just read those together.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Like put... (inaudible)...
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DET, HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. GRICE:

$s@

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. GRICE:

DET. HURLEY:
out loud, please?

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

explained to you?"

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY:
understand -y rights."

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY:

rre#
ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY:

|ust your initials.

Okay.

Okay.

Kay. Right there can you read that to me

"Do you understand these rights I have

Yes?

Yeah.

Okay. And then sign
... Thankyou.

Um-hum.

right ttrere, 'I
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: (no audible response)

DET. HURLEY: Okuy. ... Did I spell that right, A-N-F-E-
R-E-E?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: R-N.E-E.

DET. HURLEY: R-N-E-E.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Um-hum.

DET. HURLEY: (sighs)... And what's your t#glblsh3.

ANFERNEEBRUCE: Uh...MW

DET. HURLEY: 2123192?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: 96.

DET. HURLEY: 96.

DET. GRTCE:

ANFERNEEBRUCE: G5@F
DET. GRICE: Fifteen.

DET. HURLEY: Fifteen. And you said you haven't told
your mom you're down here?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: NAW.

DET. HURLEY: \Alhat school do you go to?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: Lakeland High School.

DET. HURLEY:
why you haven't told your mom that you were coming down here?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: 'Cause I ain't even know you fittin' to..

they came and questioned me out there I'm staying with my cousin
and them was out there. They asked me...

DET. HURLEY: Who questioned you out there?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Uh... the sheriff.

DET. HURLEY: Sheriff?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah. Yeah, like (inaudible-
interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY: Tell... tell me what happened there. Tell
me what happened.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: What? When they questioned me?

DET. HURLEY: You're at Carlous' house?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, all right so...

DET. HURLEY: Okay.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: ...thuy came out therer 1zou feel me? So

they asked me, you feel me, where I was at the night before, told
them where I was at the night before. You feel me, so they... they
told me... they told me um... pshh... think what they ask me, I'm
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tryin' (inaudible-mumbling), sir. When they asked me that, they
asked me um... could they... could they take me'round where I was
at you feel me and I told them, "I... I don't wanna take you to this
man house at three o'clock in the moming he got a born... newborn
baby !' You feel me?

DET. HURLEY: You talking about Carlous' house?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, I was at Carlous house. But I... no
I was talkin"bout um... um... person's house where I was at last
night. I mean the night before. I was playin' cards, you feel me? So I
told 'em, "l dor:t't wanna take him there, to the house with a newbom
babv." You feel me?

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: So they was like, ".All righti' you feel

me, so they... detectives came, feel me, they... they got my name and
date of birth, you feel me? So like, told 'em like I lost my phone. Feel

me, they told me they got my phone and to come down here. And so

I came down here, I guess...

DET. HURLEY:
to get your phone?

Okay. So you actually came down here

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:
interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY:
tonight?

Okay. Where'd you lose your phone at?

I can't even tell you, sir. Like (inaudible-

What... what happened at the park
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: Like, all I remember like... officer
search me like, when he got done searching me like I walked... I... I
walked off like towards like the tree. You feel me, I stood by the tree.

Next thing you know I hear bam. When I hear that I just took off,I
ain't even... I ain't even look back. I just ran. When I ran I hopped the
gate, you feel me?

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I ranned all the way to my cousin house.

You feel me, I'm panicking,I'm like, "No, this can't be happening."
You feel me? "Patrol iust got shot." You feel me, this crazy. So I ran...
I... I'm knocking on my cousin door. You feel me, he asking me,

"What's up? What's up? What's 1Jp?" You feel me, I... I can't... I ain't
even tell him like... so he's like, "Doobie, talk to me." You feel me? I
told him I just seen a crazy as hell... I was like... feel me, I just... he

was like, "What happened?" I told him, "Man, patrol just got bust
right in front of me."

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY:

Okay.

He got down...

Let's... let's back up and let's start to
where when y'all hooked up and how y'all got to the park.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: How we got to the park?

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: We were like... my dad... not my dad
like, um.. I don't know who the driver was. You feel me? I guess... I
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guess Kyle, he... he had the driver to drop us off out there or
whatever. You feel me or whatever, (inaudible-interrupted). . .

DET. HURLEY: How do vou know Kvle?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Kyle. I... I go to school with him.

DET. HURLEY: He's go to Lakeland High School?

ANFERNEEBRUCE: Yeah, he... he goes to Lakeland with
me.

DET. HURLEY: Okav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I don't... I don't know him personally.
(inaudible-interrupted). . .

DET. HURLEY: Y'all got any classes together or
anything?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Naw he... I don't know what he... in a
higher grade than me. I think. You feel me, I don't know him
personally, you feel me, but I just see him in the hallway. "What's
up? What's up?" That, that, you feel me? (inaudible-interrupted). . .

DET. HURLEY: And y'all kinda hooked up today?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, I guess... yeah. Today.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. And then y'all hooked up with
who... who else?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: \Atrho else? Them other two that was
with us. Um...
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DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

There was more than two now.

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

driver.

DET. HURLEY:
you up?

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY:
him?

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

and picked me up at the park.

DET. HURLEY:
- --tE

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY:

Okay. And what about Domino?

Domino?

Um-hum.

Uh... I guess... I guess that was the

Who... how did the driver come to pick

How he come to pick me up?

Yeah, how did you get in the car with

I... I walked like... I walked, he came

@
Okay, so he... he... he...
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: He was by his self when he picked me

up.

DET. HURLEY: ...you don't know him and he don't
know you, he just pulled up and said, "He!, you wanna get in and go

for a ride?"

ANFERNEEBRUCE: Oh, no, no, uh... Kyle was in there.

Okay, yeah Kyle was in there. Kyle was in there when I came.

DET. HURLEY: Okay, were you supposed to meet Kyle
at the park?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: No. Was I? No I walking to the park.
Kyle told me to come to the park. You feel me, 'cause he was gonna

come pick me up. And so I came...

DET. HURLEY: Which park?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Uh... parks by the um... you know the

Mid-Florida Bank over there. I don't... I don't know where exactlv

where... I don't know the name of the street (inaudible)...

DET. HURLEY: Towards Taco Bell?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, over in that area.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, the park that's in between the two
rows?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, okay, on Interlachen?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, I'm in there. I'm sorry, and uh...
he got me, picked up Vontay and them.

DET. HURLEY: What kind of car was it?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I don't even know sir. Like, I don't even

like pay attention looking at what kind of car it was. I can't even tell
you?

DET. HURLEY: \rVhat color was it?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Gravish.

DET. HURLEY: Okav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I don't much like...

DET. HURLEY: Okav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: ...they told... like Kyle told us he was
fittin'to go to the Grove. You feel me, he told us that?

DET. HURLEY: Okay, let me... let me stop you there for
a minute. When he picked you up it was just Kyle and the driver?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Um-hum.

DET. HURLEY: And you didn't... he didn't introduce
you to the driver or anything?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Uh... yeah, he told me who he was.

DET. HURLEY: What'd he... who'd he say?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: Domino.

DET. HURLEY: Okay.But it was only Kyle and Domino
in the car...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Domino.

DET. HURLEY: ...and that was it when you got in there?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: And then where'd you guys go from
there?

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY: Okay. And then you went to the...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: ...the hood there (inaudible-
internrpted)...

(inaudible-multiple speakers)...

DET, GRICE:

ANFERNEEBRUCE: An*W

DET. GRICE: ...and Pooh?
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DET. GRICE: All right. What about Marquez?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Marquez? Naw, I ain't pick up Quez.

DET. GRICE: Do you know who he is?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Marquez?

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, I know who Quez is.

DET. GRICE: He wasn't with y'all at all?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: kin folk... naw.

DET. GRICE: Okav.

DET. HURLEY: Not prior...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY: ... you guys didn't drop him off prior
on the way? Him and Mario?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Oh yeatr, we... we dropped 'em off in
the um... where... where Mario stay. 'Cause Mario stressin' his
dude's trippin', you feel me, he ain't got time for that, so was at the
crib.

DET. GRICE: So Quez and Mario was in the car with
y'all at one time?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: Exactly, yeah one time, we dropped 'em

off.

DET. GRICE: Okay. Well, that's what we're asking.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Oh, yeah,yeah, yeah, yeah.

DET. GRICE: Did they pick them up where Vontay
was?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Vontav?

DET. GRICE: Yeah, was that where Quez and... and

them were; where'd you pick them two up at... at Mario?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: At... where Mario... where Mario was

at.

DET. GRICE: At Bonnie or out there at Windover?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: And then (inaudible-interrupted)...

ANFERNEEBRUCE: When th"y picked Mario... we rode

around for a little bit, you feel me?

DET. GRICE: And then dropped them back off?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Th"y had dropped back... dropped
them off, 'cause we was tryin' to see what we was fittin' to get into.

DET. GRICE: Okav.
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: So he dropped us off, so we went to the

Grove. We went to the Grove I told them my cousin stay out there, so

I might be going in there where my cousin at anyway.

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum. Who dropped you...who
dropped you off at the Grove?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Domino.

DET. HURLEY: And who all got dropped off?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: The people. Me, Pooh, George, Vontay,
and Kyle.

DET. HURLEY: Mmm... okay. And then what happened

when you got dropped off at the park?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: We was at the park chillin', you feel me,

then we seen... we seen 'trol keep ridin' by.

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Feel me? So like when 'trol kept ridin'
by like, I got up. You feel me? I got up, and I walked... went to go

pee. And I came back and sit down like, 'trol had came and stopped
like, feel me, he got out. He asked us questions like, we got any weed

on us. He asked us if we got weed. We told him we ain't got no weed

on us. So, like he searched... he searched me, George, and Pooh. And
the only three he searched like... after he searched me, like, I turned
my back like... that's when I heard a boom. I heard a boom and
(inaudible-interrupted) . . .

Okay, so did he search first?DET. HURLEY:
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: He searched um... Pooh.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. And then who did he search after
that?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: He searched George, then he searched

me.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. What about Tay?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: He didn't get searched.

DET. HURLEY: He didn't get searched?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Naw, bro ain't get... ain't even get the

time to get searched.

DET. HURLEY: Okay. And who had a gun?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Uh... only... I think... I guess Kyle had
it'cause me and Pootu me, Pooh or George or Vontay had no gun.

DET, HURLEY: Okav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Feel me... I ain't even know... I ain't
even know he had no fire on him. You feel me?

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: If I knew he would've had fire on him I
wouldn't have been in that car. You feel me?

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.
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wouldn't be in that car. I would've told him to drop me off at home.

DET. HURLEY:
patrol officer?

Did you s... did you see him shoot the

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I ain't... I ain't see him sir. Feel me,

'cause... man, all right, he searched me, like... whenhe searched me I
walked ofl like... turned my back. Next thing you know, so when he

got done searching me next thing you know I hear bam. I run.

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

lead to. That's trouble.

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:
(inaudible-interrupted). . .

DET. HURLEY:
with a gun?

ANFERNEE BRUCE:
(inaudible).

'Cause I already know what it's gonna

Um-hum.

Feel h€, if I had, I wouldn't... I

So who was he gonna search next?

I guess he was fittin'to search Kyle next.

Um-hum.

When George and them standing there.

And who... who... did you see anybody

No, I ain't see nobody with a gun

Feel me,'cause Kyle had rose up when I rose up. I rose up, the officer
told me to come here. You feel me, so I put my hands on my head,

like dat there, he searched me. He searched my entire body. You feel

me?
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DET. HURLEY:
that Kyle had a gun?

Then why you make the assumption

ANFERNEE BRUCE: 'Cause I... I guess, 'cause... I ask

Vontay, I was like, "Bro... bro, do y'all got somethin' on y'all?"
Before... before police come out, I ask'em, "Bro... specifically bro, do

y'all got anything on y'all?" you feel me, both of 'em say, "No." Kyle
was just lookin'.

DET. HURLEY: Kyle never answeredya?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: [Jm-um, he ain't never answer me. Feel

me?

DET. HURLEY: And he searched you and the other two
so you knew they didn't have anything on'em.

ANFERNEEBRUCE: No... you feel me, that's how I know
they ain't have nothin' on 'em. You feel me? I knew Vontay was
(inaudible), 'cause I told Vontay, "Bro, make sure you ain't got
nothin' on you." You feel me? Vontay made sure he ain't have
nothin' on him.

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

Um-hum.

You feel me?

DET. GRICE: Well, here's um... some of the issues I
got a little bit. When you go back to Carlous'... who... whose with
va?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Ain't nobody with me.
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DET. GRICE: Okay, where... when does Vontay and

Pooh get there?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: \Atrhen... when they got there?

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: After like... when I got there like two
minutes later Vontav came.

DET. GRICE: Okav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: And after Vontay came Pooh came.

DET. GRICE: Okav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Then like... I guess, I guess they parents

fittin' to come pick them up.

DET. GRICE: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: You feel me? And then when... when
they walked out I don't know, I don't know if they made it home, I
still don't know if them boys home.. oh y'all said y'all got'em...

DET. GRICE: Did... did they talk to uh... Carlous
while they were there, and tell 'em what they had saw?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Naw, they... yeah, they... naw th"y
were like...th"y..'trol got bust. That's what th"y were telling him.
He got shot, like you feel me?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: I'm like, "No," you feel me? I heard it.

DET. GRICE: Right.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: You feel me?

DET. GRICE: Well, listen, here's the issues that I got.

Your... your buddies, Vontay and Pooh, we've already interviewed
them. They're still here.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Thev still here?

DET. GRICE: Okay? Yeah, 'cause they've been

cooperating, doing the right thing. Okay? Now, they're saying that
that officer had... I mean, ain't even let you go yet.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible)...

DET. GRICE: He was still searching you and he had...
he either was just finished...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: that's what I said...

DET. GRICE: I know, but listen.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: He just got done searching me.

DET. GRICE: I understand, but you... you hadn't
moved. According to them you were still standitg there with that
officer when he pulls that gun and shoots him.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Man, no. I know... I know exactly what
I did. You feel me? 'Cause I remember it off the top of my dome, this
still... the picture's still in my head.
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DET. GRICE: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: IAtrhat happened. When he got done

searching ffi€, I turned this way. By time I took like two steps, bam.

DET. GRICE: And vou didn't turn around to see what
happened?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: No, I ain't tum around to see what
happened.

DET. GRICE: That don't make no sense at all.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: For what? \Alhy tum around you hear a
gunshot? (inaudible-interrupted). . .

DET. GRICE: To see what's going on?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: ...mv first instinct is to run.

DET. GRICE: Yeah, but then look back and see what's
going on.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I... I wasn't trying to look back, sir.

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Tell you the truth.

DET. HURLEY: (inaudible)...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I was trying to get to my cousin house to
be safe. That's what I was trying to do.
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DET. HURLEY: Which way did you run?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Ran like through... I ran like... I ran...
tree's right here, I hit the fence, hit the fence like ran (inaudible-

interrupted).. .

DET. HURLEY: Now, the... the whole thing's fenced in,
so you gotta be a little more clear. Did you run towards the patrol
car, away from the patrol car?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I ran... I ran away... away from it. Ain't
run towards the patrol car.

DET. HURLEY: Okuy. So you ran towards the

apartments?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Right... like the apartments right here.

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Patrol car right here.

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: And then like, you know, it's the fence.

And they got the long fence like I run this way. Feel me, I hit the
fence. I was runnin'. (laughs)

DET. HURLEY: Okav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Ran that wav.
J

DET. GRICE: Where did George go?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: I don't know where George go?

DET. GRICE: Yeah. Did he ever show up at Carlous'?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Who? George, naw, he ain't even show

up.

DET. GRICE: Okay. And which one went out by the

road? Did we ever figure that out?

DET. HURLEY: That was um... Kvle.

DET. GRICE: Okay. All right, let me uh... throw some

pictures out at ya, see if you can help me identify some. Okay?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: All right.

DET. GRICE: Who's that right there?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Thafs Carlous.

DET. GRICE:
right?

That's who you went to the house,

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: And that's Carlous fackson?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: Okay. See, we wouldn't have all this if I
was telling you a story. You understand?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: I feel va.

DET. GRICE: Who's that right there?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: That's... thafs Quez.

DET. GRICE: That's Marquez Green?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (no audible response)

DET. GRICE: Okav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Thafs Bro.. George.

DET. GRICE: George Tucker?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: Kay.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: That's Fresh Kvle.

DET. GRICE: That's Kyle?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: What'd vou call him?
J

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I call him Fresh Kyle.

DET. GRICE: Fresh Kyle?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, that just a nickname I gave him.
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DET. GRICE: Just you gave it to him?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: So he ain't known of that?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: NAW.

DET. GRICE: just...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I just call him that 'cause he like... stay

(inaudible-mumblitg) . . .

DET. GRICE: Okav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: ...Fresh Kvle.

DET. GRICE: And that's Kyle Williams?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I guess.

DET. GRICE: And that's the guy that was out there?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: Okav. And then... who's that?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: That me.

DET. GRICE: That's vou.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (laughs)
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DET. GRICE: That's right. Do you know this guy at

all?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Um-um.

DET. GRICE: No? Okay, and I'm showing you a

picture of Dino Crawford. You never heard of him?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Naw, I ain't...

DET. GRICE: Okay. So he wasn't out there in the

parking lot?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: No sir, he wasn't out there. I think uh...
(inaudible) Mario.

DET. GRICE: Mario. What's his last name?

DET. HURLEY: Um... Garrett.

DET. GRICE: Garrett. Yeah. I think that might be all
we got there.

DET. HURLEY: That's it.

DET. GRICE: We don't know Domino. How can we
figure out who Domino is?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Sir, I don't even know, sir.

DET. GRICE: Huh?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: If I could be real with you.
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: You feel me? After that, she... I ain't get

no text from her. (inaudible)...

DET. GRICE: What's her name?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Love.

DET. GRICE: Love. Okay. Would you have any issues

with us uh... downloading your telephone to show the text and stuff
and the time stamp?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Would I have a issue?

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: With like..

DET. GRICE: Do you mind the police taking your
phone and downloading the... the information from it to show that
particular text and things like that...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Text message?

DET. GRICE: Yeah, it...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Okr, yeah..

DET. GRICE: 'Cause it time stamps it.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, you... you can, you can
(inaudible-interrupted/movement) . . .
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DET. GRICE: Okay. Okay, and then that way we can

get it back to you.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Alt right, okay.

DET. GRICE: Okav?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I'll give you... matter a fact I'll tell you
the whole text what I said. At first I text her, I asked her where she at.

DET. HURLEY: Just print your name on that top line
right there.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: She say she at home. You feel me? I tell
her... I asked her 'bout the Grove, she was like, "Yes." You feel me, I
told her I'm in the Grove. She was like, she asked me was I gonna be

there tomorrow. I was like I might be.

DET. HURLEY: And...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY; ...you... you wanna read that, it
basically just says that you're giving us consent to search your
computer, which is your phone, 'cause phone's considered mini
computers now days.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (reading)... So if I don't let y'all do it,
y'all ain't gonna give it back?

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, well we have to get a search

warrant.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Search warrant?
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DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

ANFERNEEBRUCE: Y'allcan't (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY: I mean listery I mean you don't have to
sign this if you don't want to.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Saying like y'all can.. . y'all can like get

it through to me so like... it's like if I tell y'aIl, y'all grve it back. If I
tell y'all, y'all can like do the little...

DET. HURLEY: We'll get it back to you as quick as we
can either way.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, either walr but it's gonna be a
search warrant?

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, I mean if you don't sign this, then
I'll have to get a search warrant. That's all.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: For me?

DET. HURLEY: No for the phone.

DET. GRICE: No for the phone.

DET. HURLEY: For the phone.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: the phone?

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.
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DET. GRICE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: So I mean you don't have to sign it if
you don't want to. It's...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY: ...it's t... entirely up to you.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: So...

DET. HURLEY: It would be a lot quicker to get the

phone back if you signed it, but I'm trying to make you feel like you
have to sign it, because you... but you don't have to sign it if you
don't want to.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: So like.. what the search warrant for the

phone for? Like...

DET. HURLEY: Because we're gonna search the phone.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Oh, for the text.

DET. GRICE: Right, for the text...

(inaudible-multiple speakers).

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Oh okay, okay, okay. (inaudible-
interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY: But I mean you don't have to sign it if
you don't want to. This. .. you're giving us permission to do it, so we
don't have to go get a search warrant.
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: All right. So like um...

DET. GRICE: And we'll actually write down the make

and model and serial number and everything right here.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible)... I write... I write my
name?

DET. HURLEY: It... it's...

DET. GRICE: You...

DET. HURLEY: ...sign down there.

DET. GRICE: ...you don't know what it is; do you
know what kind of ph... is it a Samsung...?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Sam... Samsung, yeah.

DET. GRICE: You can put... you can write Samsung

up there if you want and then we'll put in the serial number and stuff
once he opens the back to it.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: All right, (inaudible-mumbling).

DET. HURLEY: Signature authority.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Oh.

DET. GRICE: Have you handled a firearm last night?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: (no audible response)

DET. GRICE: Not at all?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible) Nawl

DET. GRICE: Kav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I ain't... no contact with no...

DET. GRICE: Would you have any issues providing
us with buccal swabs for DNA?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Would I have an issue with that?

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: You do?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: It's like... veah.
J

DET. GRICE: Okay. |ust asking. Everybody else has

been cooperating, I'm just checking with you.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I'm sayin' I'll cooperate, but like that...
what... what thafs... what's that for? Like the DNA?

DET. GRICE: Well, if there's anything linking DNA
wise to the officer, they can compare it to you. And it eliminates ya.

You know, the... the... you know what I'm saying? That...
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: Like, eliminate me from the whole
situation?

DET. GRICE: Well, hope... hope... I mean you didn't
shoot him. Right?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Naw, I ain't...

DET. GRICE: And that's what we're trying to do is to
eliminate the people that was there.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Oh.

DET. GRICE:

there.

You know, 'cause I know that you were

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. GRICE: So, again, we can you know, we'll have

to tum around and get a search warrant. Um...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible-movement)...

DET. GRICE: ...later on. Huh?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Y'all do the DNA thing?

DET. GRICE: Right.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Y'all gonna have the search warrant?

DET. GRICE: Yeah, we'll have to do a search

warrant...
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DET. HURLEY: Yeah, if you don't...

DET. GRICE: ...to get it from ya.

DET. HURLEY: If you don't wanna let us do it, then
we'll just have to get a court order or a search warrant.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Okay, I'll let y'all do it (inaudible-
interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: Is there an issue (inaudible-
interrupted)...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Naw it ain't no issue, I was just sayin'. . .

I was just sayin' no'cause I don't feel like going through all that, but
I'll do it...

DET. HURLEY: It's... it's...

DET. GRICE: Okay, all it is.. is cotton swab and just
rub your cheeks.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I'll do it.

DET. GRICE: Okav. Well let me uh...

DET. HURLEY: You wanna call her?

DET. GRICE: \,Vho?

DET. HURLEY: Uh... either one... the one...

DET. GRICE: Is somebody down there still?
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DET. HURLEY: I don't know. Actually we can do it.

DET. GRICE:

DET. HURLEY:

Yeah. I got some stuff at my desk.

A11 right.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: You wanna stay here and...

DET. HURLEY: Yep. Yep, I'll stay here.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: said I'm going back to my cousin house,

right?

DET. GRICE: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Oh okay.

DET. GRICE: Yeah. Yeah, man you... you ain't under
arrest or nothin'.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: All right.

DET. GRICE: I appreciate you cooperating and
helping us like your... your buddies are, okay?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: All right.

DET. GRICE: So thank you very much.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: You're welcome, sir. This shit has been

$azy for me, dawg.
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DET. HURLEY: Yeah, it's just a...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: MAN.

DET. HURLEY: ...fucked up thing, huh?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, bro I can't take no shit like with
my head like that... that's too much right there.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Shoot police...

DET. HURLEY: Did you see where the officer was shot

at?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: HUh?

DET. HURLEY: Did you see where the officer was shot

at?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I ain't... no I ain't even see nothin' you
feel me, I... like afterward I got on my cousin phone and go on Bay

News 9, and said he had got killed. You feel me? I'm like, "No." You

feel me? Now I understand like, you feel me if he would've shot him
like.. so I know he got on a bulletproof vest.

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: So he probably would've just fell and

you feel me, got back up. But like, bam. You feel me, I ain't hear him
get back up? You feel me?

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, yeah.
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: And he fell, I'm like, (inaudible-

interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY: So vou saw him fall?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: No, I ain't see him fall, you feel me?

They were um... Vontay and them was telling me how he fell like..

DET. HURLEY: Oh.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: You feel me?

DET. HURLEY: When you got to Carlous'?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, they were (inaudible)..

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I'm like, "Man this shit crazy, dawg. I'm
too young for this shit."

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Stress on my head. I know how y'all
feel. You feel me?

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, it's a sad... sad day.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: It's a sad day when anybody gets killed.
You know?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, (inaudible). Pshhh...

DET. HURLEY: And that's... that was... I don't
understand the violence, man. It's just $azy out there.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: And like I was thinking, when I heard

that gunshot I thought I was fittin'to get shot.

DET. HURLEY: lust... just like this, this is senseless, this
kid's a young kid and now he ruined his life for what?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: His whole life (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY: 'Cause he had two misdemeanor

warrants?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: His whole life (inaudible).

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Damn dawg. And I think... I think bro a
senior. A senior, this was his last year. Man, this shit $azy.I thought
I was fittin' to get like, you feel me, I thought I was fittin' to get shot.

It ain't no telling what could've happened.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: You feel me? (inaudible)...

DET. HURLEY: How do you say your first name?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Anfernee.

DET. HURLEY: Anfemee?
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, like Penny Hardaway.

DET. HURLEY: Oh okav.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah. Anfemee.

DET. HURLEY: So they named ya after him, huh?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, (inaudible). (laughs)

DET. HURLEY: That's pretty cool.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (sighs)... Boy.Boy,boy, boy.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah, I seen... I read not too long, I
guess he's trying to get back in the game.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah, I guess so.

DET. HURLEY: Said... I can't remember what team they
said they were looking at him.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: LIh... veah.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible). I'm trying to make it out...
I'm... I play basketball, you feel me?

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: That's my way tryin' to make it up out
this. This crazy world, man. lt's crazy.
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DET. HURLEY: Yeah. You always got education, man.

Yeah, it's uh... the... education's not hard, just gotta do the work.
Even in college, meil:I.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Yeah.

DET. HURLEY: I've been there. ]ust you gotta do the

work. That's all you gotta do. If you're disciplined enough to just sit
down and do the work, it's not hard.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: It ain't.

DET. HURLEY: You just gotta... budget your time and

get it done.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Thafs what I do.

DET. HURLEY: You do that you'll make it through with
decent grades and...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible)...

DET. HURLEY: And there's all kind of opportunities out
there, you know?

(inaudible-multiple speakers/movement). ..

DET. HURLEY: So, I mean you can get paid for.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: But yeah that's my dream man/ become

a basketball player. I don't become a basketball player I be a doctor.
Feel me, doctor or somethin'.
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DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Put that extra work in.

DET. HURLEY: (yawns) Oh mary I'm tired.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: I'm tired too.

DET. HURLEY:
number?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: No, I got... I... I... pshhh... accidently
deleted bro number out my phone. You feel me, 'cause I was... I was

trying to call him and like when you go back on the call log, like, you
press options and then you send a message.

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: And like right under the message, it's
um... erase. Erase contact like... pshhh...mary like my phone was
like. . . it's like pfity.

DET. HURLEY:

ANFERNEE BRUCE: And it bitch, so it's hard to... go down
there and go down two. I went down two and I guess I hit erase. I... I
gotta get bro number again. Like this shit crazy though mary this shit
$azy. (inaudible). I ain't even know my night was gonna happen like
this.

DET. HURLEY:
surprised.

Yeatu I'm sure all you guys were

Um-hum.
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ANFERNEE BRUCE: I was. I... I couldn't even go to sleep

like... I had that shit... that shit was on my mind. I couldn't get that
out of my mind. (inaudible).

(long pause). . .

ANFERNEE BRUCE: How y'all caught Pooh and them?

DET. HURLEY: Hmm?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: How y'all caught Pooh and them?

DET. HURLEY: They're out there by Carlous'.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Th"y were walking?

DET. HURLEY: Um-hum.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Pshh.

DET. HURLEY: See, we got witnesses that saw you guys

running from there.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Otr, yeah.

DET. HURLEY: Yeah.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: MAN.

(inaudible-movement). . .

DET. GRICE: (laughs) I don't know what half of it is.

(inaudible-movement)... Okay. Doobie, this is uh... basically a... a

consent to provide buccal swabs. That's what we call these buccal
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swab. Got your name up here and you can read it. It's just saying that
you're volunteering to give us uh... permission take these swabs to
use in this particular investigation.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: All right.

DET. GRICE: Okay? If you'll just sign right there. Ifls
painless. You've had it done before?

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. GRICE:

ANFERNEE BRUCE:

DET. GRICE:

DET. HURLEY:
out there.

DET. GRICE:

Uh...not, naw.

No?

Never.

Today's the 19ft? (inaudible-mumbling).

I think it's the phone they already got

Okay. The downfall is... they're still

Yeah. ... All right. There's gonna be two of 'em. There's one in each

one, but... just open your mouth there, and I'll do one side with this
one and then we'll uh... do the other side with this one. ... Okay. ...
date and time... All right. Um... what we doing with the phone
thing?

doing a bunch of shit and collecting evidence. And, we've got three
phones and we've already got a guy downloaded stuff. Can we uh...
either get a hold of ya when it's finished or bring it to ya at Carlous...
Are you going to be at Carlous' tonight?

ANFERNEEBRUCE: Tonight,yeah (inaudible-interrupted)...
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DET. GRICE: Well it's... it's five now, in the morning,
so...

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Well, I might... I might be going in the

moming like (inaudible)...

DET. GRICE: \Atrhat... what time?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: Like 'bout nine, (inaudible-

interrupted)...

DET. HURLEY: I'll give you my card with my number
on it. And when you wake up this afternoon just call me and we'll
hook up.

ANFERNEE BRUCE: All right.

DET. HURLEY: All right?

DET. GRICE: Fair enough?

ANFERNEE BRUCE: (inaudible-interrupted)...

DET. GRICE: All righf man...

(end of recording)

lsf
Typi.g time 8 hours
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Recorded Statement: Davontay Wilcox
Offense: Attempted 1't Degree Murder
Event #: 20IL-24393
Event Location: 2200 Crystal Grove Lane

Case Agent: Det. Russ Hurley

Det. Russ Hurley: All right, like we inter.. told you on the
way up here, I'm Det. Hurley, this is Det. Grice. Um. . and we're
gonna talk to you a little bit if you don't mind. But since you're here

at the police station and all that, I gotta read you your rights and

stuff, okay?

Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: Um.. can I get your name?

Davontay Wilcox: Davontay Wilcox.

Det. Russ Hurley: How do you spell Davontay?

Davontay Wilcox: D-A-V-O-N-T-A-Y Wilcox.

Det. Russ Hurley: WILCOX?

Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: What's your date of bifth (inaudible)?

Davontay Wilcox: 9-5-93.

Det. Russ Hurley: 5-9..

Davontay Wilcox: No, 9-5.. September the 5th. '93.
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Det. Russ Hurley: Okay. All right Davontay, how.. how far'd
you get.. are you still in school?

Davontay Wilcox: No sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: Graduated?

Davontay Wilcox: I got kicked out in sixth grade.

Det. Russ Hurley: Sixth grade so you haven't been past

sixth grade?

Davontay Wilcox: No sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: Um what was the last school you

attended?

Davontay Wilcox: Well um.. I.. (inaudible) school drop back
in academy?

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: When they first came out with that, I had

went there. And they ain't tell me once you sign up, you can't go

back to public school. They just was like, "You can come here, get
your grades, go back in your right grade" but it wasn't like that so..

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: that was the school, the Drop back in

academy.

Det. Russ Hurley: Can you read and write?

lq(
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Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: All right, you wanna read this with me?

You have the right to remain silent, you understand that?

Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: Anything you say can and will be used

against you in a coutt of law. You understand that?

Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: You have the right to talk to a lawyer and
have the lawyer present with you while you're being questioned, do
you understand that?

Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer, one
will be appointed to represent you before any questioning if you

wish, you understand that? You can decide at any time to exercise
these rights and not answer any questions or make any statements,
you understand that?

Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: Would you initial one through five
indicating that we read those together? And then if you'd read that
right there and answer that question for me.

Davontay Wilcox: Circle?

Det. Russ Hurley: Can you read it out loud for me?
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Davontay Wilcox: Do you understand these rights I have
explained to you?

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: Circle it?

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah. And sign right there, I understand
my rights. You have any questions about your rights?

Davontay Wilcox: Not that I know of.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay. All right um.. why are you here?

Davontay Wilcox: Um.. first they said, you're just being
investigated and not under arrest and all that and then nobody told
me nothing, nobody told me nothing, nobody told me nothing. Then
I heard 'em talking in the room over there, they was like "This is

kid's seventeen and this kid's eighteen. They were over here and
the officer got murdered so.. that's the only thing I know.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: The news people walked in, that's when I
heard'em talk. We are from Channel 8 and they stafted talking and
I heard'em talking about it like..

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay.Um..you live at 804 W. 7th Street.

Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: And that's no where.. where they.. where
they got you, right?
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Davontay Wilcox: No but Carlos stays over there and..

Det. Russ Hurley: Who's Carlos?

Davontay Wilcox: it's my friend's uncle.

Det. Russ Hurley: Do you know his last name?

Davontay Wilcox: No sir.

Det. Russ Hurley: where does he stay at?

Davontay Wilcox: I think in Crystal Woods.

Det. Russ Hurley: Crystal Woods, at apartments over there?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah its like right where they seen me
coming from and then they just.. step. When they rode by me one
time, flashed they lights, seen when they came in and then they
just.. stopped.

Det. Russ Hurley: Stopped you?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah. and just..

Det. Russ Hurley: Who were you with?

Davontay Wilcox: Um.. Tavares.

Det. Russ Hurley: Tavares?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Russ H u rley : Who's Tava res?
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Davontay Wilcox: He.. dates my mom but I'm older than
him but he go with my mom.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay what's uh.. was he here? He's the
other guy that came up here with you..

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Russ Hurley: You know his last name?

Davontay Wilcox: Kincaid.

Det. Russ Hurley: Kincaid? And who else was (inaudible)?

Davontay Wilcox: At school.. right there.

Det. Russ Hurley: That's it.. how'd y'all get from over there
to here.. to Crystal Grove?

Davontay Wilcox: Um.. who I was in the car with? My. .

um.. I don't wanna tell you a story. Um.. I know how I got there but
I'm trying to think who was driving, who car is that. Um..
(inaudible) what's his name.. I know y'all probably think I'm foolin'
around. Um.. Domino.. it's my friend Domino.

Det. Russ Hurley: Do you know Domino's real name cause
I'm assuming that's a street name?

Davontay Wilcox: Um.. If.. ho, that's his real name and if it
ain't, like I can.. find out. but,.

Det. Russ Hurley: How old is Domino?
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Davontay Wilcox: He grown. He like.. if he ain't grown
(inaudible) but I know his mama let him get the car.

Det. Russ Hurley: How old do you think?

Davontay Wilcox: Seventeen cause he childish, no facial
hair.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: But he got his like um.. driver's license.

Det. Russ Hurley: He drove you in your mom's car?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm. My mama car got totaled
like.. three.. three.. two months ago.

Det. Russ Hurley: Oh okay. Who's car was he driving?

Davontay Wilcox: His mama let him use his car.

Det. Russ Hurley: You know what kinda car it was?

Davontay Wilcox: Um. . a Impala.

Det. Russ Hurley: Impala, where's he stay at?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know but I can find out but..
(inaudible)

Det. Russ Hurley: Where did he pick you up at?

Davontay Wilcox: he didn't pick me up.
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Det. Russ Hurley: How did you get with him in the car then?

Davontay Wilcox: Oh, I thought you meant pick me up from
over there. I was fittin'to say, the police picked me up. Oh he came
to Lincoln Couft, I stay in A-18. And we sell candy and soda's and
all that. came over there.

Det. Russ Hurley: so he went over there with you?

Davontay Wilcox: Where?

Det. Russ Hurley: To Crystal Grove.

Davontay Wilcox: No he dropped me and Tavares off cause
Tavares cousin Tysehia live out there.

Det. Russ Hurley: His.. cousin who?

Davontay Wilcox: Tysehia.

Det. Russ Hurley: Tysehia? What were you guys going out
there for?

Davontay Wilcox: Tysehia.

Det. Russ Hurley: To see Tysehia?

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible response)

Det. Russ Hurley: and where's Tysehia live?

Davontay Wilcox: um.. some.. I know it's somewhere
around Crystal Grove cause that's where she was gonna meet us at.
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Det. Russ Hurley: Where was she gonna meet you at?

Davontay Wilcox: Out there in Crystal Grove.

Det. Russ Hurley: Where about out there? It's a pretty big

area.

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah it is (inaudible). It's Christmas break
she just.. said call us, well actually the text said.. "I'ma call y'all
when y'all meet us" or something like that. (inaudible)

Det. Russ Hurley: So she sent you a text?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Russ Hurley: What's your phone number?

Davontay Wilcox: No it ain't my phone, it's the phone that
the police got from.. him.

Det. Russ Hurley: It's his phone?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah they had his phone.

Det. Russ Hurley: Do you know the number?

Davontay Wilcox: Um...not by heart but.. you know,
(inaudible).

Det. Russ Hurley: Do you have a phone?

Davontay Wilcox: No sir, never did.

Det. Russ Hurley: Never have?
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Davontay Wilcox: Yeah I (inaudible) phones.

Det. Russ Hurley: All right. Um..

Det. Brad Grice: What color Impala was it?

Davontay Wilcox : Was it. . grdy , do Im pa la got factory
colors? I know some cars got ceftain grays.

Det. Brad Grice: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: I think it was gray like.. but it was a nice
gray like..

Det. Brad Grice: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: It wasn't gray like.. this. It's like. . almost
brown in it, like a factory color, that's why I said that.

Det. Brad Grice: Does he have a nickname or anything?

Davontay Wilcox: All I know him by is Domino.

Det. Brad Grice: Domino. What about you? You got a

nickname?

Davontay Wilcox: Vontay.

Det. Brad Grice: Vontay?

Davontay Wilcox: But my real Davontay.

Det. Brad Grice: What about uh Tavares?
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Davontay Wilcox: No.

Det. Brad Grice: He just goes by Tavares?

Davontay Wilcox: Well I call him Tavares. I don't hang with
nobody else cause..

Det. Russ Hurley: So where did you specifically get dropped
off at?

Davontay Wilcox: Crystal Grove..

Det. Russ Hurley: What part?

Davontay Wilcox: At the highway... soon as you pass Bonny
Crest, that's Crystal Grove. Well that's what we consider the Grove.
And he let us out right there and hit his U-turn.

Det. Russ Hurley: by Bonny Crest?

Davontay Wilcox: No. By.. it used to be Windover, cause
Bonny Crest then Windover..

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay Windover Apartments?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah. That light right there where you
make a U-turn.

Det. Russ Hurley: Right by Dunkin Donuts. So he dropped
you off on 98 there?

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible response)
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Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah? Okay. um.. and then where'd you
go from there?

Davontay Wilcox: Um. . first I went to my friend Mario
house, he stay in Windover.

Det. Russ Hurley: Mario?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Russ Hurley: How old's Mario?

Davontay Wilcox: Like sixteen.

Det, Russ Hurley: Do you know which apaftment's he lives
in, which number?

Davontay Wilcox: I can go there but ain't nobody answer
the door, but I can go there to it like..

Det. Russ Hurley: You know what building?

Davontay Wilcox: Not by heaft but soon as you go in.. right
here.

Det. Russ Hurley: First one's on the right?

Davontay Wilcox: No.. left. But you gotta go in like this.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Det. Russ Hurley: So you go in to the left?
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Davontay Wilcox: And then you know the one building like

this.

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible)

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: That building right there.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay,

Davontay Wilcox: All the other buildings..

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay there's a building here and then
there's a building like this and you're saying go to that one?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah I think they got to do it this way
though. You can't do it from my side of the street cause it don't look
right.

Det, Russ Hurley: Okay. Um.. anyways, so you went to
Mario's house and he wasn't there?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay. And um.. and then what?

Davontay Wilcox: I had called Tavares and them back.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: And then..
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Det. Russ H u rley : So you were by you rself? Where wou ld

you meet up with Tavares at?

Davontay Wilcox: No, he.. everybody was going to the
Grove. Like.. two or three streets over.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay specifically where.. so.. y'all didn't
ride over there together?

Davontay Wilcox: No.. we both rode over there together.

Det. Russ Hurley: You and.. and Tavares?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay then you.. you and Tavares went to
Mario's apartment?

Davontay Wilcox: I went to Mario house.

Det. Russ Hurley: Where was Tavares?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know. I don't know if he was going
to get Black & Mild's, go to the store cause he supposed to be with
me.. cause Domino ain't got nothing to do with it, he just came to
our house.

Det. Russ Hurley: And he just dropped you off, right? Or did
he go there with you too?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm.
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Det. Russ Hurley: Who all was supposed to meet and hang

out?

Davontay Wilcox: Me, Tavares, I think Tysehia. Well I know
Tysehia, that's his cousin but she was for me. Um.. I think she got a
cousin J'Mesha. Um.. I don't know who else but. . it's Christmas
break so.. we just was trying to chill.

Det. Russ Hurley: I hear it. Where were you guys gonna

hang out at?

Davontay Wilcox: At um.. Carlos spot. I was going to Carlos
spot?

Det. Russ Hurley: At Carlos house?

Davontay Wilcox: I wasnt going inside, on the paft cause
he grown, he ain't gonna just let kids come overthere.. (inaudible)

Det. Russ Hurley: How old's Carlos?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know. It's.. Doobie was like, "You
can go to my uncle house (inaudible)" he ain't really say nothing
but..

Det. Russ Hurley: Does he live there by his self?

Davontay Wilcox: No I think he got.. a baby mama..

Det. Russ Hurley: have you been over to his house before?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Russ Hurley: Who's. . who's Carlos again?
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Davontay Wilcox: It's Doobie uncle.

Det. Russ Hurley: Who's Doobie?

Davontay Wilcox: Remember I told You, my friend?

Det. Russ Hurley: Well you're telling me.. throwing lots of
names at me, I'm just trying to clarify it.

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible) Tavares, w€ went to Mario

crib.

Det. Russ Hurley: And who's Doobie?

Davontay Wilcox: It's. . Ca rlos's nephew.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay where do you know Doobie from?

Davontay Wilcox: Like.. just the streets.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay. Anyways, and then what
happened?

Davontay Wilcox: Where were we at?

Det. Russ Hurley: You.. you were going to Carlos's house.

Davontay Wilcox: Uh.. I ain't never.. say that yet.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: I ain't never get to meet up with a chick.
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Det. Russ Hurley: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: I know y'all are probably like, what the
heck but I'm really just sleepy and tired.

Det. Russ Hurley: I understand. I am too.

Davontay Wilcox: I don't wanna mix up the story cause I
watch a lotta TV.

Det. Russ Hurley: (inaudible)

Davontay Wilcox: I mean for real man.

Det. Russ Hurley: So where'd you guys end up?

Davontay Wilcox: I ended up right there at Carlos porch.

Det. Russ Hurley: At Carlos, is that where they got you is at
Carlos's porch?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm.

Det. Russ Hurley: No?

Davontay Wilcox: The police got me walking from Carlos
porch.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay. Was Carlos there?

Davontay Wilcox: he was in the house.

Det. Russ Hurley: Did.. did you talk to him?
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Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible response)

Det. Russ Hurley: No?

Davontay Wilcox: Told you I ain't never even get to meet
up with my chick.

Det. Russ Hurley: And it was just you and Tavares and
that's it, nobody else caught up with you?

Davontay Wilcox: I was supposed to go meet up with all of
them.

Det. Russ Hurley: Where at though?

Davontay Wilcox: Crystal Grove.

Det. Russ Hurley: I understand that but this is a big area. I
mean, it's.. you know.. where would you meet at?

Davontay Wilcox: I (inaudible) they phones.

Det. Russ Hurley: where do you guys hang out when you go

over there?

Davontay Wilcox: The Grove, I ain't know.. cause I don't go
over there.

Det. Russ Hurley: You've never been over there before?

Davontay Wilcox: You can ask them, be like, "well when
you guys usually go to the Crest or the Grove, does Davontay go
with y'all?" and they'll be like, "This his first (inaudible) to go."
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Det. Russ Hurley: Okay.

Det. Russ Hurley: So..

Det. Brad Grice: Do you know who that guy is right there?

Davontay Wilcox: Look like Domino.

Det. Brad Grice: that's Domino?

Davontay Wilcox: No he look like Domino.

Det. Brad Grice: But it ain't Domino?

Davontay Wilcox: Um.. I don't know. the people who.. was
um.. in the car with Domino, they can point him out cause I ain't
never met him. That's why I told you I don't never go to the Crest.

Det. Brad Grice: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: or to the Grove.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah. So this isn't..

Davontay Wilcox: Always gotta be the quiet kid get..

Det. Brad Grice: Hmm?

Davontay Wilcox: I said it's always the quiet kid.

Det. Brad Grice: is he the quiet one?

Davontay Wilcox: No, I'm the quiet one.
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Det. Brad Grice: you're the quiet one? But you think that
might be Domino that was driving the Impala?

Davontay Wilcox: Cause it's.. I'm trying to remember all the
name cause when we was in the car, I ain't.. the only person I
mentioned Tavares cause that's who with me. All the other people

with him, you know or that.. is impoftant to y'all but not to me

and..

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:
I'm saying.

Det. Brad Grice:
came and picked you up.

Davontay Wilcox:
his other little friends and..

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:

Tavares know who he is then?

Um.. Tavares was with ffi€, that's what

I know but does he.. I mean this guy

He could.. no he came to my (inaudible)

but he's driving.

Mmm-hmm.

you're gonna get in the car with him.

You know how.. well you don't know how

Mmm-hmm.

it is in.. if you ever see somebody come to somebody house in the
'hood.. well not the 'hood, but a neighborhood; everybody just
come up to the car tryin to get in cause they see somebody young
driving.

Det. Brad Grice:
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Davontay Wilcox: And they feel that.. we can ride.

Det. Brad Grice: Hmm. Who would know him?

Davontay Wilcox: Alotta people like.. holla. . all us like. . I
don't know him but I know y'all like, what the heck going on but..
they had me up in here (inaudible)

Det. Brad Grice: Let me go see if uh.. Tavares knows who
he is.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay, You um.. so you and Tavares were
going from 807.. or 804 W. 7th Street to the.. to the Groves to meet
up with a bunch of people but there was no specific destination you
guys were gonna meet up?

Davontay Wilcox: They probably knew where they was
gonna meet up at and..

Det. Russ Hurley: What time were you supposed to meet
up?

Davontay Wilcox: It wasn't no time, everybody was like,
"My uncle stay.." well not everybody. Doobie told me his uncle stay
in.. (inaudible) um.. the wood... what I just said? Crystal Woods or
Crystal Grove or something like that and that's where I was gonna
take the chick at.

Det. Russ Hurley: Which chick were you supposed to hook
up with?

Davontay Wilcox: Tysehia, that's Poo cousin.
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Det. Russ Hurley: Okay. And how long you been hanging
out with Tavares today?

Davontay Wilcox: Um.. I usually just be with him.

Det. Russ Hurley: Not usually.. tonight.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh. Um.. since like.. I don't wanna just
look at your watch and hit the time but.. I'll say like... I be with him
all day, every day.

Det. Russ Hurley: today?

Davontay Wilcox: No, today I was with him not all day but I
was with him most of my day.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay which stafted about what time?
What time did you and Tavares hook up?

Davontay Wilcox: that's the only thing I don't know is like
what time I got with him was.. I hate being in a situation like this
where it look like I'm lying and mixing up my story cause I don't
know what you wanna hear or what you need to know.

Det. Russ Hurley: I just wanna know what you know, man,
that's all.

Davontay Wilcox: that's what I'm trying to help you do

and.. it's cracking me up boy I hate this type of stuff.

Det. Russ Hurley: Was it before dark or..?

Davontay Wilcox: Oh it was daytime. But you know Daylight
Saving it get ark at 6:00.
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Det. Russ Hurley: After lunch?

Davontay Wilcox: We don't eat lunch. I don't even..

Det. Russ Hurley: Supper?

Davontay Wilcox: It was daytime, that's what I'm telling
you, there ain't no daylight savings so..

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: but I'm always with Poo.

Det. Russ Hurley: His name's Poo? Why you call him Poo?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know cause he just like me, quiet,
sit back, some people try to say soft. I don't know. and he used to
go with a girl name Poo (inaudible). And they call (inaudible) and
him Poo.

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm so you guys start hanging out
before it got dark and then how did this whole thing at Crystal
Grove get going?

Davontay Wilcox: um.. it was kids over there by the park,
by the little woods apartments and.. shoot, I asked (inaudible) can I
used his phone, trying to call them.

Det. Russ Hurley: Which park you talking about?

Davontay Wilcox: um.. the.. it's like.. right around the
corner from where the Lakeland Police car picked me up at.
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Det. Russ Hurley: At Crystal Grove?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know.

Det. Russ Hurley: The park in Crystal Grove?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah right round.. it's like.. I was.. I was
right here, soon as you walk out, the police stop me. It's a

(inaudible).

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah I know where the park's at.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh I.. I thought you didn't know.

Det. Russ Hurley: So you guys were in the park earlier
tonight?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm.

Det. Russ Hurley: Going by the park?

Davontay Wilcox: no.. listen, Crystal Woods is.. like beside
the park. That's where I was at, tryin to get in contact with..

Det. Russ Hurley: So you.. you weren't in the park today?

Davontay Wilcox: there was kids all in the park.

Det. Brad Grice: Tell me about this guy. He said he
wasn't.. he wasn't the driver. He said.. this ain't Domino but he was
in the car with y'all.

Davontay Wilcox: Who?
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Det. Brad Grice: This guy I showed you the picture.

Davontay Wilcox: Wait.. he said he ain't who?

Det. Brad Grice: He said that ain't Domino, he said but he

was in the car with you.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh. Well it's.. see.. that's when..

Det. Brad Grice: You dont remember?

Davontay Wilcox: If Domino.. if..

Det. Brad Grice: So you think it's Domino..

Davontay Wilcox: No.

Det. Brad Grice: You just (inaudible).

Davontay Wilcox: I'm sayin'.. that's Domino friend.

Det. Brad Grice: This is Domino's friend?

Davontay Wilcox: cause Tavares was.. that's my
(inaudible).

Det. Brad Grice: But this is.. he was in the car with you?

Davontay Wilcox: Now I can't just sdy, oh yeah, that's
definitely somebody that was in the car but..

Det. Brad Grice: How can you not?
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Davontay Wilcox: Because it's black and white, one, and
then I wasn't just looking all around the car.

Det. Brad Grice: That don't make no sense man.

Davontay Wilcox: No you probably think I'm bull jiving but..

Det. Russ Hurley: where's Domino stay at?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know. I swear I wouldnt even give
y'all a hard time. Y'all um.. detective.. well you the.. y'all the head
so.. y'all under detective, um.. Mr., what's his name.. I forgot his

name but he used to be in my um.. middle school. I wouldn't even
do this.. lie to y'all or none of that. I'm here.. only to help y'all.
(inaudible).

Det. Brad Grice: Well help us. . then help us by tellin' us

who this guy is.

Davontay Wilcox: I don't wanna just say.. I don't know who
he is at all. I ain't lying to you.

Det. Brad Grice: But you..

Davontay Wilcox: If I knew his name, I woulda gave it to
you.

Det. Brad Grice: You believed he was in the car and now
he's telling me that he wasn't in the car.

Davontay Wilcox: I believed that he was in the car and now
I'm telling you that he wasn't?
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Det. Brad Grice: No. You told me you thought that was
Domino driving.

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Brad Grice: And he says that he was in the car but he

didn't think it was Domino.

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know. I'm..

Det. Brad Grice: But obviously both of y'all are putting him
in the car with you.

Davontay Wilcox: But I don't know the name is what I'm
trying to tell you.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay but he with.. he was with y'all when
you got dropped off?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah but I don't know if that's his face.
Can you hold that picture up?

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: Cause I can't just say this is who was in
the car with me but.. but then I ain't.. how I even know?

Det. Brad Grice: Well it ain't that old of a picture.

Davontay Wilcox: I'm saying he ain't like he just was that
same pose in the car.

Det. Brad Grice: So you was never in the parks?
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Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm.

Det. Brad Grice: Is that what I caught?

Davontay Wilcox: I was behind 'em.. I don't know if it's
Crystal Grove Wood, Crystal Wood..

Det. Brad Grice: have you ever been in the park?

Davontay Wilcox: I walked through the park earlier today.

Det. Brad Grice: You did?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Brad Grice: What time of day was that?

Davontay Wilcox: That's the only time I walked through
there is to get to the woods.

Det. Brad Grice: To get to Carlos?

Davontay Wilcox: No Crystal Wood.

Det. Brad Grice: Crystal Wood.

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah Carlos.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay so you cut through the park to get
there?

Det. Russ Hurley: So it would've been right before you got
stopped?
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Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm I got stopped like..

Det. Russ Hurley: Well let me ask you this.you were going
to Carlos's house, correct?

Davontay Wilcox: No I was looking for Carlos and Doobie
and them because he said.. "oh my uncle stay in Crystal Wood, you

can take the chick there" so I went out there thinking that's where
they gonna be at. But.. they wasn't there. So I was waiting for
them. I really wanted to use somebody phone but...

Det. Russ Hurley: Was anybody in the park when you come
through there?

Davontay Wilcox: Not yet. There was people there later but
not at that time.

Det. Russ Hurley: There was people at what time?

Davontay Wilcox: When I first walked through, wasn't
nobody at the park.

Det. Russ Hurley: What time was that?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know what time it was but.. I
know when Domino picked us up it was.. I don't know what the
time.. but daylight saving.. Mmm-hmm. I don't know what time.. I
can't tell you no time but.. (inaudible).

Det. Russ Hurley: What time is it now?

Davontay Wilcox: I just looked at your watch like five
minutes dgo, so I probably (inaudible).
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Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: Probably like 2:30. Anything I can help
you with like..

Det. Brad Grice: 2:30 this afternoon?

Det. Russ Hurley: No.. he's.. I asked him what time it was
now..

Det. Brad Grice: Oh, oh.

Det. Russ Hurley: (inaudible).

Det. Brad Grice: What time.. I still ain't understood what
time you walked through the park.

Det. Russ Hurley: I don't either.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh I don't know.. it ain't like I just walked
through the park like with the exact time.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay. Well you got stopped at what? 11-
ish?

Davontay Wilcox: Um. . like just.. however long I been in

here, right before that.

Det. Brad Grice: (inaudible).. so how long before that were
you in.. passing through to the park?

Davontay Wilcox: Oh like.. a hour.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay.
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Davontay Wilcox: Maybe a hour.

Det. Brad Grice: So.. if you got stopped.. let me see..
trying to see the times here.

Davontay Wilcox: I got stopped like a hour ago.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: A hour, two hours ago.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah you got.. got you stopped at 11-
something.

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Brad Grice: And so a hour earlier, lO-something.

Davontay Wilcox: I didn't say that's when I walked through.
I was sitting out there in Crystal Woods when I walked through the
park and I waited and I waited and then that's when that situation
(inaudible).. went on..

Det. Brad Grice: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: And then we sat there. Everybody came
up out they doors and.. we all just..

Det. Brad Grice: How long had you been hanging on the
porch?
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Davontay Wilcox: I wasn't on the porch but I was like in

front of his house so.. on his porch, on his sidewalk for like a hour
and a half, two hours at the most.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay. so.. somewhere between f-ish you
sayin'you walked through there to get to his house?

Davontay Wilcox: It was day.. it was.. no it wasn't daytime,
it was night time but.. it wasn't late though.

Det. Brad Grice: Mmm-hm.

Davontay Wilcox: So that's why I ain't trying to say no 10,

11 cause I don't think it was that late.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay. And when you walked through
there, Tavares was with you?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm, not at the time.

Det. Brad Grice: Just you walked through. Well how did
meet up with you?

Davontay Wilcox: After I heard that gun shot, I used
somebody phone and then tried to call him and didn't get go
contact. Then I tried to call my mama and then no contact so.. I
called my mama phone back, I don't know who picked it up.
Somebody answered it but it wasn't my mama and then I was
(inaudible) somebody done shot a gun or whatever (inaudible) like
that.

Det. Brad Grice: Who'd you talk you?
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Det. Russ Hurley: So when you cut through the park and
you were going to Carlos's house?

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:
cause I ain't know
at.

Det. Russ Hurley:
lives?

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Tavares.

My fault (inaudible)

That's okay.

Okay.

I was looking for it to find Carlos house
where in Crystal Wood he said his uncle stayed

so you don't know where.. where Carlos

Mmm-umm.

But you were going to his house.

Davontay Wilcox: Cause he was like.. he was like, "Bro, you
wanna go to Crystal Grove?" I'm like, "Why am I gonna go out
there?" real deal. You can talk to Tysehia, that what my dog Poo

told me, that's his cousin. And okay, it's cold, same thing with the
party last night, ain't no girls gonna stay out in the cold. "Bro, you
(inaudible) Carlos house, he stay out there in Crystal Wood." And
that's how I heard about the little Crystal Wood thing.

Det. Russ Hurley:
find his house?

And you cut through the park to go try to
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Davontay Wilcox: Cause I thought they was just gonna be

out there at his uncle house.

Det. Russ Hurley: And you were by yourself when you cut
through the park?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm and then..

Det. Russ Hurley: And did you go through the fence, around
the fence, how'd you get back to the apartments?

Davontay Wilcox: It's a little short gate.. like..

Det. Russ Hurley: a gate? On the back side towards the
apartments?

Davontay Wilcox: No when you cut across, you got a .. you
can of through this.. you can come across this entrance and come
outta there or you can come across down here some and I walked
down so I had jump the gate and go over.

Det. Brad Grice: After this person answered the phone..
was it a guy or a girl?

Davontay Wilcox: It was a girl.

Det. Brad Grice: A girl.. Unknown female to you. you
didn't know who it was, you didn't recognize her. Did you uh.. ever
talk to your mom?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm.

Det. Brad Grice: She never gave you.. did she say you got
the wrong number?
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Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm.

Det. Brad Grice: Just said, "This ain't your mom."?

Davontay Wilcox: "This ain't your mom and then
(inaudible).

Det. Brad Grice: Okay. then where were you at when you
were doing that.. calling her?

Davontay Wilcox: back behind.. up like in between the
apartments cause it's people doing the same thing I'm doing
(inaudible).

Det. Brad Grice: Looking? You didn't see nothing?
Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible response)

Det. Brad Grice: How serious do you think it is.. somebody
shoot a police officer?

Davontay Wilcox: Serious cause when they killed the dog, I
mean, the rounds they put in that man by Kathleen..

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: That's what got me so..

Det. Brad Grice: And you ain't handled a firearm today?

Davontay Wilcox: Oh.. trust me.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah?
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Davontay Wilcox: Trust me.

Det. Brad Grice: Were you with somebody that did?

Davontay Wilcox: No but that's what I'm saying, there was
kids at the park, I heard a gunshot, that's why I tried to call my
friend.

Det. Brad Grice: You heard.. you knew there were kids at
the park?

Davontay Wilcox: 'Member? I told you I walked through..
nobody there.

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: Thirty minutes, forty five minutes later,
there's people at the park.

Det. Brad Grice: You didn't know none of 'em?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm.

Det. Brad Grice: No? What'd they look like?

Davontay Wilcox: Just teenagers at the park. And I was
(inaudible)..

Det. Brad Grice: What were they wearing?

Davontay Wilcox: Jackets.

Det. Brad Grice: What color?
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Davontay Wilcox: I don't know what color jacket..

Det. Brad Grice: Any of 'em have a red jacket like you?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know cause when they stop
somebody out there, there's somebody with a red jacket, but they
let'me go.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah?

Davontay Wilcox: And..

Det. Brad Grice: What gang you affiliated with?

Davontay Wilcox: none.

Det. Brad Grice: None?

Davontay Wilcox: Every time they ask me, "are you a 'Hood
Boy, you a Baby Soulja"

Det. Brad Grice: Well you.. you come up on.. the radar.

Davontay Wilcox: how?

Det. Brad Grice: I have no idea. You're affiliation with
people. .

Davontay Wilcox: I ain't never been arrested for gang
banging.

Det. Brad Grice: Nothin?
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Davontay Wilcox: I ain't never been (inaudible) gang

banging. I ain't never been caught with a flag or bandana, that just
how this city do.

Det. Brad Grice: (inaudible)

Davontay Wilcox: You.. they.. not y'all..

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: But the cops on the.. they'll stop you, "I
know you're either with the Baby Soulja's or the'Hood Boys". No..

Det. Brad Grice: Well here's the deal. Say.. let me just
throw this little scenario out. Police officer gets killed and there's
two or three people involved that's there.

Davontay Wilcox: I know.

Det. Brad Grice: There's only one person pulling the
trigger.

Davontay Wilcox: I know.

Det. Brad Grice: Right?

Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir.

Det. Brad Grice: But if you ain't the one pulling the trigger,
you're just as guilty by not coming forward and being with'em. You
understand that?

Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir. But I didnt see anything. I only
heard. .
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Det. Brad Grice: I'm just telling you, if you were with the
person that actually fired the firearm..

Davontay Wilcox: No I wasn't..

Det. Brad Grice: You can get in as much trouble as they
can.

Davontay Wilcox: I know. Conspiracy or just (inaudible)

Det. Brad Grice: Well it can be accessory, it'can be all
kinds of things.

Davontay Wilcox: If Tavares and them pulled the trigger..

Det. Brad Grice: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: And we ain't that type of people, that's
who I'm with..

Det. Brad Grice: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: I swear to God, if I was with somebody
and they dumb enough to.. to take the gun and kill the police

instead of throwing it down or.. running or something, I would.. I'll
turn'em in. I.. "Go bitch. (inaudible)" whatever it would cause in

the'hood.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah cause they ain't how you roll. Ain't
nobody.. I won't kill no police officer, flo. I wouldn't even sit here
and help them, I wouldn't hide them.
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Det. Brad Grice: So if you withhold information and it
turns out that you were with the person that actually did this, you

know what's gonna happen to you, don't you?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah. Like.. what do you mean.. gonna

happen to me?

Det. Brad Grice: Did you just hear what I said?

Davontay Wilcox: Can you say it again?

Det. Brad Grice: If it turns out that you have withheld
information from us that you were with the person..

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible)

Det. Brad Grice: .. that shot this police officer, you know
what's gonna happen to you?

Davontay Wilcox: Yes sir. I just had to make sure I
understand everything you said.

Det. Brad Grice: So you understand all that?

Davontay Wilcox: Besides in the car?

Det. Brad Grice: Whatever.

Davontay Wilcox: Cause.. in the car, I didnt know if I was..
if that's him or not. I'm getting a ride.

Det. Brad Grice: Well. ,
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Davontay Wilcox: How am I responsible (inaudible)..

Det. Brad Grice: But if this guy was involved in it.. and you

knew something about it and you didn't tell us right now.. we're
coming after you.

Davontay Wilcox: You're gonna come after me but I didn't
see anything. I only heard something. If I'd have seen it, I'd be
giving y'all what I seen. I only heard it and panic, that's what I'm
trying to say.

Det. Russ Hurley: When.. when you heard it, did you run?

Davontay Wilcox: I like.. didn't know.. I ain't really run
cause I ain't had nowhere to run. And I asked a lady can I use her
phone.

Det. Russ Hurley: What lady?

Davontay Wilcox: It was a lady out there that we peeking
around the corner.

Det. Brad Grice: At the apartment's out there? Cell phone
or personal phone?

Davontay Wilcox : It proba bly was a cell phone ca use I
thought it was a personal phone.

Det. Russ Hurley: Was she black, white, what?

Davontay Wilcox: She was light skinned I think.

Det. Russ Hurley: Black girl? Light skinned black girl?
About.. you know about how old?
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Davontay Wilcox: Mmm. . probably. . I don't know. . about
20. Not 20 but 20-something.

Det. Russ Hurley: Who was with you when you used her
phone?

Davontay Wilcox: uh..

Det. Russ Hurley: Nobody? You were by yourselP

Davontay Wilcox: It was people like.. who was running but
they wasn't running my way but..

Det. Russ Hurley: who was running?

Davontay Wilcox: It was like.. two people with me.. sittin'
right here, peeping around the corner and then these kids was at
the park running..

Det. Brad Grice: who can give you an alibi that you were
somewhere else when them shots were fired.. or when that shot
was fired?

Davontay Wilcox: Um. .

Det. Brad Grice: Who? Who can we go talk to right now..

Davontay Wilcox: I'm just trying to see right now.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: Um.. I don't know if you can talk to
Carlos and he can tell you that earlier he.. I was.. I'm out the door
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like.. just chillin' (inaudible). I ain't gonna kill your officer, I
promise, I ain't that type of person.

Det. Brad Grice: All right. Tavares will know who Carlos is,

right?

Davontay Wilcox: He knows who Carlos is?

Det. Brad Grice: Would he know?

Davontay Wilcox: Doobie told me that was his uncle. I don't
know if he told Poo.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: But. .

Det. Brad Grice: Who knew.. who knows Doobie good?

Davontay Wilcox: Tavares. . well I know somebody else
like.. who might know Doobie good. I don't.. Doobie might be his
real name cause he a say Doobie Bruce.. like Doobie Bruce on his
Facebook page. I don't know if that's.,

Det. Brad Grice: Doobie Bruce? Okay. (inaudible) if he uh..
can help us on that. So we could pull up Facebook and maybe show
you a picture and you sdy, that's Doobie?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay. we're gonna get some.. you okay
just chillin' here for a minute?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm. Is he leaving?
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Det. Brad Grice: Yeah he's gonna (inaudible).

Davontay Wilcox: .. cause I wasn't finished even talking.

Det. Brad Grice: What else you got?

Davontay Wilcox: We were still talking before you came
back.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay well y'all can keep on talking then if
you got something else to say. I'll go check on this, okay and try to
get his picture.

Det. Russ Hurley: So.. a minute ago you said that you and
two otherguys ran along with the people.. not a lot but..

Davontay Wilcox: No I said, two people beside me peeking
around the corner.

Det. Russ Hurley: and who were they?

Davontay Wilcox: It was the lady who phone I asked to use
and I don't know if it was probably her daughter, her friend, her
sister but she was smaller like.. she wasn't young like a baby but..
teenage, coulda been twenty two but she just was skinny and the
other one was more heavy boned'd.

Det. Russ Hurley: Where.. that light skinned black girl was..
was that by where you were stopped?

Davontay Wilcox: Was it who?

Det. Russ Hurley: by where you were stopped?
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Davontay Wilcox: it's like.. she stay probably.. she
probably.. it was by where I was stopped but I don't know where
she stay at in there.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay you.. so you don't know if she didn't
come out of a house or nothing?

Davontay Wilcox: She was just on the sidewalk.. her and
the other girl with they phone.

Det. Russ Hurley: Just hanging out?

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible) everybody.. me and her went
to the same little.. to the same little just look.. everybody running
around.

Det. Russ Hurley: Did you see what.. what happened?

Davontay Wilcox: They.. I heard it and didnt look over
(inaudible).

Det. Russ Hurley: Which way did the people that were there
run?

Davontay Wilcox: Some people was jumping the gate..
really everybody.. they all went the same way.

Det. Russ Hurley: Did they? Which way was that?

Davontay Wilcox: Cause at first.. um.. at first it just
seemed.. I looked and seen everybody moving and then you see
some people going (inaudible) some people walking away, like they
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ain't running like.. "oh my God" walking and.. but.. boy, looked
around the corner, that was crazy.

Det. Russ Hurley: So you didn't see which way they ran?
Did they run in your direction?

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible response)

Det. Russ Hurley: Yes? They run by you?

Davontay Wilcox: um I had.. got on the phone like.. I
looked and then I seen everybody moving and then I asked the lady
can I use her phone and she let me use it and I was trying to call
Bro.. and meet up with him.

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm. Who were you trying to call?

Davontay Wilcox: Tavares.

Det. Russ Hurley: Tavares? So Tavares. . where was.. you
don't know where he was at?

Davontay Wilcox: he was in the Grove... I think.

Det. Russ Hurley: Somewhere?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Russ Hurley: how did y'all get separated?

Davontay Wilcox: Remember I told you in the car?

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm. You said he mighta went to
the store or somethin but there aren't no stores out there.
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Davontay Wilcox: There stores.

Det. Russ Hurley: Where?

Davontay Wilcox: It's probably a bootlegger then.

Det. Russ Hurley: And then you guys got dropped off at the
same place at Windover, correct?

Davontay Wilcox: No I did and then he was supposed to be
going (inaudible). .

Det. Russ Hurley: he stayed in the car?

Davontay Wilcox: to get a blunt or a Black or something. I
think.

Det. Russ Hurley: And there wasn't no specific place you
were gonna meet up with him?

Davontay Wilcox: At the Grove.

Det. Russ Hurley: At the park?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm. Just the Grove, Doobie said
I'ma stay out there. Really.. you can't go anonymous?

Det. Russ Hurley: Hmm?

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible).

Det. Ru ss H u rley : Yea h .
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DavontayWilcox: I woulda told you if I'da seen it. this
woulda helped me with all this jittering and stuff but I didn't see
nothing. That's the only thing that's messing me up like.. it's gonna
get me cased up. All.. I can see it now.

Davontay Wilcox:
us rides and stuff
tryin to.. I ain't see

Det. Russ Hurley:

Det. Russ Hurley:
know.. it.. this is
need to tell it now
two. Okay and I'm

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:
serious business,
your opportunity,
who did.

As whoever that was like.. who be giving
like.. they be having guns like.. y'all,. I ain't..
nothing..

Look..

well.. it's like.. Detective Grice said, you
your oppoftunity. If you know something, you
otherwise you're gonna be going down with them
not saying that to scare you..

Nah. .

cause I mean you know this is some
right? So I mean if you know something, now is
if you didn't pull the trigger.. you need to tell us

Davontay Wilcox:
you can't hear me

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:
Tavares because we

Det. Russ Hurley:
with you?

That's what I'm trying to tell you . I'm . .

saying it? That's why I wanna.. I wanna tell you.

well tell me who pulled the trigger.

I don't know. But I know it wasn't me or
didn't have no gun.

Was it one of the other guys in the car
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Davontay Wilcox: Yeah because I told.. well I ain't tell you..
well I told you, not you.they had guns.. well they had..

Det. Russ Hurley: Who all had guns?

Davontay Wilcox: Just.. either the driver.. I don't know if..
whoever on the picture, I cant say it's him but that's who I.. I don't
know him and then I don't know Domino, who they say who car it
is, I don't know them.

Det. Russ Hurley: Who.. how many.. okay..

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible).

Det. Russ Hurley: Let's.. let's back up a minute. You.. and
Poo were in a car. Who else was in the car?

Davontay Wilcox: Like.. seven of us.

Det. Russ Hurley: Seven people in an Impala?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah like five in the backseat like.. one
person almost on another, another (inaudible).

Det. Russ Hurley: All right, do you know any other street
names or who they are?

Davontay Wilcox: Just.. um.. my friend Doobie..

Det. Russ Hurley: Doobie was in the car?

Det. Brad Grice: He's driving, right?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm.
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Det. Brad Grice: He ain't driving?

Davontay Wilcox: Doobie.

Det. Brad Grice: I thought Doobie was driving.

Davontay Wilcox: That's Domino..

Det. Brad Grice: Domino, okay.

Det. Russ Hurley: And so Domino was in the car cause he
was driving, right?

Davontay Wilcox: And whoever the passenger is.. is..

Det. Russ Hurley: the front passenger?

Davontay Wilcox: It's.. with Domino because (inaudible)
like I ain't never really seen'em.

Det. Russ Hurley: You never seen 'em before?

Davontay Wilcox: And.. it's some dude in the back seat. I
seen him around.. quarters and all that but I ain't never seen
Domino and then.. I don't know if this is Domino or.. the dude in
the passenger seat.

Det. Brad Grice: We got 'em trying to pull.. we need to
confirm that. Can you.. she's out here if we can do that real quick.

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.

Det. Brad Grice: Tavares already..
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um.. you want me to read it to you? Okay. "I, Davontay Wilcox,
hereby voluntarily give my permission for a member of The
Lakeland Police Department or it's authorized agent to take oral
buccal swabs from me." And that's just they take these q-tips and
rub all inside your mouth, okay? "I give this consent freely and
voluntarily without.. compulsion.."

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ H u rley :

mouth.

Det. Brad Grice:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

You mind giving us some DNA?

Yeah.

They just.. they'll swab the inside of your

You good to go ahead and do it now?

yeah.. yeah... Okay basically this is saying

"threat"

Is that what it is says.. "Threat or

I'm gonna let you do it.

Okay.

What is it for?

promise of any kind. I understand my constitutional rights to refuse
to provide the oral buccal swabs without a search warrant and it is
my intentions to fully and completely waive such rights by this
consent." ln other words, you don't have to give it to us if you don't
want to.
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Det. Russ Hurley: It's just so we'll have it just in case this
case.. we get some DNA we can compare.

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible) let you do it.

Det. Russ Hurley: "It is my understanding that the oral
buccal swabs are to be used in a criminal investigation" which is

this, the officer being shot. "That is being connected by the
Lakeland.. or conducted by the Lakeland Police Depaftment or any
other law enforcement agency." You understand that?

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible response)

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay would you sign right there for me?

Davontay Wilcox: .. 'posed to be a T.

Det. Russ Hurley: Thank you bud.

Davontay Wilcox: (burps) excuse me.

CST Jean Gardner: Burpy.. burpy downstairs, burpy up here.
All I'm gonna do is I got some cotton swabs here. I'm just gonna
run it through inside of your cheek.

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

CST Jean Gardner: (inaudible) for me.

Det. Russ Hurley: Thank you.

CST Jean Gardner: You're welcome.
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Det. Russ Hurley: Appreciate it, ma'am. Okay so in the car,
we got Doobie, Domino, you, um. . Poo, that's four. And you said
there was what, four more people in there?

Davontay Wilcox: Probably. . it was like seven of us cause
like..

Det. Russ Hurley: So three more.

Davontay Wilcox: Cause just imagine the backseat
(inaudible) one person on our lap like.. so there was like six or
seven people.

Det. Russ Hurley: but you don't know their names or who
all they are? Who would know? Doobie? Or Domino?

Davontay Wilcox: Um.. Do- I don't know.. Domino.. if you
could find out if Domino who I'm picture.. that'll probably help.

Det. Russ Hurley: And..

Davontay Wilcox: And I ain't.. I dont wanna.. I really just
wanna talk to you so.. cause he trying to confuse me and I know..

Det. Russ Hurley: He's not trying to confuse you. He's a
nice guy.

Davontay Wilcox: Well he just trying to do his job so.. I'm
just.

Det. Russ Hurley: Well we're both trying to do our job.

Davontay Wilcox: Where I'm from like.. I don't know.. I
know somebody cause.. I put.. you can put two and two together
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easy like.. I don't know but.. I don't wanna just say (inaudible)
just.. bam, say.. but once you like.. get the picture with a name and
I can tell you who.. and who had the gun and everything in the car,
but.. I already know my name be in black and whites.

Det. Russ Hurley: Let.. let me ask you this. Who.. who had

the gun?

Davontay Wilcox: They.. the driver was passing it with the
passenger like..

Det. Russ Hurley: there was only one gun in the car?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Russ Hurley: What kinda gun was it?

Davontay Wilcox: well I don't know if it was the only gun
but it's..

Det. Russ Hurley: the only one you saw?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay the only gun you saw, what kinda
gun was it?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know it was pretty big but..

Det. Russ Hurley: Pretty big?

Davontay Wilcox: I ain't.. it was like.. I don't know what
type of gun it was. You can check my fingerprint, anything, I ain't
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touch it. I ain't that type of dude. I was just getting a ride. I ain't..
they asked me if I wanna go to the Grove..

Det. Russ Hurley: So who was the front passenger?

Davontay Wilcox: That's what I'm not sure but..

Det. Russ Hurley: You didn't hear him call him by his street
name or anything?

Davontay Wilcox: I know.. I don't know if Domino.. is he...

one of the driver or the passenger but..

Det. Russ Hurley: So you don't know Domino, was he the
driver or the passenger, you just don't know which.

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Russ Hurley: Will Tavares know?

Davontay Wilcox: He should because he really was the one
getting left when we was fittin'to pull off and then the um.. Doobie
and them was like.. "What you.. what you gonna do?" and that's
when he just got in. That's another (inaudible). Me and him dont
even.. ain't even'posed to.. what a coincidence I'm on this side of
(inaudible). Now I got him in here.

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.. well.. like I said, you know.. the
big thing here is there was three people out there, only one shot
and if you're one of the three out there, you just need to be honest
with us.

Davontay Wilcox: no.
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Det. Russ Hurley: Okay? because um.. you know, you
match the description and where they caught you is exactly where
the person ran.

Davontay Wilcox: I know but they sa id . . they even let
somebody out of a car like.. they.. (inaudible) say that that was me

but.. that could be him. That could be the.. killer (inaudible) I
wasnt.. doing this to you.

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: And I know you prob'ly like. . "that the
dude (inaudible)" I ain't no (inaudible).. Mmm-umm. I ain't murder
nobody and I ain't..

Det. Russ Hurley: (inaudible). No. . I'm not.. you know, they
didn't find a gun on yoU, you know so I mean..

Davontay Wilcox: No. Anybody can ditch a gun.

Det. Russ Hurley: I honestly believe you were there to be
perfectly honest with you.

Davontay Wilcox: No I was.. that's basically right there. I
just.. turned my head at the wrong time.. cause..

Det. Russ Hurley: I'm sorry, what'd you just say?

Davontay Wilcox: I turned my head at the wrong time.

Det. Russ Hurley: what do you mean?
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Davontay Wilcox: If
around looking.. at the park
woulda been there, I woulda

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:
I mean.. you know all..

Davontay Wilcox:
ain't your killer.

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

I'da just.. been standing, walking
like all the other kids do, just chillin'.. I
seen everything.

Just.. I..

Talk to me.

Well..

You gotta help me, I'm young.

I know and.. and..

(inaudible) hard.

I don't know what else to tell you. Okay?

(inaudible)

or as a witness? Because like I said, this

I just wanna help you find the killer. I

I understand that, okay, I understand
that. And I understand your concern that your name's gonna be in
black and white. I understand all that, trust me. I worked in your
neighborhood's my entire career. I know exactly how it goes there.
But let me ask you this.. okay, would you rather your name be in
black and white.. all right, as.. a killer..

is your only opportunity to be straight with us. If.. if we let you go
here and we do our investigation and we get back evidence and we
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prove that you're there, then you're gonna be in a world of
problems. Even if you didn't pull the trigger cause you had your
opportunity today to be honest with us and tell us what you saw.
You follow me? and I'm not saying that to scare you..

Davontay Wilcox: I know.

Det. Russ Hurley: Cause I know there's alotta young men
like.. such as yourself, I mean you're eighteen years old, that's
young. Young/ young, young. Okay? But you.. what you have to
understand is if you didn't shoot the man, then you need to help us

because if not, then you're just as guilty as the shooter and... you're
gonna spend the rest of your life in prison.

Davontay Wilcox: I know you probably think, well they.. we
always do the same thing. Come in here..

Det. Russ Hurley: No. . no.

Davontay Wilcox: say a story. I probably switched it around
a little bit but I didnt see nothing still.

Det. Russ Hurley: Here, here, here.. listen to ffi€, okay? I
understand what's going on here, okay? I've been doing this for
twenty six years.

Davontay Wilcox: I know.

Det. Russ Hurley: And I have interuiewed tens of
thousands..

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible) that you know that I know.
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Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.. I been interviewing tens of
thousands of people so I know when people are straight with me
and when they're not straight with me. Okay?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Russ Hurley: I know that, okay? Am I a hundred
percent positive? No. No.. and I might not know what you're lying to
me about but I know when you're lying. Okay and it's just.. it's
just.. and you know it's like when you talkto your buddies..

Davontay Wilcox: I know you can tell..

Det. Russ Hurley: You always can tell when somebody's
lying.

Davontay Wilcox: So I mean..

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay and that.. that's what.. that's what
concerns me here because you are a young man and I don't want
you to piss your life away.

Davontay Wilcox: And I ain't trying to piss my life away.

Det. Russ Hurley: You know..

Davontay Wilcox: My sister pissed her life away and now
I'm raising her.. my niece..

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: Who thinks I'm her daddy.
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Det. Russ Hurley: But the problem is.. is when we hang
around people that we probably shouldn't hang around with and shit
goes bad like if definitely went tonight.

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Russ Hurley: Why should you have to pay that price?

Davontay Wilcox: That's why I'm trying to help you find
him, That's why.. I wanted that.. that's why I wanna help you find
him.

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah. So um.. so tell me who was in the
park with you.

Davontay Wilcox: I wasn't in the park with them. It was just
people in the park.

Det. Russ Hurley: who was in the park?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know if.. that's why you gotta get
the driver and Domino.. you gotta..

Det. Russ Hurley: Well I need you to help me to find those
guys.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh.. man.

Det. Russ Hurley: Can you describe them to me?

Davontay Wilcox: Who?

Det. Russ Hurley: who was in the park?
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Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:
jackets and.. just pants.

Det. Russ Hurley:
car with you?

Davontay Wilcox:
from the front seat was.. up there.

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:
told you I wanted to talk to you?

Um.. describe'em like what.. like..

Like who you saw in the park.

It was just teenagers like.. kids with

Wasn't none of the guys that were in the

um... I don't know if one of the dudes

You don't know if they were in the park?

This is what I know, okay, remember I

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Mmm-hmm.

Okay. Well not (inaudible) wanna talk to
you, I ain't tell you that so you don't remember that.

Det. Russ Hurley:
you're saying.

Davontay Wilcox:

I know what you're saying.. I know what

Remember when I told you that I. .

mighta mixed it up. I did mix it around cause when you asked me a
question, it just.. (inaudible) and I know could be sitting here,
throwing my life away telling you that.. I.. mixed my story up cause
everything on camera and being recorded right now like.. that's why
all.. anything and gonna be used against me but my mama always
taught me, shit.. well not me cause but.. it's gonna.. it'll eat you up
if you hold something back like.. and I ain't.. like I said, I ain't see
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but.. when I step through, I seen.. either the driver or the
passenger.. running. But it's other people running to but.. I know
for a fact one of them was running.

Det. Russ Hurley: And you don't know what their street
name is or their first name or anything?

Davontay Wilcox: It.. that's why I said it could be Domino
or it could be.. the other.. the other.

Det. Russ Hurley: And you think Domino is his true name?

Davontay Wilcox: But I don't think Domino did it cause he
was just giving us a ride. That's what I'm trying.. where was his car
at? Why n o car wasn't out there and all that?

Det. Russ Hurley: Right.. right, right.

Davontay Wilcox: That's what I'm..

Det. Russ Hurley: So you think it was the other guy but you
don't know who he is or what his name is?

Davontay Wilcox: And . .

Det. Russ Hurley: Or where he stays at or anything, how old
he is?

Davontay Wilcox: I know he like.. he was just telling us he
missed court, all this junk like that.

Det. Russ Hurley: So he's got warrants out.
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Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible) have a warrant, all this junk.
He was telling us.. ortellin'them and then he was like, "Y'all think I
got a warrant?" (inaudible) "You got a warrant, yoU ain't go to
court, you got a warrant."

Det. Russ Hurley:
was for?

Davontay Wilcox:
for. But I know he

Det. Russ Hurley:

Did he say when he had couft or what it

He kept wanting to rob people?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah like.. when they first was in the car,
he just wanted to.. and I always do this when I get in trouble. I
don't wanna talk with two people.. cause I just like.. I just pick the
detective I wanna talk to. I know you're probably like, 'yeah it ain't
up to you' but..

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah well we do that for our protection
and yours too. It's.. that way you know there's three people and
there's not just.. my word against yours or your word against ours.

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah (inaudible)

Det. Russ Hurley: or anything like that. There's always.. a

witness and you know what I mean? So that's why we do that and
he'll probably be coming back here in a minute. Um so the.. the guy
that was in the car with the gun had warrants out and he wanted to
rob somebody.

Mmm-umm. he ain't tell me what it was
kept wanting to rob people and stuff like that.

Basically.

How tall was he?
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Davontay Wilcox: he was small.. he was short.

Det. Russ Hurley: Shoft? Like about how tall you think?

Davontay Wilcox : Like. . I don't know how to ca ll that out
but..

Det. Russ Hurley: How tall are you?

Davontay Wilcox: I'm like 5'9'.. 5'10'.

Det. Russ Hurley: And he was shorter than you?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.. like.. probably my chest.

Det. Russ Hurley: Real short then.

Davontay Wilcox: Small guy.

Det. Russ Hurley: Do you know how old he was?

Davontay Wilcox: He probably was L7 , 18 because. . that's
just our age range.

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm. Did he say where he went to
school or anything?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm. but (inaudible) this sound so
crazy coming out my mouth.. if y'all let me help y'all, I can.. and..
cause I can't.. I can't.. just.. I can't.. I cant live with nobody.. just
a couple days ogo, right outside somebody got shot up,. shot
down. .
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Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: And they.. doin the same thing to my
mama right now, investigating to try to see.. she trying to help
them find the shooter for him,

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.. Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: This same exact thing.

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: Detectives come..

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah I know who your mom is, I spoke to
your mom before. Um.. okay so.. so.. he's up to your chest, so if
you're 5'9u so he must be about five foot maybe?

Davontay Wilcox: Hmm.. uh can I stand up?

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: What you think this is like..

Det. Russ Hurley: Let me see.. I'm six foot.. so I'm a little
taller than you. I'd probably say.. how tall would you say this is?

Det. Brad Grice: What is he?

Davontay Wilcox: I'm like 5'9", 5'10'.

Det. Russ Hurley: he said the dude is about this tall.

Davontay Wilcox: He like right here.
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Det. Brad Grice: (inaudible)

Det. Russ Hurley. 5'L"?

Det. Brad Grice: dang.. yeah 5'L"..2o. Who is that
supposed to be?

Det. Russ Hurley: the guy that was.. had a gun in the car
with'em.

Det. Brad Grice: What's his name?

Det. Russ Hurley: He dont know his name.

Det. Brad Grice: Oh.. let me go through this real.. you
know that is?

Davontay Wilcox: Doobie.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay. You know who that is?

Davontay Wilcox: That's little Mario.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay was he with 'em?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm. His mama getting real strict
on him.. (inaudible).

Det. Brad Grice: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: made him move to Orlando.. come down
here on breaks.
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Det. Brad Grice: Now as of.. last month, Doobie was living
in Crystal Grove.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh.. well maybe.. call up.. I don't know
man. .

Det. Brad Grice: Okay. What have we got for trying to ID..

Det. Russ Hurley: Um he was..

Det. Brad Grice: He was in the car?

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah well he was.. he was saying the he..
Domino was in the car but he dont know if Domino was the driver
or the passenger. Domino and the driver or the passenger were
passing a gun back and forth. There was only one gun that he saw
and they were in the park when you cut through there, correct?

Davontay Wilcox: No not when I cut through there. There
wasnt nobody at the park when I cut through.

Det. Russ Hurley: they were. . okay when you heard the
gunshots and you looked, they were in the park?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.. yeah.

Det. Russ Hurley: And they were running?

Det. Brad Grice: How many were they?

Davontay Wilcox: It was just.. it was different kids like.. it
was like.. what.. like..
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Det. Brad Grice: Who of 'em.. which ones ran back to
you.. your direction?

Davontay Wilcox: The.. the person who did it.

Det. Brad Grice: The person who did it?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Russ Hurley: And who was that?

Davontay Wilcox: That's what me and him trying to figure
out.

Det. Brad Grice: But he was..

Davontay Wilcox: It was the driver or the passenger.

Det. Brad Grice: He was with these guys? Was..

Davontay Wilcox: No.

Det. Brad Grice: Doobie, I'm talking..

Davontay Wilcox: They was gone. Naw, I ain't see them..

Det. Brad Grice: Doobie wasn't out there?

Davontay Wilcox: If he was out there, I don't know if he
was at the house, at Carlos, I don't know.

Det. Brad Grice: What about this guy I been showin you
this picture of.
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Davontay Wilcox: That's what we trying to figure out if..
cause if he's the driver, then it ain't him. But if he was in the
passenger seat, then that's him.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay so we need to indentify Domino?

Davontay Wilcox: See. . Domino.. it's Domino's car. . so
and.. that's Domino the driver, he didnt.. lt couldn't have been him
because..

Det. Brad Grice: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: .. he just was giving a ride but.. if that's
not Domino, then that's the only other guy.

Det. Brad Grice: You saw that guy shoot him?

Davontay Wilcox: no.

Det. Brad Grice: Is that what you're sayin?

Davontay Wilcox: No. I heard it...

Det. Brad Grice: Then how..

Davontay Wilcox: And then.. when I..

Det. Brad Grice: When you looked out, he was the one
running from it? And he was wearin the same clothes that he was
when he was in the car with you?

Davontay Wilcox: I dont even know what he had on in the
car.
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Det. Brad Grice: Okay so it's either Domino.. or it's his
passen9er.

DavontayWilcox: It's his passenger but I don't know.. I
didn't know Domino name. All I know is everybody say this Domino
car.

Det. Brad Grice: All right. You good?

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: I mean that's why I wanna only talk to
you cause now he's like...

Det. Russ Hurley: He's all right man, trust me, he's a good
dude. Yeah..

Davontay Wilcox: Me and Tavares, h€.. is.. he's.. like.. don't
even tell him I said, he's slow and I already know now that he
probably..

Det. Russ Hurley: Well let me ask you this, how did Tavares
get all skinned up?

Davontay Wilcox: Oh he skinned up?

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh see? I told you.. I tried to call but I
know.. pshh that if he was running.. I don't know if he was running
cause he heard it, when he heard it, from it or.. but I know who
had.. who had a gun and I know we didnt go with a gun and we
ain't that type.. well I don't know what type of person he is deep,
deep down inside, but I know.. I hope he ain't do that.
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Det. Russ Hurley: well let me ask you this.. I understand
that but do you think he'd let some other guys..pump his nuts up
and get him to do something like that?

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:
like.. I told you.. people..

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Who, Tavares?

Yeah I know..

You think he did it?

No. he wont even fight. He let people

Pshh. . what? No.

No?

They was just picking on him last night

And she likes younger guys..

Yeah.

I know that from..
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Davontay Wilcox : the past. .

Det. Russ Hurley: A couple cases in the past.

Davontay Wilcox: And it's. . the only little. . she picked him
she said cause she was tired of young, rowdy, all that junk like that
and she want somebody quiet. And we used to come to my house,
he always just be sittin'on the porch quiet but.. he quiet cause he
kinda slow.

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: But he dont.. my dawg don't look slow or
nothing, still my best friend. He don't look.. and he dont really act
slow and might not be slow but I know.. every now and then I catch
him on a slow moment like.. he'posed to be on medicine.

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah. Does he go to school.. did he go to
school?

Davontay Wilcox: He got kicked out too.

Det. Russ Hurley: Did he? You guys need to get your
education man..

Davontay Wilcox: I know..

Det. Russ Hurley: There ain't much future without an
education. Is that little Mario the one that used to live out there in
Skyview?

Davontay Wilcox: The other one? He probably did. Little
Mario probably did stay on..
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Det. Russ Hurley: His.. his first name's like DeMar.. Demario
or something like that? No?

Davontay Wilcox: This is (inaudible).

Det. Russ Hurley: Young guys, man.

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Russ Hurley: You all right?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Russ Hurley: Need something to drink or anything?

Davontay Wilcox: Uh.. probably a water or something. Can
I ask you one thing?

Det. Russ Hurley: Sure.

Davontay Wilcox: Am I going to jail tonight?

Det. Russ Hurley: I don't know to be honest with you..
cause.. cause we have a guy that identified you as one of the three
that ran away from there. And you know, they're gonna.. it'll
probably be morning before they get footprints and all that from
that area and all that. And if your footprints are there.. you're
gonna have some problems.

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.
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Det. Russ Hurley: You know that's why I say it's.. now's a

good time if you know something. Cause we know there was three
people that were there and three people that fled.

Davontay Wilcox: it wasn't three people at the park. I can
tell you that right now.

Det. Russ Hurley: There was three people there cause an
officer went out with three people and then the witness that saw it
go down said there was three people.

Davontay Wilcox: Officer went out?

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: With the three people?

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: Like can you tell me.. I ain't trying to be
funny..

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah, another officer said, "I'll be out at
the park with three.."

Davontay Wilcox: Oh..

Det. Russ Hurley: "suspicious males." So and that's exactly
how many the witness.. there was a witness right across the street.

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible) telling you right now, that
witness pointed me wrong. I promise you.

Det. Russ Hurley: Well that's our job to find out.
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Davontay Wilcox: I know. and then.. even if I do.. they say
something about this, remember now my friend back in the days..
well not back in the days but.. recently like this year, last year,
some went on over there by Lakeland Police Department and it was
like white people versus black people like.. skateboard type people

though and it was fighting and.. uh one of my friends was stomping
on a police car.. no was stomping a white people car and he had on
Polo boots, size B and another one of my friends got investigated for
the same shoe, same size. But that was petty.. cause they just
wanted to know who cracked the dude in the head with a

skateboard.

Det. Russ Hurley:
remember that case.

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:
like I just (inaudible)

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Yeah. I know what you're talking about, I
Now this is uh.. this is (inaudible).

(inaudible) that is... Kyle,

Kyle?

Kyle.

is the guy's name?

Yes, Kyle. And I don't know what.. seem
in reality.

And that's his first name?

Kyle. Domino, Kyle.. I'm trying to
of all them.. cause I was just thinklng of all the names I
people sayin'. And when he was.. talkin' about robbin' the
dude, somebody was like, "Kyle, man you trippin'."

think
heard
pizza
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Det. Russ Hurley: And Kyle's the one that was wanting to
rob everybody?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm. I ain't even 'posed to be in
this dang neighborhood, man, watchin'nothing.. nothing.

Det. Russ Hurley: And he was the one with the gun?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Brad Grice: Well they're.. still working on it.

Det. Russ Hurley: the guy's first name's Kyle.

Det. Brad Grice: Is who?

Det. Russ Hurley: The short guy.. the one with the gun.
(inaudible) the name and see if you can pull..

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah. Are you calling me?

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah I just sent you a text, said his name
is Kyle.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay what do I.. what do we know about
him?

Det. Russ Hurley: Just that he's short,. he's about
seventeen or eighteen, correct? What kinda hairstyle?

Davontay Wilcox: Cut. .

Det. Russ Hurley: Just low cut?
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Det. Brad Grice: Hey did y'all stop to get gas.. at all?
Coming or going, whatever? nothing?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know.. they ain't get gas.

Det. Brad Grice: Never? Okay. Now that's a little bit bigger
picture.. of that one guy.

Davontay Wilcox: That the same pic?

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah its just bigger, just a little bit.

Davontay Wilcox: Is (inaudible)?

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh I ain't wanna look at the name.

Det. Brad Grice: Well. . you're saying..

Davontay Wilcox: Did it say Kyle?

Det. Brad Grice: Huh?

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible)name say Kyle?

Det. Brad Grice: that ain't Kyle.

Davontay Wilcox: Who is this?

Det, Brad Grice: His name's Dino.

Davontay Wilcox: I'm just gonna look at it.
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Det. Brad Grice: His name's Dino.

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm. I don't know I can't just..
man, cause the dude I know for a fact his name was Kyle.

Det. Brad Grice: Right. But this ain't Domino?

Davontay Wilcox: Oh.. Dino, Domino... I don't know..

Det. Brad Grice: No?

Davontay Wilcox: Now I'm confused.. but I was.. trying to
help y'all.

Det. Brad Grice: Well this is very impoftant.

Davontay Wilcox: I know it is..

Det. Brad Grice: You know, w€ need to do this.. ASAP.

Davontay Wilcox: I know, when you leave..every time you
leave out.. I'm just talking to him more and more..

Det. Brad Grice: You think it's the.. I understand.

Davontay Wilcox: I know.

Det. Brad Grice: I understand, things are hittin' so we
just.. we just need to get on the right track here and do the right
thing.

Davontay Wilcox: I just wish y'all come at us.. y'all at us a
different way.
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Det. Brad Grice: how.. how could we?

Det. Russ Hurley: what you mean?

Davontay Wilcox: I wish y'all.. approach up different so we
can help y'all. It's like.. when y'all first approached.. like., not y'all,
it really was them. but y'all scare us like..

Det. Russ Hurley: well.. (inaudible)

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible) we can.. y'all helping us, it's
like we.. like we did it.

Det. Russ Hurley: Let me ask you this.

Davontay Wilcox: That's why we don't go and just.. now on,
because they um..

Det. Russ Hurley: You have to understand though, those
officers are responding to an officer who just got shot.

Davontay Wilcox: I know.

Det. Russ Hurley: You know what I mean so they're gonna
be aggressive and they're gonna be cautious., you know what I
mean?

Davontay Wilcox: Right.

Det. Russ Hurley: It's just like we had a.. the witness call..
when I got there, they had him at gunpoint.

Davontay Wilcox: Listen.. listen I ain't see nothing. But.. I
heard.. I was in the park, I didn't see nothing at all but I heard and
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soon as I turned my head, I see.. Kyle with his gun and he
running and I know how people will think, "Oh everybody gonna
tell.. wanna shoot everybody" that's the only reason I ran. That's
probably why me..

Det. Brad Grice: But you were up there near there because
witnesses are describing you running.. going through the fence
down there.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh. . well . .

Det. Brad Grice: Is that right?

Davontay Wilcox: That's probably why.

Det. Brad Grice: And who was with you?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't know, I ain't run.. I was by myself
running.

Det. Brad Grice: Which way did you run then?

Davontay Wilcox: Um well I wasn't by myself running but..

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: Ev- like.. some people hit the gate... some
people..

Det. Ru ss H u rley : Yea h .

Davontay Wilcox: ...went through the hole.. they ain't
nobody run that way. Everybody just ran that way.
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Det. Brad Grice: Where did Kyle run?

Davontay Wilcox: Um.. he jumped and then he was. . he
jumped the gate. I landed like..

Det. Brad Grice: Who jumped the gate?

Davontay Wilcox: Every. . all. . they. . almost everybody hit
the gate.

Det. Brad Grice: All right.

Davontay Wilcox: Some people went. . I think it's a little
opening down there. And..

Det. Brad Grice: Listen.. help me out right now.

Davontay Wilcox: Listen I.. I..

Det. Brad Grice: (inaudible)

Davontay Wilcox: This (inaudible)

Det. Brad Grice: Is Kyle the one that shot that officer?

Davontay Wilcox: That's what I'm trying.. I already told him
that.

Det. Brad Grice: He.. he did it?

Davontay Wilcox: He did it.

Det. Brad Grice: What do you..
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Davontay Wilcox: But I just don't know exactly what he

looked like. But I know..

Det. Brad Grice: but if we can go get a picture of him, you
can identify him?

Davontay Wilcox: Maybe because it ain't too.. it ain't like..
the only reason I don't like him cause.. that man ain't have.. I
don't know if his teeth was messed up or not. I ain't see him like
smiling.

Det. Brad Grice: Well this also is uh.. might have been a
year.. two years ago. So he might have had some.. dental work
down.

Det. Russ Hurley: Well let me ask you this. How do you
know Kyle? How..

Davontay Wilcox: That's what I'm saying, I didn't.

Det. Russ Hurley: Tonight was the first time you met him?

Davontay Wilcox: And acting crazy in front of everybody.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay who.. who's everybody?

Davontay Wilcox: Me, Tavares, Doobie, see.. that's.. that's
the only reason I don't like.. I'm gonna help you all the way

Det. Russ Hurley: We appreciate that.

Davontay Wilcox: but.. that's the only reason.. that's why I
wish it was me and you at first cause..
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Det. Russ Hurley:
good dude and..

Davontay Wilcox: I know but
keep.. the same way I be looking at
one of my friends. Cause.. pshh..

I'm telling you.. I'm telling you this is a

he just looking
a kid (inaudible)

at it like I
done killed

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah he just.. he just he.. he wants to
work with you just like I want to work with you, you know?

Davontay Wilcox: This ls so crazy..

Det. Russ Hurley:
unfortunate that the guy
position. You know what I
ran?

Davontay Wilcox:
same gate.

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

It is.. it's absolutely crazy. And it's
you're hanging around put you in a bad
mean? So did Kyle run the same way you

Yeah but not all the way. He just hit the

Right.

But he split the apartment like.. he..

he went around one side of the building,
you went around the other?

Davontay Wilcox: I'm trying.. I'm.. he probably think I'm
running with him but I'm trying to get away cause I know people's
think, *Oh they might tell too" like if y'all check my fingerprints,
you'll see me like.. everywhere he.. I was trying to get away. I kept
turning left, I jumped the gate, he went right on the apartment, I
went left. He.. he kept going straight past (inaudible) apartment.
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Like I could see him through the next opening, I went left and
stopped.

Det. Russ Hurley: Which way did Tavares go?

Davontay Wilcox: Tavares ran somewhere but I really did
use somebody phone to call him like.. and.. he was scared and all
that junk like that. And then.. I met him, he was like.. but.. he I
know he upstairs and ain't telling you what I'm telling you. He
probably..

Det. Russ Hurley: Well we haven't talked to him yet. I'm..
I'm assuming he's gonna tell us the same thing.

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:
biggest thing here is
tell the truth..

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:
right?

Davontay Wilcox:

But.. (inaudible)

I mean like
if you didn't pull

I said, you
the trigger,

know, the.. the
then.. you gotta

I didn't pull the trigger.

you know what I'm saying?

I'm telling. .

because you gotta worry about yourself,

I'm trying to help you cause I know for a
fact, me and Tavares didn't do it. I'm telling you right now, straight
up. I'm gonna help you catch this killer whether y'all lock me for
conspiracy I'm gonna still help you because it's gonna be on my
mind that.. (inaudible) get away.
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Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah. Why did he shoot him?

Davontay Wilcox: Because he was searching all the kids at
the park.

Det. Russ Hurley: how many was there? There was only
three of you..

Davontay Wilcox: there wasnt three of us, what I'm trying
to tell you..

Det. Russ Hurley: there was more than three there?

Davontay Wilcox: he think I'm lying cause what I'm saying..

Det. Russ Hurley: Well that's because of the witness.. what
the witness told us.

Davontay Wilcox: I know but the police was wrong too
when he said three cause it was more than three people.

Det. Russ Hurley: how many was there at the park?

Davontay Wilcox: It was like six or seven people.

Det. Russ Hurley: At the park?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah and four.. like.. three of 'em, I
didn't know.

Det. Russ Hurley: Were they with that group though, with
your group or were they..
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Davontay Wilcox: We was like.. just.. people around the
playground and like.. and that's why.. how he get three people
outta all these..
Det. Russ Hurley: Well maybe he saw you three together or
something.

Davontay Wilcox: I wasn't with the.. the.. oh ho, I know
what it was. I was up on the little slide thing like.. with my arm
right here and up under me, like if I take you back to the park, it's a
little bench you sit on..

Det. Russ Hurley: But Kyle has a warrant, right?

Davontay Wilcox: He said he might.

Det. Russ Hurley: Hey Brad..

(Det. Grice enters the room)

Det. Russ Hurley: He thinks that Kyle also had a warrant
cause when the cops pulled up he said something about having a..
not going to couft. He missed a court date.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay.

Det. Russ Hurley: So..

Det. Brad Grice: Hey this is a suck ass picture right here.

Davontay Wilcox: Who this s'posed to be?

Det. Brad Grice: We don't know. The only reason is.. his
name that he used in Facebook but he supposedly worked at
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Domino's so he may have caught that nickname but that's
(inaudible).

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah I don't think. .

Det. Brad Grice: Don't look familiar? Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: Even if we..

Det. Brad Grice: There were..

Davontay Wilcox: .. do.. whenever we.. Domino..

Det. Brad Grice: Uh-huh?

Davontay Wilcox: He just was the driver.

Det. Russ Hurley: he dropped you guys off?

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible) sit down, he got mostly
everything like..

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: It's.. I know you probably could hear 'em
(inaudible) cause I had..

Det. Brad Grice: I been.. I been running with the analyst
trying to pull stuff so..

Det. Russ Hurley: So Domino really wasn't out there, he did
drop you guys off and leave?

Davontay Wilcox: He did.
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he showed up in front of my house. First it was just me and Tavares
home.. like where we'posed to be right now just chillin'. They pull
in the car.. talkin'about the Grove.. the Grove. Like it's people out
and stuff for Christmas break. And then.. I got in.. I had just got a
shower so my big cousin was like, "oh you know what you was
doing." I was like, nah it was just (inaudible) timing cause I had just
got outta the shower and got dressed and they pulled up.

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Okay how can we find him?

That's what I don't know cause he ran..

Mmm-hmm.

And I got in and then Tavares got in, and

we're not gonna tell 'em who told us.

But they told that to my mama.. now the

Mmm-hmm.

We gotta move cause people's

then.. well he ain't get in at first, we was fittin'to pull off and then
they was like.. like, "What Poo doing, what he doin'?" like that.
Like.. Doobie was saying that cause we're cool with Doobie and I
know like (inaudible) other people's name brought cause then y'all
gonna have to go sdy, "well Davontay said this" (inaudible).

people threatening my mama everyday, we gotta move from
Lincoln's Couft. Even though they tearing it down..

threatening my mama. My brother down here from college Arizona,
he graduated but he stayed up there cause of this. He down here
now with his little licensed weapon cause somebody keep
(inaudible) my mama just because of the last shit with (inaudible)..
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Det. Russ Hurley: (inaudible) I don't know which.. why they
would be threatening your mom.

Davontay Wilcox: Because she the only witness.

Det. Russ Hurley: No, there's more than her.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh.. well..

Det. Brad Grice: Now..

Davontay Wilcox: That's what the people in the..

Det. Russ Hurley: You talkin' about the guy that got shot
right out in front of your place, right?

Davontay Wilcox: Got shot.

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah. .

Det. Brad Grice: And Poo was with you in the park when
this shot happened?

Davontay Wilcox: Um. . yeah.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah. cause when he jumped the fence,
he actually got cut.

Davontay Wilcox: And Domino tried.. I mean not Domino,
but Kyle.. oh, can I just start like where I was at?

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.
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Davontay Wilcox: Before we started talking about how they
pulled up, well.. and we started driving.. well then they made Pooh
get in the car, they didn't make it but basically like.. and then he
was like, "hold on" got in.. cause he kept saying his cousin Tysehia
stayed over there, if anything, I ain't be stranded, I'll go to my
cousin house. That's where I got her name from cause I ain't.. I
can't..

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:
drive out there?

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Russ Hurley:

get stuck and he was like, "If anything, I'll just go to my cousin
house" and then I was like, "bro, your cousin gonna let me in then"
Doobie says Carlos stay out there, all that stuff like that. So we just
started riding and then.. mostly everybody was lookin'.. like
(inaudible) stuff like that, Kyle talking about, "Let's rob 'em, let's
(inaudible)" we got right there by..

You talked to Tavares'cousin?

No. Tysehia?

Yeah.

Yeah.

Okay.

So he was like.. (inaudible) go out and

Oh I see, you're talking about on the

Yeah.

Okay.
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Davontay Wilcox: And then when we got like by Crystal
Grove, he was like um.. he wanted to rob somebody but like really..
he been saying he wanna do it but this time he like.. making the..
trying to Domino pull over but Domino wasn't really doin that and
then they was like.. "That's a pizza man (inaudible)" all that junk
like that. And then um.. he dropped.. he.. we.. he pulled up out
here, I don't know how you get in uh Crystal Grove but we was like
over there by the park and then I had walked up to the park sittin'
on the little thing by myself, um.. Kyle was like.. at somebody
house over there like.. right around the park cause he had came
back with a cup of water.. and the cup might still be out (inaudible).
Um.. came out with the cup of water, he was just sittin'there, had
his fire and all that. And we seen the police like pull up but..

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: I ain't doin' nothing, I know the park
closed but they always tell us the park closed, you gonna have to go
home.. you know, did the same thing like.. on that side of Webster
Park, he ain't gonna (inaudible). And here's the.. uh..

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:

And what happened, man?

We was just.. I'm sittin' up there, I guess
they.. he must be.. Kyle must be under me like on the little bench
thing or something cause I'm up top on Facebook on the phone and
then..'trol around (inaudible) stuff in his car. He had come around
the curve, then he had come back and go into like a dead end real
slow and then come back, ride past slow. He did it like two times
and then he just.. parked this time and then he was.. I heard
somebody say he's getting out and all that stuff like that.

Who said that?Det. Russ Hurley:
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Yeah the.. I know what you're talkin'

So I'm up top so.. when the police come,
I step down.. well at first he was talking to me while he was right
there and then he was talking to like.. to everybody in the park
cause I'm just gonna be straight up honest with you right now. And
I can't lie and.. he's dead. He was talking to us like he like, he was
like, (inaudible) um.. it's all right, I'll give you a court date and all
that stuff like that cause you know people try to run and all that
stuff like that. He was like, "I don't wanna go through the hassle of
trying to chase you for a gram of marijuana and you go to jail" like
that. then we was like, "Nah man, we ain't got nothing," well I know
I said I ain't have nothing, everybody sayin'they ain't got nothing.
Then he was like, "No guns and stuff like that" just making a joke
out of it, we was like, "Nah" he was being like nicer than almost any
other officer we usually be.. I know you dont..you ain't got the
patience right now with me.

Davontay Wilcox:
go to the park, it's like a

Det. Russ Hurley:
about.

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Brad Grice:
these names down.

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:

I don't know cause I'm up top like if you
little slide like..

No, I'm good, I'm just trying to track

I know.. I know, I know.

I'm good.

So.. he was just talkin'
just helping us and then.. he went to searching
Kyle, who that is, he was like the last one to get
guess he must've been getting his firearm ready
my head and I heard..pow! and I looked back and

like.. basically..
us like.. the kid
searched but.. I
cause.. I turned
the officer dead.
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And then I started running and he like.. almost behind me so..
everybody else, I think they beat me in the gate, I don't know but
Kyle behind.. I don't want him behind me so I jumped the gate and
then like kinda looked and I.. land and then he jumped and then he
goes right on an apartment so I go left and that's when I was like I
was standing there and then (inaudible) use somebody phone
because I didn't see it but I did turn and (inaudible) gun for and
then I knew, anybody hand it to you and you don't accept it. and
then I did try to use somebody phone to get back in contact with
Poo because he ain't (inaudible)I know you just lost just like I am.
And I really think he's just gonna shoot like.. like.. and then they
might tell you, "Oh I'm gonna shoot them too" so I'm trying to just
avoid him and then that's when I just stood there by Carlos door
cause I.. found where Carlos stayed ?t, got a phone, called pooh

and we was just sittin'there, we ain't have no where to go and..
see, and the police, they ain't..

Det. Russ Hurley:
where he went?

Davontay Wilcox:

Where.. where did Kyle go, do you know

He jumped the gate and went up.. like it's
apartment and then it's apartment and then it's the road for Crystal
Woods and like.. just like that so he jumped like on the outside of it
like and ran outside.

Det. Russ Hurley:

Davontay Wilcox:
make it out yet cause
fast. Not even close.

Towards.. towards the highway?

Towards the highway but now he ain't
he couldn't have got out to the highway that

Det. Brad Grice: So he's up toward the fence by the police
car and y'all went back to...
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Davontay Wilcox: Was you there on the scene?

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: when I was in the car?

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Davontay Wilcox: Okay.

Det. Russ Hurley: Oh flo, no. he's talkin about at the
apaftments.

Det. Brad Grice: At the apaftments..

Davontay Wilcox: Cause it's.. some police car was coming
from like a different way and.. if that's.. that's.. that's where he was
leave to like from that jump but.. I ain't get to do no.. I ain't get to
tell no police like, "I just seen it" cause as soon as I come out, "Get
down! Get on the ground!"

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: I ain't get no time to talk..

Det. Russ Hurley: So Doobie was out there with you?

Davontay Wilcox: Doobie. . I ain't. . was Doobie out there. .

at first he was, that's what I'm saying everybody ran.

Det. Russ Hurley: But I'm saying at the park when the
shooting occurred, Doobie was there?
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Davontay Wilcox: I believe so cause it was like three other
kids I didn't know who they was, I ain't even.. at first, I ain't even
know Kyle (inaudible).

Det. Russ Hurley: Kids.. when you says kids we talkin'
about teenagers?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah teenagers, I mean.

Det. Russ Hurley: And Doobie. . and how many other. . three
other teenagers?

Davontay Wilcox: That why.. only reason um..

Det. Russ Hurley: And then.. and then Kyle... and Tavares?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Russ Hurley: And there's nobody else out there?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-umm.

Det. Russ Hurley: Were you guys separated into two
different groups or something?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Russ Hurley: So..

Davontay Wilcox: cause I told you, he was. . I'm uF, I'm
visible probably.. I guess two of us.. two more of us is visible that's
why he said..

Det. Russ Hurley: Cause..
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Davontay Wilcox: Cause you kept getting mad, cause you
saying.. the officer said it was three of us.. it was three people there
in the park but..

Det. Brad Grice: Well that's what he called in.

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah but it wasn't..

Det. Brad Grice: There was probably more than that.

Davontay Wilcox: And then you probably put in your head
too, well if it wasn't three..you wasn't there, how do you know it
was three people there, all that stuff like that. I ain't dumb but.. I'm
just.. I was scared but.. that ain't, you know, (inaudible)..

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: But anyways.. where was I at? You don't
know?

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah you said, you were telling us there
was.. you guys were separated..

Davontay Wilcox: Oh yeah, we was separated..

Det. Russ H u rley: It was you . .

Davontay Wilcox: And then..

Det. Russ Hurley: It was you and Tavares and Kyle by the
slide?
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Davontay Wilcox: No. I was up top, Poo was like just
standing in the grass like.. that's how he.. really got the lead, he
was scared like (inaudible) cause he.. had took offand.. it was like..
I don't know if Doobie was under the thing with Kyle or who else
was under there with Kyle but them three.. cause when the police
came, he searched everybody. Um.. Kyle was the last one and he
shot him like.. he ain't even let him search him like..

Det. Brad Grice: So he had already patted y'all down?

Davontay Wilcox: He patted me down like. . and then he
was like.. he got a rubber, he was being cool with it, like,
"Protection, that's good. "

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: All that junk like that. Like half of us had
a rubber, he was just being cool, I don't see why he shot and killed
him. And I already knew half us fittin' to get in trouble for
something he did. That's why I'm really trying.. I'm going up here
regardless but..

Det. Brad Grice: Now.. you're pretty sure that this guy was
with y'all? Was he getting his name run? Did.. let me ask you this.
Did the officer have a little notebook..

Davontay Wilcox: That's what I'm saying..

Det. Brad Grice: or anything to write things down?

Davontay Wilcox: that's.. that's the only thing I'm saying,
at first I'm lookin at him like.. good thing the officer didnt have no
pad, now I'm looking at it like.. why he didn't have his notepad
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takin' our names, why is he just searching us? Like why ain't you
takin'names, why ain't you callin'backup.

Det. Brad Grice: Right. But you dont recall him writing
anybody's name..

Davontay Wilcox: He.. he didnt..

Det. Brad Grice: He didn't write nobody's name? No?
Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah that's what.. that's probably another
thing gonna mess.. mess up my story cause it made it seem like I'm
lying but.. I'm givin'you the God honest truth.

Det. Brad Grice: Well I appreciate that..

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible)

Det. Brad Grice: Obviously this is..

Davontay Wilcox: I wouldn't just pick a killer just cause I
know that I'm placed on the scene, you feel me, some people be
like, well they know I was there so I'm (inaudible) no.

Det. Brad Grice: Right. Well the downfall, you don't wanna
just give us a name and it not turn out to be true. You know what
I'm sayin?

Davontay Wilcox: No.. it's.. it's Kyle, trust me.

Det. Brad Grice: Well I understand.

Davontay Wilcox: Cause I hang out with Tavares everyday.
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Det. Brad Grice: What's the.. we got analysts that actually
is tryin to find out who Kyle is and get a picture but.. let's think
back and just try to come up with anything else that we can to
connect Kyle in some way. Have you ever seen him on Facebook,
have you ever..

Davontay Wilcox: I told him that was. . my first time
meeting him but..

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: Like I told him earlier too, I can help
cause I can find out who Kyle.. I could like..

Det. Brad Grice: You can find out who Kyle is pretty quick?

Davontay Wilcox: Like cause it's.. cause I ain't the police,
you feel me?

Det. Brad Grice: Right.. right.

Davontay Wilcox: Like. .

Det. Brad Grice: Now who's phone did you have when you
were.. when the police came up, you said you were playing on your
phone.

Davontay Wilcox: Facebook?

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: That was Tavares phone.
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Det. Brad Grice: Using Tavares's phone, okay. And then
uh..

Davontay Wilcox: No that was.. who phone was that? No, I
don't even know if I was on Facebook or not but I'm thinking that I
was because I ain't see him walk up on us, I just heard somebody
sdy, "Oh he coming up here." Cause at first he was, remember I
told you he was just riding by.

Det. Brad Grice: Right. And then when he approached, he
didn't tell y'all to jump down or anything (inaudible).

Davontay Wilcox: I was the only one up there.

Det. Brad Grice: It was uh..

Davontay Wilcox: I'm the only..

Det. Brad Grice: Everybody else was down?

Davontay Wilcox: And I could see my friend Tavares cause
that's how he got his little head start.

Det. Brad Grice: Did he have everybody kinda come over
to where he was?

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible)they was under me like. . so
that's how he talkin'to the other group cause..

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: they up under me. Tavares like right here
leaning on this pole and the other group up under me, he called.. he
did call.. I think he called Tavares over there. And then another
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um.. Doobie, he called Doobie and he searched Doobie first and
then he searched.. he searched Doobie, I think the only thing
Doobie had was his phone. So..

Det. Brad Grice: Doobie had a phone?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Brad Grice: And then were you next?

Davontay Wilcox: um.. I think I was like almost last like.. it
was cause.. it was Doobie, um.. then I think Tavares..

Det. Brad Grice: So he searched uh.. Poo second?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Brad Grice: Probably.. and then..

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible)

Det. Brad Grice: It was you, Kyle, Doobie, Poo, and three
others that you dont know.. about.

Davontay Wilcox: They ain't.. well..

Det. Brad Grice: Or the three others, he wasn't messing
with?

Davontay Wilcox: He mess with 'em.

Det. Brad Grice: He was talking to'em too?

Davontay Wilcox: He searched them.
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Det. Brad Grice: He searched them too?

Davontay Wilcox: But.. only thing I'm.. I'm still kinda like
skeptical about, he didn't really like search me cause.. he.. he I
dont.. he touched my pockets..

Det. Brad Grice: Just patted you down.

Det. Brad Grice: I'm still up top like.. then in the whole
time, I ain't have to hop down like..

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: And.. even you could see where the angle
of the bullet came from like.. cause it sound like.. it.. (inaudible) not
with you but with me cause I.. I barely even got searched too like..
everybody got searched but the killer and me cause.. he ain't get a

chance search the killed cause he just shot him before he could
and..

Det. Brad Grice: What kinda gun did he have?

Davontay Wilcox: I'm not sure.. it was kinda big.

Det. Brad Grlce: Yeah, kinda big? Was it.. do you
remember what color it was?

Davontay Wilcox: Black and chrome.. black and silver.

Det. Brad Grice: So it.. was it black and silver? What part
was silver?

Davontay Wilcox: The top.
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Det. Brad Grice: And the black was the handle?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Brad Grice: Black handle.. silver top. And kinda big?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Brad Grice: Was it loud?

Davontay Wilcox: It was like..it was loud but it was solid
like some guns like be.. they'll be loud like.. like.. but like.. I don't
know how to explain cause I hear so many gunshots and they be
like... like,. uh boom like.. like.. I'm trying.. Okay, a.22 like..

Det. Brad Grice: Like a little firecracker.

Davontay Wilcox: Like a little pow and then..

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: And then it's like.. Glock's are powerful
too but they just make a solid noise like.. pow, Fow, pow.

Det. Brad Grice: Right,

Davontay Wilcox: It was like pop!, it ain't echo, it didnt
like, "boom"

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: It was llke. . like.. In between like.. cause
it just was solid, it was just like.. pow..
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Det. Brad Grice: Did uh. . how close was Kyle to the
officer?

Davontay Wilcox: He. .

Det. Brad Grice: When he shot.

Davontay Wilcox: Oh boy.. this shits crazy.

Det. Brad Grice: Was he right on top of him? Was he
being.. fixin'to be searched?

Davontay Wilcox: ... boy.. (inaudible) man, cant believe
this.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah it's hard to believe. It's hard to
believe for us. I've been doing this for twenty four years now and..
it's not happened here since I've been as a police officer.

Davontay Wilcox: that's what I said..

Det. Brad Grice: Now Sheriff's Depaftment has..

Davontay Wilcox: ..teenagers don't..

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: I ain't never heard from Lakeland, police
officer getting killed.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: But the dog..
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Det. Brad Grice:
been.. so how close was

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:
gotta aim.. can't shoot

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:

Right. The Sheriff's Department. They've
he Kyle to the officer?

He was like.. me to you.

Me to you?

But..

So you're only talking..

up..

three foot.

Maybe with some arm reach cause he
next to your face.

Right. Did you see where he shot him at?

.. I looked back and then.. all right, this..
this is really what happened. This.. its'the same thing but.. like.. I
don't know what.. I don't know if I was on Facebook, what was I up
here doin? But.. I don't know.. ain't (inaudible) but all you see is..
he just come from the side, from up under like where I was dt,
cause I could see the officer right in front..say like I'm up on top of
you. .

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: And I see you talkin' to everybody up
under me.. I see somebody come from up under there and then.. I
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think either Tavares or Doobie was standing over here and then
they.. moved to go put.. put in..

Det. Brad Grice: So he pointed.. picked the gun up from
the side?

Davontay Wilcox: No he ain't pick it up.. I'm guessing the
whole time, he had it out like.. on his side.. like slick cause.. he
didnt. . wasn't no movement or nothing.

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: He just |ift...

Det. Brad Grice: Just raised it up.

Davontay Wilcox: Came from under there. Cause it's a hole
in the thing but I ain't look through the hole cause I'm sittin'down
on my butt with my feet hanging off. And the officer like.. like..
right there.

Det. Brad Grice: Yeah.

Davontay Wilcox: And I see him come from under.. that's
what made me not see the kill, cause when he came from under
there, I was looking.. Pow. And then..

Det. Brad Grice: There's no doubt in your mind that Kyle's
the one that was pointing the gun up there..

Davontay Wilcox: Kyle killed him. If it was..

Det. Brad Grice: At the officer. And he's arm length away
from him when he shot him. Did you see where he shot him at?
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Davontay Wilcox: I think..

Det. Brad Grice: Where he was aiming?

Davontay Wilcox: I think he shot him in the head or in the..
somewhere up.. cause it wasn't no body shot, cause a body shot,
you ain't gonna fall. He literally.. fell and he rolled and then.. then
he rolled back up like.. and then fell.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay so he's standing up, he falls
backwards?

Davontay Wilcox: Like.. with his arms like..

Det. Brad Grice: lust kinda reached out?

Davontay Wilcox: And then he rolled and then his legs went
up and then.. they came down and he rolled up like this and then
fell back.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay so he's kinda buckling..

Davontay Wilcox: and then when he rolled up..

Det. Brad Grice: ..is what you're saying. He kinda rolled
back with his.. waist and head going back and then he came
forward..

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Brad Grice: And then he just fell backwards to the
ground and didn't move after that. Well did you see anybody try to
take anything from the officer? Everybody just ran?
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Davontay Wilcox: (no audible response)

Det. Brad Grice: Okay.

Det. Russ Hurley: now you said he had a low cut so just
kind of look at the facial features. Is that Kyle?

Davontay Wilcox: Oh yeah, that's Kyle.

Det. Russ Hurley: That's him?

Davontay Wilcox: That's.. yeah. (inaudible) on TV. But ain't
nobody just gonna (inaudible) walk away.

Det. Brad Grice: So you're looking at just a picture from
a.. Florida driver's license.

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Brad Grice: And uh the person you're saying is Kyle is
the one that shot the officer is uh.. Kyle?

Davontay Wilcox: Well before I.. I already said it but like..
I'm trying to ask y'all to.. cause.. I know my name's gonna be in
black and white, there's really nothing y'all can do to help me with
this but.. I know it's gonna come back on me in some type of way.

Det. Brad Grice: Listen what you're doing..

Det. Russ Hurley: But it's..

Det. Brad Grice: is the right thing.
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Davontay Wilcox: And.. when you test for gun powder, it
ain't gonna be on me. It's not gonna be on Tavares, you just..
gonna see a scratch cause I cut my wrist jumping the gate. You
gonna see. . he did it. I don't even know him, you can. . he dont
know me at all.

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:

Det. Brad Grice:

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:
we..

Det. Brad Grice:

Davontay Wilcox:

That's why I'm..

If he did this..

he did it.

You ain't got to worry about him.

Okay.

That's why.. he don't.. we don't do stuff,

Okay based on what you're sayin, this..

It sound crazy cause he wanna rob people

(inaudible)

Is that Williams?
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the whole way there and then when the police come, he tellin'us he
might have a warrant. He was like, *Oh man, I might have a

warrant." He was like, *I ain't go to coutt" then, I hear Doobie
saying, "You got a warrant. Cause if you dont go to court, that's a
pick up warrant."

Det. Brad Grice:
Kyle Williams, right?

Det. Russ Hurley:

Det. Brad Grice:

Hey just for the record, you've identified

Is it Williams, Russ?
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Det. Russ Hurley: Yes.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay.

Det. Russ Hurley: Yes, Kyle Devonte Williams.

Det. Brad Grice: Okay.

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible)

Det. Russ Hurley: But it's spelled different.. spelled
different, it's D-I-O-N-T-A-Y or something like that.

Davontay Wilcox: And the only reason we couldn't tell the
police because.. only word I had from him was, you're not being
under arrest, you know (inaudible) talk to. They let somebody point
me outfor.. they did the rightthing to like pointing at me.. and..

Det. Brad Grice: Well obviously you were there.

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah I know.

Det. Brad Grice: We got witnesses saying that they seen
these guys run away from there and.. and.. matching a description
of you.

Det. Russ Hurley: And Tavares.

Det. Brad Grice: So.. so that's why, you know, we're
coming to you to ask you..

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.
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Det. Brad Grice: what's going on, you know?

Det. Russ Hurley: You have to understand.. and we're.. y€s,
your name's gonna be in black and white. I told you that earlier,
there's no way around that. But it's not gonna be like tomorrow on
the front page if the news, you know what I'm saying. They'll get it
at discovery.

Det. Brad Grice: And you have protection. If somebody
were to threaten you in any wdy, you just let the police know,
okay?

Det. Russ Hurley: But the thing is, is we gotta identify all
these other guys and get everybody on board. What's he gonna do?
Be mad at everybody cause he was a knucklehead? You know what
I mean?

Davontay Wilcox: Well he can't be.

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: Cause that's when he did.

Det. Russ Hurley: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Brad Grice: Well we need to uh.. go talk to Poo and
see if he can identify him too and uh..you okay to hang out? You
need to go to the restroom or get a drink?

Det. Russ Hurley: He wanted something to drink so I'll get
him a bottle of water.

Davontay Wilcox: Both of y'all gotta leave?
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Det. Brad Grice: Well we'll get somebody cause..

Davontay Wilcox : I don't even . .

Det. Brad Grice: Huh?

Davontay Wilcox: I don't wanna talk to nobody else.

Det. Brad Grice: No you dont have to talk to m.

Det. Russ Hurley: You don't have to talk.

Det. Brad Grice: They'll just be right here in case you need
something, okay? And we'll get you a bottle of water.

Davontay Wilcox: So I'm going to jail?

Det. Brad Grice: No.. no. I just.. we need to go.. we need
to identify all these people and we got people pulling names and
stuff and maybe Poo will be able to.. maybe pick somebody else out
and we can come go.. show you a picture. So we need you both to
be here so we can uh.. come back and forth to you, okay?

Davontay Wilcox: Mmm-hmm.

Det. Brad Grice: Now Poo ain't gonna say something
different than what you have? You tellin' us the truth?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah.

Det. Brad Grice: One hundred percent?

Davontay Wilcox: Yeah he might try to.. beat around..
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Det. Brad Grice: Sure.

Davontay Wilcox: cause he's scared.

Det. Brad Grice: And I understand. And..

Davontay Wilcox: (inaudible)

Det. Brad Grice: just like you.. and I understand that.

Davontay Wilcox: but that's exactly what happened.

Det. Russ Hurley: Okay.

Det. Brad Grice: But.. but because of the nature of this..

Davontay Wilcox: That I didn't call the police?

Det. Brad Grice: No. because of the nature of the crime, it
being the murder of a police officer, just by lying can get you a

prison sentence.

Davontay Wilcox: That's. .

Det. Brad Grice: You know what I'm saying?

Davontay Wilcox: That's why I..

Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: Earlier, it was just questions, so I'm just
trying to..

Det. Russ Hurley: Yeah.
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Det. Brad Grice: Right.

Davontay Wilcox: answer questions.

Det. Russ Hurley: I'm gonna get you a bottle of water so
you'll have something to drink and uh.. and just be patient. If you
need something, like he said, there'll be a couple of officers out here
and just.. just holler at them, okay? All right man.

/ts
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SGT. BIRDWELL:

ffiM;..wl

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:
shot?

GEORGE TUCKER:
though.

You were lhere when ihot policemon wos

Yeoh, but I didn't see who shot 'em

Poge I of 40
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SGT. BIRDWELL: Thot's... you're doin' it ogoin. You did see who
shot it. Do not soy thot ogoin.

GEORGE TUCKER: (inoudible).

SGT. BIRDWELL: I hove people thot put you there when it
hoppened. Do you think thot we're tolkin'to you by some
hoppenchonce?

GEORGE TUCKER: No sir. I know this is reol serious.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Are you gonno sit here ond tell me on tope
ond be willin'to foce the consequences thot you didn't see Kyle
shoot thqt policemon?

GEORGE TUCKER: My bock wos turned like... I did... look,
qfter he um... ofter he seorched me my bock wos turned. All I did
wos heor o gunshot ond then my cousin told me Kyle shot 'em.

SGT. BIRDWELL: You're gonno tell me you did not see Kyle with
o gun?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, I didn't see 'em with o gun.

SGT. BIRDWELL: And you didn't see Kyle shoot thot policemon?
And thot's whot you're willin' to...

GEORGE TUCKER: I turned orou... look, I turned oround. I

heord the gunshot. All I did wos see the officer go down on the
ground.

SGT. BIRDWELL: And where wos Kyle?
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GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

seorched.

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:
policemon.

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

Kyle wqs like right there.

Who else wos right there?

Anfernee, becouse he wqs bein'

Who shot the policemon?

He soid Kyle shof 'em (inoudible).

l'm oskin' you, who shot the policemon?

Kyle shot the policeman.

You see 'em shoot the policemon?

No, 1... ldidn't see'em shoot the

Then whol did you see?

All I seen wos Kyle wos like right there, but
, I know he wos

like right there by the policemon. All I see is Kyle wolk up to the
policemon ond...

SGT. BIRDWELL: And whot?

GEORGE TUCKER: He shot 'em.
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SGT. BIRDWELL: You sow him wqlk up to the policemon?

GEORGE TUCKER: I seen 'em like right there by 'em, ond
then oll I heord wos o gunshot.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Listen to me. I wont you to do me o fovor. I

wont you to toke o deep breoth. I'm serious. Tqke o deep breoth.

GEORGE TUCKER: (inholes).

SGT. BIRDWELL: And lwont you to listen to whot I'm gonno tell
you, olright? How old ore yo?

GEORGE TUCKER: Sixteen.

SGT. BIRDWELL: You're sixteen.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL: You've got your entire life oheod of you, do not
mess it up.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Do not tell o lie here. lf you sow him wolk up to
the policemon, you hod to see him shoot fhe policemon. Thot oll
hoppened of one time. Thot policemon did not let him wolk up on
him ond not... ond not turn to him, ond not ocknowledge thot he's
wolkin' up on 'em.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.
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SGT. BIRDWELL:

tes?.c-\

GEORGE TUCKER:

s@m.

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:
in?

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:
tgm?

wqsn't reolly like poyin' ottention lo whot (inoudible)...

SO lr nlr ,.,r a rl. " ' " ' ' 'iltfrM'r

W

Whot hqnd... whot hond did Kyle hove o gun

I think the right hond.

You think? lf you sow it, you should know.

Noh, I wosn't... like it hoppened so fost, I

Did you see Kyle with o gun eorlier tonight?

No sir.

Whot hoppened offer he shot the policemon?

I seen 'em run.

Whof hoppened fo the gun, did he hove it with
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GEORGE TUCKER: Not sure.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Alright, I'm gonno osk you one more time,
okoy? This is extremely importont.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Alright? Whof 's your first nome?

GEORGE TUCKER: George.

SGT. BIRDWELL: George, do not soy you sow him shoot the
policemon, if you didn't. Don't let me hove you soy somethin'. I

need the truth out of you,olright? Don't get cought in o lie. Do you
under...

GEORGETUCKER: I wos tellin' the truth of first 'couse like
Pooh is like stondin' right here by o tree, so I'm focin'towords Pooh,
but he's focin' toword (inoudible), like I hqd my bock turned like
I'm...

SGT. BIRDWELL: Did you see... did you see Kyle wolk up to the
policemon?

GEORGE TUCKER: I seen Kyle go to the policemon ofter I

turned qround.

SGT. BIRDWELL: And whot did you see 'em do?

GEORGE TUCKER: I oin't see 'em shoot nobody (inoudible).
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SGT. BIRDWELL: Then why would you tell me thot?

GEORGETUCKER: 'Cquse you... you wos tryin' to moke it
seem like I wos there ond I sow the whole thing. I didn't reolly see the
whole thing.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Tell me whot you sow.

GEORGE TUCKER: I sqw Kyle close to 'em ond then I

(inoudible) | turned oround. All I heor is o gunshot. All I see is the
police like... he fqlls. Then, I see Kyle like run.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Did you see Kyle with o gun?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, I seen 'em with o gun.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Before the shooting or ofter?

GEORGE TUCKER: After.

SGT. BIRDWELL: You sow 'em run owoy with o gun on 'em?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

SGT. BIRDWELL: ls thot the truth?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes, it's the truth.

SGT. BIRDWELL: You sweor to God thot's the truth?

GEORGE TUCKER: I sweor to God.
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SGT. BIRDWELL: Alright, so you're there when it hoppens ond
you see uh... Kyle wolk towords the policemon.

GEORGE TUCKER: ldidn't see him wqlk...

SGT. BIRDWELL: But you didn't...

GEORGE TUCKER: ... towords... oll lsee...

SGT. BIRDWELL: You just sow 'em neor the policemon.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, I turned oround ond I see 'em
neor... neor the policemon. I heor o gunshot qnd lsee o policemon
foll to the ground.

SGT. BIRDWELL: And then you seen Kyle run with o gun?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Con you describe the gun?

GEORGE TUCKER: lt wqs like silver ond block.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Silver ond block? How mony times did he
shoot?

GEORGE TUCKER: Only once.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Did he soy onything to y'oll?
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GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:
wos shot?

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:
stonding there?

GEORGE TUCKER:
the night with me.

SGT. BIRDWELL:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

Noh.

Hove you tqlked to 'em since fhe policemon

No sir.

Hove you tolked to onybody else ihqt wos

My cousin Anfernee, becouse he stoyed

I lrrhhU{JJ.=,,*

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER:

Who did he tell thqt to?

He fold it to me.

And who else?
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SGT. BIRDWELL: Who's Noughty?

GEORGE TUCKER: I think it's his older cousin.

SGT. BIRDWELL: You don't know his reol nome?

GEORGE TUCKER: No sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL: When you see Kyle... sow Kyle run owoy, whot
hond wos the gun in?

GEORGE TUCKER: The right.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Are you sure?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL: ls thot story the truth?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Did you tell... stort off tellin' thot you were out
of the pork ond oll thot? Why did you tell 'em thot?

GEORGE TUCKER: I didn't wont to be occused of somethin' l

didn't do.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Like whot?
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GEORGE TUCKER: I wos like wolkin' owoy from the pork
though, becouse he told me I wos cleor. I wos wolkin' owoy, but I

hod my bock turned like... l'm wolkin' towqrds Pooh...

SGT. BIRDWELL: Um-hum.

GEORGE TUCKER: ... ond ljust heor o gunshot.

SGT. BIRDWELL: But you wosn't out of the...

GEORGE TUCKER: No sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL: ... compound? You wosn't oround the corner
of o buildin' ond...

GEORGE TUCKER: No sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL: ...you were still in lhe pork?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGE TUCKER: &f.t*,

SGT. BIRDWELL:

GEORGETUCKER: @

SGT. BIRDWELL: You sweor?
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GEORGE TUCKER: I sweor.

SGT. BIRDWELL: You're not just soyin' thot?

GEORGE TUCKER: I sweor, I put it on my ounty heod.

SGT. BIRDWELL: You... whot does thot meon? You... you sweor
on her life?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, she olreody deod.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Uh-huh, so you sweor on... help me understond
whot thot meons to you.

GEORGE TUCKER: lt's like I wouldn't put nothin' on my ounty
heod, becouse she olreody deod. Thot's tellin' (inoudible) try to feel
me, becouse...

SGT. BIRDWELL: Um-hum.

GEORGE TUCKER: ... thot is the truth.

DET. LEWIS: Why would you lie Tucker?

GEORGE TUCKER: Becouse...

DET. LEWIS: Initiolly?

GEORGE TUCKER: ... I didn't wont to get occused.
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DET. LEWIS: How would we occuse you? lf you sow whot
hoppened ond you lied, soyin' you weren't there...

GEORGE TUCKER: I didn't... I didn't...

DET. LEWIS: ... whot...you knowwhot it tells me? lt tells me
you're ofroid of somethin'. So, whot's fhe reol deol?

GEORGE TUCKER: Thot's the reol deol.

DET. LEWIS: Whot?

SGT. BIRDWELL: Whot I'm gonno do is, is the tope's gonno stoy
on. I'm gonno get up ond wolk out ond let the other detective
come in here ond I wont you to slow down, toke o deep breoth ond
go over this one more time with 'em, okoy? So thot... so no one's
confused.

GEORGE TUCKER: Alright.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Alright?

GEORGE TUCKER: Alright.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Are you sure you told the truth?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.

SGT. BIRDWELL: You sow Kyle Willioms runnin' with o gun qfter
the policemon wos shot?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.
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SGT. BIRDWELL: Alright, ond you sow him neor the policemon?

GEORGE TUCKER: I sow him neor the policemon...

SGT. BIRDWELL: And you...

GEORGE TUCKER: ... but he wosn't gettin' seorched though.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Okoy, ond you know him?

GEORGE TUCKER: 1...

SGT. BIRDWELL: You know Kyle?

GEORGE TUCKER: I don't know 'em like thot.

SGT. BIRDWELL: Do you know who he is?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, I know who he is, becouse he go to
my school.

SGT. BIRDWELL: So, you know 'em os who?

GEORGE TUCKER: KyIe.

SGT. BIRDWELL: You know his lost nome?

GEORGE TUCKER: I know his lost nome from school, Kyle
Willioms.
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SGT. BIRDWELL: Okoy. Alright, the time right now on my wotch is

five ofter 12:00.I'm gonno step out to shore this informotion with uh...
Det. Grice who is doin' onother interview.

DET. LEWIS:

SGT. BIRDWELL:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

Okoy.

Alright, pleose step bock in.

Whot you scored of mon?

I'm not scored of nothin'.

You're lyin' for some reoson. People don't just
come in here ond lie obout stuff like thot.

GEORGE TUCKER: I'm not scored of nothin' though.

DET. LEWIS: Why'd you lie?

GEORGETUCKER: 'Couse 1... I wos like... I wosn't out the
(inoudible) but I wos like wolkin' towords thot woy becouse
'member I told you (inoudible) my phone wos there, I wos tryin' to
get my phone chorged. All I heor is (inoudible).

DET. LEWIS: Okoy, but it's very different when you went
from, "l wos wolkin' out of the pork ond lheord o gunshot, ldidn't
see onybody" to "Yes, lsow Kyle um... shoot the policemon." Or "He
wos close to 'em ond I sow Kyle with o gun", thot is very different
thon whot you initiolly told me. So, I'm oskin' you, why would you
come in here ond lie? Becouse like I soid...

GEORGE TUCKER:
(inoudible)...

I didn't reolly... I didn't reolly lie obout thot
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DET. LEWIS:

whot do you coll thot?

GEORGE TUCKER:
bein' out... not bein' in the pork.

DET. LEWIS:

huge. You go from
nothin'. I don't know
observed, right?

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:
told.

You didn't reolly lie? Come... reolly? Reolly,

The only... the only thing I lied obout wos

come up with the first story? | hove to be oble to exploin why Mr.
George Tucker come in here to the police deportment to tell his side
of the story ond the first time he told it, he mode up o big fot lie on o
copitol murder cose of o police officer. Do you wonno be chorged
with somethin' todoy?

Okoy, thot's o lie, qnd thot is huge. Thot is

I om seporotin' myself from this, I didn't see
nothin', to whot you reolly sow ond heord ond

Yes mo'om.

Which wos?

The second story wos true.

Second story, ond l'm oskin' you why did you

No mo'om.

So, exploin to me, help me understond why you

I'm ofrqid of somebody findin' out thot I
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DET. LEWIS: Okoy, becouse?

GEORGE TUCKER: ljust didn't wont nothin' to hoppen to me.

DET. LEWIS: Thot mokes sense to me. Thot mokes o whole
lot of sense to me, Tucker.

DET. MACKEY: ls thot the truth?

GEORGE TUCKER: Thot's the truth. Second story wos the truth
though.

DET. LEWIS: Alright.

GEORGE TUCKER: 1... I didn't see... I didn't see him shoot the
policemon (inoudible).

DET. LEWIS: Okoy, qnd... ond I got lhot, but you're still ot
the pork, correct?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes mo'om.

DET. LEWIS: You... you hoven't wolked owoy yet. You're still
in the vicinity...

GEORGE TUCKER: 1... lwos...

DET. LEWIS: ... you're still in the vicinity.

GEORGE TUCKER: ... lwos... Yeoh, lwos still in the vicinity.
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DET. LEWIS: Okoy. So, if Det. Mockey is Pooh, is he... ore
you focin' Pooh, is thot whot you soid?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, I wos focin' Pooh like I wos fixin' to
osk... um... tell 'em to tell my cousin Anfernee to like meet me um...
of his cousin house ond oll I heor is 'pow'.

DET. LEWIS: You heor 'pow' ond you turn?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, I turned ond I see Kyle like right
there ond I see the officer like folling.

DET. LEWIS: Um-hum.

GEORGE TUCKER: And I see Kyle run owoy.

DET. LEWIS: And whot do you see Kyle with?

GEORGE TUCKER: A gun in his right hond.

DET. MACKEY: Con you show us whot Kyle looked like when
you turned? How wos he stondin'? How wos he holdin' his orms?
Whot wos he doin'?

GEORGE TUCKER: I seen 'em like...

DET. MACKEY: (inoudible - both speoking of once)...

GEORGE TUCKER: ... he wos like...
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DET. MACKEY: (inoudible) show me, so I con...

GEORGE TUCKER: ... close to the officer like... oll ldid wos 1...

lknew lturned oround ond lseen'em like puttin'his hond bock
down like...

DET. MACKEY: lwos up ond then he put it down?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, it wos like up ond then like he
puttin'down like...

DET. MACKEY: Where wos the officer of though?

GEORGETUCKER: The officer wos like seorchin' um... my
cousin. He hod my cousin hond like... he hod one hond on like both
of his honds like... qnd then he hod like the other one like pottin'
down like. Then, he switched it up like pottin' 'em down.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

GEORGE TUCKER: Thot's how he did it to me, so I guess
thot's how he did it to him.

DET. MACKEY: Let me (inoudible) os you turned oround, os
you were (inoudible) to him, where wos the officer when you sow
the hond uh... up ond go down?

GEORGE TUCKER: Where wos the officer?

DET. MACKEY: Yeoh.

GEORGE TUCKER: He wos... he wos like right there.
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DET. MACKEY: Loyin' on the ground?

GEORGE TUCKER: Like ofter the shot... ofter the shot wos
fired, he like wos follin' towords the ground.

DET. MACKEY: About how for owoy wos he from the officer?

GEORGETUCKER: He wos like... from like me to you, right
here.

DET. MACKEY: And wos the officer's bock turned, or wos he
focing...

GEORGE TUCKER: l'm not sure, 'couse...

DET. MACKEY: Couldn't tell?

GEORGE TUCKER: 'couse my... my... my bock wos turned to
like the whole thing.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

GEORGE TUCKER: Becouse I'm like focing towords Pooh, like
my bock wos turned towords.. (inoudible) oll I did wos turn oround
ond I see like Kyle like right there, like three people right there, my
cousin, the officer ond Kyle ond I see 'em like put his hond down
ond like run.

DET. MACKEY: Did you see onything in his hond though?
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GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, it wos o gun. I seen the gun in his

hond. lt wos silver ond blqck.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

DET. LEWIS: He didn't soy onything... Kyle didn't soy
nothin'?

GEORGE TUCKER: Noh.

DET. LEWIS: Did he soy onything before he shot?

GEORGE TUCKER: No mo'om.

DET. MACKEY: Which... which woy did he go from there? Did
you see 'em toke off?

GEORGE TUCKER: I seen 'em toke off like... olright, you know
how... you know how Crystol Grove is.

DET. LEWIS: Um-hum.

GEORGE TUCKER: Alright, the pork is like right here ond the
it's like white oportments right here. Then, it's like onother oportments
like right here like little... lseen 'em like runnin'this woy ond hop o
fence. All I know is I ron the woy I told y'qll I wos goin' out. I ron thot
woy. I ron to my cousin's house.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

DET. LEWIS: Whot were you weorin'?
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GEORGE TUCKER: This.

DET. LEWIS: Thot? Do you hove on ony uh... onything over
your t-shirt?

GEORGE TUCKER: Anything over it? I hod o jocket on.

DET. LEWIS: Whqt color wos your jocket?

GEORGE TUCKER: Block.

DET. LEWIS: Block? Where's it qt?

GEORGE TUCKER: lt's in the cor.

DET. LEWIS: Okoy.

DET. MACKEY: ls there onything else thot you were weoring
thot you're not weoring now?

GEORGE TUCKER: Um.

DET. MACKEY: ls this exoctly whot you were weoring?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeqh.

DET. MACKEY: You hoven't chonged, toke ony....

GEORGE TUCKER: And the block jocket.
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DET. MACKEY: ... other thon the jocket, this is exoctly whot you
were weoring?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

DET. LEWIS: Whot wos Kyle weorin'?

GEORGE TUCKER: Uh... he hod on o blue jocket ond some
ponts.

DET. LEWIS: Okoy. You didn't see him get the gun from
onlnryhere?

GEORGE TUCKER: No mo'om.

DET. LEWIS: Never sow it thqt night of oll?

GEORGE TUCKER: No mo'om.

DET. LEWIS: Did... of ony time, now thot we're tryin' to go
through the story ogoin, ony time during the night, ony remorks bein'
mode obout whot's gonno hoppen orwhot somebody wonts to do?
Anybody gonno get jocked? Nothin' like thot?

GEORGE TUCKER: No mo'om.

DET. LEWIS: Who do you thinks gonno do somethin' to yo?

GEORGE TUCKER: Um-um. Polly somebody he know or
somebody 1...
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DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS: No?

DET. MACKEY: fg@

GEORGE TUCKIR: L$Ifl&iG\-rr aoncr.krr.rt.nnf .nnu nra I ilze lr'-.
nnt ar,cr, ' 'r f ':tn

DET. MACKEY: lthegs...

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. MACKEY: Who'd you hong with before?

GEORGE TUCKER: Like before...

DET. LEWIS: Whot wos the gong?

GEORGE TUCKER: ... (inoudible).

DET. LEWIS: Whot's the gong?
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DET. MACKEY:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

here? Are they Soldiers?

@oudible).

Hmm... whot obouf um... your other peeps

(inoudible)ryek

r&,,E&M$ll,giol

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:
know if they're like...

DET. LEWIS:

were?

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

No mq'om.

No?

I seen 'em like hong with 'em, buf I don't
o reol like... I don'f know if they're with 'em.

ls oll this other sfory conect obout where you

Yes mo'om.

On Porker Sfreet?

Ys mo'om.

All thot wos lrue?

All thot wos irue.
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DET. LEWIS: Okoy.

GEORGE TUCKER: Only thing different wos when I told you I

wos wolkin' owoy...

DET. LEWIS: Um-hum.

GEORGE TUCKER: ... but I wos like wolkin' owoy, but I wosn't
out of the pork yet.

DET. LEWIS: So, it'd be foir to soy then the reoson you didn't
wont to coll to give o stotement is you don't wonno be involved?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, I didn't wont to be involved in the
whole situotion.

DET. LEWIS: Even ofter you found out the officer hod been
shot ond criticolly injured?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, but I knew like Kyle wos there. I

knew I wos gonno hove to give my story. I olreody knew thot.

DET. MACKEY: Hove you heord onything obout uh... onything
being hidden?

GEORGE TUCKER: Hidden?

DET. MACKEY: (inoudible) us not to find for evidence obout oll
this stuff?

GEORGE TUCKER: Whot do you meon?
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DET. MACKEY: Like onything from clothing to uh... guns, knives,
hove you heord onything...

GEORGE TUCKER: loin't heord nothin'.

DET. MACKEY: ... since oll this hoppened?

GEORGE TUCKER: Noh, 'couse like ot... the whole time we
like sittin'there I'm like on the phone, so I'm not reolly like with ony
conversotion. I'm on the phone like tryin'to get o ride.

DET. LEWIS: Why ore you tryin' to get o ride?

GEORGE TUCKER: 'Couse my friend... thot's why I told you I

wos um... gonno go see, she wosn't onswerin' the phone. So, lreolly
wosn't tryin' to stoy on thot side. I wos reolly tryin' to go home.

DET. LEWIS: And who else did you coll? Wos it just your
dod...

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, (inoudible) dod.

DET. LEWIS: ... you... you colled other people?

GEORGE TUCKER: ljust cqlled my dod.

DET. LEWIS: Okoy.

GEORGE TUCKER: Becouse I knew my mom (inoudible)
gonno get me becouse it wos like kind of lote qnd she pregnont.

DET. LEWIS: Um-hum.
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GEORGETUCKER: So, I knew she wosn't gonno get out of
the bed, she probobly wos osleep.

DET. LEWIS: (inoudible).

DET. MACKEY: ls there onybody else thot wos there thot we
don't know obout...

GEORGE TUCKER: No sir.

DET. MACKEY: ... ony (inoudible) this?

GEORGE TUCKER: lwos (inoudible) people.

DET. LEWIS: Does Dominique know obout this?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, he colled me this morning, he
osked me whot hoppened.

DET. LEWIS: Did you tell 'em? Did you tell him the true story?

GEORGE TUCKER: I didn't tell 'em.

DET. LEWIS: You didn't tell 'em? Who else, other thon us,
know whot you know?

GEORGE TUCKER: Well, Anfernee.

DET. LEWIS: Okqy. Does Kyle know?
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GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:
Porker Street.

Um-um.

Not sure?

No mo'om.

M.L.

M.L.?

Um-hum, (M.1.)

Who is thot?

Thot's his dod.

Whqt's his lost nome?

Oh, I don't know his lost nome.

Where's he live?

He live with um... in the some house in
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DET. LEWIS: You don't know where of on Porker Street?

GEORGE TUCKER: I know where it is, but I don't know the
oddress.

DET. LEWIS: ls it neor MLK or neor the pork?

GEORGE TUCKER: lt's like... olright, the loke is right here, it's
like Skote World's right here ond Porker Street, you come down, ond
it's like some oportments right here.

DET. LEWIS: Neor Gilmore?

GEORGE TUCKER: On the left side... Gilmore?

DET. LEWIS: Gilmore Avenue?

GEORGE TUCKER: Noh, il's not...

DET. LEWIS: Over there?

GEORGE TUCKER: it's not thot for up. lt's like comin'
towords like the lqke.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy, so it's goin' bock to the shorter rood...

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

DET. MACKEY: ... of E. Pqrker towords the loke?
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GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

DET. MACKEY: lt's some duplexes on the right?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, it's like some oportments hooked
together like...

DET. LEWIS: Um-hum.

GEORGE TUCKER: ... one side, one side, like...

DET. LEWIS: Okoy.

DET. MACKEY: lf you're goin' towords it from the skqtin' rink, on
Porker, is it on the left or right?

GEORGE TUCKER: From the skotin' rink? Whot skotin' rink?

DET. MACKEY: The skoting rink you were...

DET. LEWIS: Skote World.

DET. MACKEY: ... tolkin' oboui, Skote World.

GEORGE TUCKER: Oh yeoh, like Porker like... the skotin' rink
right here, like down... it's like o cross (inoudible) like o four woy
section. Skote... the skotin' rink right here, like you come down Porker
like this woy.

DET. MACKEY: Uh-huh.
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GEORGE TUCKER: Then, it's like on the right side, like soon os
you get to like... to the stop sign right here. lt's like close to the stop
sign.

DET. MACKEY: Yeoh. little duplexes there.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

GEORGE TUCKER: Little red house is.

DET. LEWIS: Yeoh, it's like... there's... this is o four lone
highwoy here.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, like... uh... from... from where I'm
comin' .. .

DET. LEWIS: Skote World...

GEORGETUCKER: like Skote World... well, you did it like
different.

DET. LEWIS: Porker, ond this is Loke Porker. Skote World's
here, ore you tolkin' obout the duplexes here qnd here?

GEORGE TUCKER: (inoudible) olright. You did it like different.
Well, you did it right, it's like comin' down this woy. The duplexes ore
like down here.

DET. LEWIS: Becouse this is um... E&W right over here, you
know whot I'm tqlkin' obout? And q groveyord.
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GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, the groveyord is like down this rood.

DET. LEWIS: And then...

DET. MACKEY: Well, try to picture it with um...

GEORGE TUCKER: Like she did it... she did it kind of different.

DET. MACKEY: Well, picture yourself...

DET. LEWIS: Thot's o four wqy intersection.

DET. MACKEY: Picture yourself heodin' down towords the
boulevord.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy?

DET. LEWIS: Yeoh, here's um... Memoriol.

DET. MACKEY: Skote World's on your right. Before you get to
Skote World there's Porker. You're gonno toke o right on Porker ond
heod towords Loke Porker, right?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, you gonno toke o left on Porker.

DET. MACKEY: Eh...

DET. LEWIS: ls it on this side...
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GEORGE TUCKER: lt's like...

DET. LEWIS: ... or this side?

GEORGE TUCKER: 1... it's like...

DET. LEWIS: Here's Memoriol...

GEORGE TUCKER: Loke Porker is like right here. lt's like
coming towords Loke Porker.

DET. LEWIS: Here's the overposs.

GEORGE TUCKER: But it's not like Loke Porker is bock here.
It's like Porker Street right here.

DET. MACKEY: Um-hum.

GEORGE TUCKER: Like comin' towords Lqke Porker. The woy
you did it, it's like confusing me the woy you did it.

DET. MACKEY: Well, why don't we give you o pen ond you try
to do it.

GEORGE TUCKER: Alright, I could do it.

DET. MACKEY: How obout... how obout thot'll work. Whot kind
of cor does M.L. drive?
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GEORGE TUCKER: Uh... it's like... I don't know whot kind of
cor, it's like on old cor, like o block... block little cor.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

DET. LEWIS: Um... would thot be correct?

DET. MACKEY: Yes.

GEORGE TUCKER: This like Porker Street comin' from like...
olright Sqve-A-Lot like this woy. Sove-A-Lot's like this woy ond like
Porker Street keep comin' down like you keep stroight, but Skote
World's like on this side. Skote World like on this side, but you like go
through the... through the light. Skote World like... it's not... it's not
reolly on this side. lt's like down like this rood. Down this rood.

DET. MACKEY: So, like ond then the BBQ ploce qnd the
boulevord's thot woy too, right?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

GEORGE TUCKER: And like if you keep down this rood like if
you get...

DET. MACKEY: You're gonno hit the boulevord.

GEORGE TUCKER: (inoudible) down this rood. Yeoh,
you're gonno hit Memoriol Blvd.

DET. LEWIS: Um-hum.
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DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

GEORGE TUCKER: And it's gonno (inoudible - both speoking
of once)...

DET. LEWIS: So, it's up here?

GEORGE TUCKER: So, it's like you keep through the um...

DET. LEWIS: Yeoh.

GEORGE TUCKER: ... keep through the keep ond you keep
goin' down. lt's gonno be duplexes on the right.

DET. LEWIS: Yeoh, okoy.

DET. MACKEY: Right ot the stop sign?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

DET. LEWIS: Alright.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy.

DET. LEWIS: You hove onything Det. Mockey, right now?

DET. MACKEY: Um... your dod, the phone number you colled,
is thot o cell phone or o house phone?
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GEORGE TUCKER: Which number?

DET. MACKEY: When you were tryin' to get o hold of your
dod?

GEORGE TUCKER: Oh yeoh, it wos q cell phone.

DET. MACKEY: On his cell phone?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

DET. MACKEY: He hove it through the some busi... uh... phone
service os you, Metro?

GEORGE TUCKER: Noh, I think he hqve Sprint.

DET. MACKEY: Oh, okoy. Alright, uh... no, no further. Everything
you told us hos been voluntory?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yes sir.

DET. MACKEY: Hove you been threotened in ony woy?

GEORGE TUCKER: No sir.

DET. MACKEY: Coerced, promised onything?

GEORGE TUCKER: No sir.
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you hoven't told us right now? | meon this is your chonce. You need
to reolly think. We moy not hove osked everything thot... thot you
know obout. I'm oskin'you, if there's somethin'you know, you need
to tell us obout, just like whot hoppened tonight. You didn't coll 9l l,
you didn't coll us. I meon how mony hours is it loter thot you're here?
We're glod you're here, but I'm soyin', is there onything else you
need to tell us? Becouse right now, you need to do it.

GEORGE TUCKER: (inoudible) | think I told y'oll everything
though, like everything thot lseen, in my eye.Told you... reolly told
y'oll everything.

DET. LEWIS: Well, let me osk you this, you...you soy it ond
then you bocktrock. ls there ony doubt in your mind, thot thot officer
wos shot by onybody else, other thon Kyle?

I

DET. MACKEY:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

GEORGE TUCKER:

GEORGE TUCKER:

DET. LEWIS:

ls there onything else you need to tell us thot

No.

He's the mon?

Yeoh.'Couse lknow it couldn't hove

It's comin' from like right behind me.

You see o motion of on orm ond o guy holdin'

been my cousin becouse my cousin wos gettin' seorched. How con
you like pull out o gun? Thot wos the only other person like close.

DET. LEWIS: You're o smort guy, you heor o gunshot, you
turn, you see (inoudible) motion...
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GEORGE TUCKER: Like goin' down...

DET. LEWIS: ... goin' down.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, like he like puttin' it bock in his
pocket or somethin' like thot.

DET. LEWIS: Well, (inoudible) reosonoble person would soy
thot person just shot somebody.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

DET. LEWIS: By heorin' it...

DET. MACKEY: (inoudible)...

DET. LEWIS: ... ond seein'it of thot very quick of o second,
like you soid. lt didn't toke...

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

DET. LEWIS: ... very (inoudible)... it hoppened so quick.

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh.

DET. LEWIS: He couldn't hove possed thot gun off to
somebody else?

GEORGE TUCKER: Noh.

DET. LEWIS: Okoy.
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DET. MACKEY: And you just heord the one shot, right?

GEORGE TUCKER: Yeoh, I only heord one shot.

DET. MACKEY: Okoy. We're... of course I stepped out for o
few minutes, but wos there onything...

DET. LEWIS: Yeoh, I got to get with 'em on thot um...

DET. MACKEY: Okoy, ond then the jocket I guess...

DET. LEWIS: Yeoh.

DET. MACKEY: ... is the... ony clothes is ony concern.

DET. LEWIS: Yeoh.

DET. MACKEY: You know?

DET. LEWIS: We'll go oheod ond conclude the interview
ond it's l2:17 PM.

/llm
Typing time 6 hours 45 minutes
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Recorded Stotement:
Offense:
Event #:
Event Locotion:

Ofc. Heother Freemon
Attempted I't Degree
2011-24393
2200 Crystol Gove

(#244],
Murder

Cose Agent: Det. Russell Hurley

DET. HURLEY: This is o toped sfotement in reference to on
officer involved shooting uh... cose number 2011-24393. Uh... todoy's
dote is 12/18/2011. The time the officer went out wos 2211. The
oddress is 22 Crystol Gove Lone. Present is the speoker Det. Russell

Hurley. Also present Det. Brod Grice ond we're gonno be interviewin'
Heother Freemon ond we're doin' this toped stotement on uh...
Crystol Grove Drive in my unmorked police vehicle. Okoy, sweor or
offirm the stotement you're obout to give to be the truth to the best
of your knowledge?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: I do.

DET. HURLEY: Okoy, stote your nome for the record.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Officer Heother Freemon.

DET. HURLEY: Okoy, Heother.

(Police rodio in bockground)

DET. HURLEY:

OFC. HEATHER

Turn thot off so we don't...

FREEMAN: (inoudible).

DET. HURLEY: get it in the bockground. Um... I know we
olreody went over this one time off tope, but let's go oheod ond go
over it ogoin.
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OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Um... of 2211 hours Officer Crispin
uh... odvised thot he wos out with three 13P subjects of the pork on
Crystol Grove um... lwos checking for burglories over neor Florido
Southern College off of Ingrohom. As soon os he checked out with
them I immediotely turned oround ond storted heoding towords
Crystol Gove os o bockup unit. lresponded normol um... bythe time
thot I got here I porked directly in front of his cor, which wos porked
in front of the pork. I got out of my vehicle. I didn't see him. I looked
left ond right in the pork, I didn't see onybody in the pork. I looked in
his cor. ldidn't see him sitting in his cor. So, lput my hond on my
microphone. I wos obout to key up to osk 'em where he wos of ond
os soon os I come oround the tree thot wos right in front of me I sow
him loying on the ground, foce up, um... in front of the pork ploce
thot... thot wos in the middle of the pork. My first instinct wos thot he
wos messing with me uh... becouse officers ploy pronks on eoch
other out here. So, lyelled to him, "Crispin, whot ore you doin'?" And
he didn't move. Um... lcould see something on his foce, on his right
cheek. So, I shined my light on 'em ond I noticed it wos red ond os I

opprooched from the ongle of his heod I sow the top of his heod
hod been blown out. So, I immediotely drew my weopon ond I

colled for EMS ond bockup units to respond ond I took cover behind
the tree thot wos closest to him, uh... becouse I didn't know if
onybody wos hiding, woiting for o bockup unit. Um... ldidn't see
onybody in the pork. I never sow onybody running from the pork. I

never sow onyone. Um... the first unit thot orrived on scene wos
Officer Richburg ond his troinee. So, os he opprooched me, I told
him um... I think Officer Crispin is deod ond #l I I ron over to him,
Officer Richburg ond um... he storted soying he wos signol 7 on the
rodio ond colling for everybody to coll out, which I hod olreody let
them know um... we then got down ond storted rippin'off his vest
ond his shirt. Officer Corli come up then ond he olso storted helpin'
out. We begon to do chest compressions. Officer Corli storted first.
Then, I relieved Officer Corli ond Officer Richburg wos doin' mouth to
mouth uh... with o shield ond lwos wotching ond every time lwould
do o compression on his chest I wos wotching the blood come out
of his mouth quite heovily ond olso the top of his heod
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simultoneously. Um... we continued to work 'em uh... olternoting
until EMS orrived ond they took over.

DET. HURLEY: Okoy. Just for clor... clorificotion. There wos
um...you soid there's initiotive out here, they wont you to come out
here?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Right, um... they're oskin' us to do on
F.l. blitz becouse golf zone is getting hit with burglories so heovily. I

hod been out here probobly o combined two hours before him uh...
on ond off. I meon lwould leove ond come bock ond uh... there
wos nobody out, onyrarhere. Um... I'd been up ond down these
streets probobly twelve times ond I couldn't find onybody in ony of
these... these roods, so I left, ond thot's why I heoded towords
Florido Southern becouse thot's onother oreo we're getting hit
heovily now. Um... ond literolly by the time I left here, it wos driving
time from here to Florido Southern he checked out.

DET. HURLEY: Okoy.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: So, um... they weren't out here
when I drove through thot first time. They must hove just come out.

DET. HURLEY: Okoy, how obout previous nights. Hos onybody
been out here thot you recoll?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Um... I hodn't noticed onybody in
the pork lotely becouse it's been cold. There hosn't been o lot of
foot troffic out onywhere um... I've not been oble to stop onybody
out here in the pork um... I hoven't heord ony of us checkin' outwith
onybody in the pork ond recently um... so ldon't hove ony...
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OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: I do.

DET. HURLEY: Okoy.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: I do ond Officer lvoncevich #164
does.

DET. HURLEY: Okoy, ond just... do you know the nome of thot
pork?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Crystol Grove Pork.

DET. HURLEY: Okoy, ond just for the tope's purpose, where
you're tolkin'obout where he porked ond you porked is like the
northwest corner of the pork...

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Correct.

DET. HURLEY: ... by the fence?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Correct.

DET. HURLEY: And... ond there's o ployground set right inside
the fence?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Correct, it's um... probobly o good
moybe twenty to twenty-five feet from the fence line. There's o... o
ploy set ond o uh... like o foke gross, you know rubber gross type
oreo, ond uh... he wos to the south of thot ploy ground ond olso the
gross...

DET. HURLEY: Okoy.
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OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: ... rubber gross.

DET. HURLEY: Alright, ond how is... is it lit out there okoy or not
so good?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: lt's poorly lit.

DET. HURLEY: Poorly lit.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: There's ombient light from the
oportment oreo over there, but it's not well lit.

DET. HURLEY: Okoy.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Which would be why I couldn't see
'em initiolly.

DET. HURLEY: Okoy, you got onything, Brod?

DET. GRICE: Um... just to clorify, you hod just left here ond
went over to lngrohom.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Correct.

DET. GRICE: And then he checks out?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Correct, he wos not here when I wos
here.
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DET. GRICE: Okoy, now do you tell 'em thot you're comin'
or you just drive over this woy?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: No, I keyed up on the rodio ond
odvised I wos 10-51 from Ingrohom.

DET. GRICE: Okoy, okoy, ond you don't recoll him comin'
bock on the rodio of oll ofter...

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: He never did, no.

DET. GRICE: ... (inoudible). Did he ever soy thot he wos out
with just three subjects or block moles or white moles or...?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: He just soid um... three l3P's.

DET. GRICE: Thot's it?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: No description given, no onything.

DET. GRICE: Okoy, ond when you got here his cor is

octuolly...you...you pulled up to the front of his cor?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Correct.

DET. GRICE: And there wos no lights on inside?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: No.

DET. GRICE: No... no blue lights goin' or onything like thot?
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OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: No.

DET. GRICE:
correct?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN:

DET. GRICE: ANd
tope, when EMS got here
his gun ond gun belt?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN:

Motter of foct, you soid his doors were locked,

Correct.

then, ldon't think we covered this on
y'oll octuolly ore the ones thot removed

Correct um... we mo... we removed,
lond Officer Corli removed his shirt ond his vest ond um... we begon
chest compressions. EMS... when EMS got there ond storted working
him I then removed his gun belt ond his gun wos still on it ond his

hood wos still closed, everything wos still intoct.

DET. GRICE: Okoy.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Yes.

DET. GRICE: Okoy, ond floshlights loyin' oround onywhere?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: I hove his floshlight. lt wos next to me
ond I picked it up um... becouse ldidn't wont to leove it out there. I

should hove left it out there, but I hove it.

DET. GRICE: But it wos next to him?
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DET. GRICE: Okoy, ond did yo notice ony other injuries on
'em when you took his shirt ond his vest off?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: There were none, no I could see his
whole chest oreo. There wos no...

DET. GRICE: So, he hos o heod injury?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Correct.

DET. GRICE: Okoy.

DET. GRICE: Okoy.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Or his foce, you know, moybe chin,
mouth. lt's hord to tell becouse he wos pourin'out so much blood
where the entry point is, but it wos definitely exit out the top.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN:
mouth up.

DET. GRICE:

DET. HURLEY:

And it looks like it went from his

Okoy. I don't hove onything of this point.

You got onything you wont to odd thot we
forgot to osk thot you thinks importont?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: I know thot um... we did not get ony
colls regording shots fired until well ofter we were here. As o motter
of foct I think he wos olreody in the ombulonce. So, there wos quite
o deloy. There wos never o shots fire coll, you know, prior to my
orrivol. Um... but people did heor ond lguess some sow subjects
running um... so I don't know of whot point prior to me getting here,
thot hoppened um...
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DET. HURLEY: Okoy.

DET. GRICE: Hove y'oll hod ony issues with onybody in
porticulor out here?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: There's so mony um... this is kind of o
hoven for the three percent we deol frequently with uh... there's o
lorge omount out here, but nobody in porticulor, specificolly more so
thon onyone else.

DET. GRICE: Nobody threotening the police or um... hove
ony fireorms on 'em recently or onything like thot, thot you con think
of? Any colls like thot?

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: Not here um... you know, we've...
we've been pullin' guns off people quite frequently lotely, but not so
much here. Um... like lsoid, there hosn't been o whole lot of people
out to moke contoct with its... when it's cold there's not mony out.

DET. GRICE: Okoy.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN:
immediotely.

Um... so nobody thot comes to mind

DET. GRICE: Okoy. Thot's oll Russ.

OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: We do hove o lot of PCI checks out
here though. So, there's o lot of juvenile probotioners thot... lmeon,
we olmost olwoys hove one out here.
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OFC. HEATHER FREEMAN: No sir.

DET. HURLEY: Alright, this concludes this toped stotement. The
time now is l2:14 AM.

/llm
Typing time I hour 45 minutes
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